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A FORWARD
In January 2016, ArtsNow was tasked by Mayor Dan Horrigan to find a path that would both 
highlight our cultural assets and add to the creative talent of Akron. After significant national 
research and in extensive consultation with numerous partners, it was determined that a 
comprehensive cultural plan was needed for the City. In January 2019, almost three years to 
the date, the City of Akron launched its first-ever cultural planning process under the expert 
guidance of a thoughtful, diverse steering committee.

In the past twelve months, our world has changed drastically. 

COVID-19 arrived in the United States on January 21st and in Ohio on March 9th. With this 
international pandemic came the fear and worry that accompanies threats to the public 
health and the safety of our friends, neighbors, and communities. Arts and culture did 
what we do best  —we rapidly innovated. Organizations streamed shows or hosted virtual 
tours, artists developed new ways to teach classes and use their work to heal, and others 
manufactured personal protective equipment.

The cultural sector was better prepared to rally together to help serve our 
community during this time because of this cultural planning process that 
you implemented and supported.  

Connections and trust that was built through the process allowed makers to quickly rally 
together around PPE, institutions with land and capacity to offer their venues in support of 
blood drives and opportunities for safe social distancing, and content to be generated for our 
most isolated and vulnerable citizens.  

The full social and economic impact of COVID-19 on our world, country, state, and city 
remains to be seen. The financial stability of the arts and culture sector has always been 
fragile; throughout our strategic planning process, we heard it time and time again from 
residents, artists, and organizations. That fragility has been elevated mightily in recent days.

While the world has changed drastically, Akron’s resilience has shown.

This document, a fifteen-year strategic plan for the future of arts and culture in Akron, is as 
relevant as ever. While capacity and stability have changed, the priorities you crafted will 
carry us forward. Perhaps not as we envisioned or on the same timeline, but your work has 
provided us a north star during turbulent times. 

As you’ll see throughout the plan, the ten public priorities ring true in the face of our 
pandemic crisis and can fuel our recovery plans. These foundations include the following:



Equity: As we rebuild communities, and build new communities, we must ensure our 
structures are more just and equitable.

Accessibility: Partners are already innovating ways to ensure access to the arts is available to 
all—regardless of ability—and that all Akronites have the opportunuity to move past access to 
co-creation.

Education: We must ensure that our children must learn creativity and adapt that learning to 
an ever-changing world.

Talent: The stability of and viability for artists and creative entrepreneurs of all kinds to call 
Akron home is paramount to our future.

Engagement: As we look ahead to a yet-unknown recovery, reconnecting to ourselves will be 
fostered by a reconnection to our arts and culture.

Connections: We see systemic changes before our eyes—from care for our aging residents to 
healthcare practices to how we access and interact with food. The cultural sector is threaded 
throughout our communities and that connection increases daily.

Economic Impact: We are seeing the impact of our venues being shuttered and our artists 
staying home. Restaurants, hospitality, and travel are all impacted and will have significant 
impacts on our city’s economic health.

Resources: We must strengthen the financial stability of our cultural sector and creative 
economy. From advocating policy to rethinking funding streams, Akron is stronger when our 
cultural sector is on firm financial ground.

Placemaking: Our parks and public spaces that allow for social distancing have never been 
more alive, and everyone deserves access to these beautiful public spaces.

Public Art: During a time when our outdoor spaces feel like an extension of our homes, the 
need for excellent public art to be created and properly maintained is paramount. 

This is not the first time in our country’s history when a crisis has forced us to rethink our work, 
play, family life, and communities.  It will not be the last.

But throughout history, the arts carry us forward. A pandemic will not kill the arts. It will not 
take our public spaces, parks, libraries and zoos from us for long. Even now, in the midst of a 
rapidly changing world, we know that recovery will come. 
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INTRODUCTION
With innovation as a pillar of our past and a community today that teems 
with creative potential, a vibrant arts and culture sector is essential to our 
city’s future.

Opportunities to experience arts, culture, and environment are the keys 
to creating places where residents want to live, work, shop, create, and 
contribute. Plus, the creative sector itself is a critical economic engine 
locally and nationally. The arts and cultural sector contributed $804.2 
billion or 4.3 percent to the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 
2016. In Greater Akron, the creative economy generates $1.4 billion in the 
Akron MSA (metropolitan statistical area) and supports 17,608 jobs.

In 2019, for the first time in its history, Akron engaged in a city-wide 
cultural planning process with goals to strengthen our city, advance 
our cultural diversity, increase our opportunities to create culture, and 
provide vibrant experiences for us all.

ArtsNow, an independent nonprofit organization, received private 
resources from GAR Foundation and Knight Foundation to work with the 
City of Akron, artists, cultural organizations, local, regional and national 
experts, and most importantly community residents from across Akron’s 
24 neighborhoods to craft the collective cultural plan.  

Together, we set a new standard for inclusive, collaborative planning. 
Together, we evaluated existing resources and examined the needs and 
desires of Akron community members—with hundreds of opportunities 
for residents across Akron neighborhoods to give ideas, perspectives, and 
feedback.

The following cultural planning document—imagined by Akron 
residents—presents a vision and recommendations on how the City of 
Akron, partner organizations, and community members can build upon 
our storied history and create the path forward. 

Our collective roadmap to the future is strong—thanks to 
your perspectives and your ideas. 

Akron, this is your plan. This is your voice. 
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CULTURAL PLANNING 
FOUNDATIONS

CULTURAL PLAN GOALS

The collective cultural planning process was designed to 
promote an equitable, world-class cultural environment 
that strengthens the city, advances cultural diversity, 
increases opportunities to create culture, and provides 
vibrant experiences for all residents. 

The following cultural planning document, developed by 
Akron residents, presents a vision and recommendations 
on how the City of Akron and all of its partners can build 
upon our collective history and create the path to our 
future. 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The plan was created—and will be implemented—with 
the commitment of many interdisciplinary partners. The 
following principles guided the planning process:

• Celebrate the cultural practices, histories, and 
anchor institutions that are vital to Akron’s 
cultural scene. 

• Support programs that invest in individual artists 
and culture creators. 

• Include all people in the creation and 
consumption of culture. 

• Promote the vibrant cultural scene of the city 
through strategic marketing. 

• Provide opportunities for all people to experience 
culture in environments they are comfortable in. 

• Develop an audience of champions of the arts 
and culture scene. 

• Strengthen Akron’s reputation as a city that 
values arts and culture.

CULTURAL PLAN (noun)

A cultural plan is a living document intended to examine and strengthen 
a community through the exploration of arts, humanities, culture,  
natural resources, and heritage. 



PUTTING EQUITY FIRST
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STATEMENT OF
CULTURAL EQUITY 

INTRODUCTION FROM THE 
STEERING COMMITTEE

The strength and future of Akron 
resides in our ability to be an 
inclusive community where all 
people are acknowledged, welcomed, 
and respected. Our arts and 
cultural assets are a tribute to our 
individuality and shared humanity. 
Together we will create a future 
where we inspire authentic learning, 
celebrate our uniqueness, and 
cultivate creativity.  

Those who read the Akron Cultural Plan may notice 
that a clear thread has been woven throughout. 
An emphasis on equity rose to the forefront in this 
process and that is reflective of what we have been 
hearing from you, the community. In fact, 97% of you 
who were interviewed or engaged with in some way 
mentioned the importance of true equity as a part of 
Akron’s future.
 
Although Akron has a rich, diverse, and welcoming 
community, as with other communities across the 
nation, our historically marginalized residents have 
not always had access to, been highlighted in, or 
reaped the benefits of investments in the cultural 
sector. This is a truth we know and one that sets 
the tone for the action that is necessary to make 
changes. Akron can only grow when all its residents 
have equitable opportunities and access to engage in 
every aspect of our community. 
 
To drive the point home, we have included a 
“Statement on Cultural Equity” that we hope that you 
read and reflect on. This statement was developed 
by an inclusive group of committee members and 
refined by the larger committee and community 
leaders. We believe that it is just as vital as the plan 
that follows.

It is our hope that all residents see themselves in this 
plan, and that it inspires our community to continue 
working toward true equity in the cultural sector and 
beyond.

Authored by Steering Committee Members: Cristina 
González Alcalá, Doug Piekarz, and Bronlynn Thurman



LETTERS OF SUPPORT
CITY OF AKRON MAYOR HORRIGAN

In Akron, we have a distinct cultural richness that is derived from our world-class arts and culture community.  The 
diversity of our city is brought to life, across all our neighborhoods, by both established and emerging institutions and 
artists. And Akron is in a tremendous stage of development, filled with makers and entrepreneurs looking to make 
this a stronger more equitable place now and into the future. Investing in our people means investing in the creative 
and resilient spirit that sets Akron apart. 

Art isn’t just ‘a good thing if you can get it’—its essential fuel for a diverse, vibrant and engaged citizenry.  We cannot 
simply invest in the arts when times are good, and resources are plentiful.  Just like healthy public spaces, access to 
arts and culture is a fundamental right for those living in an equitable and free society.   To forget art would be to 
forget ourselves. 

The task of the Akron Cultural Plan was to understand our arts and culture landscape from those who know it best, 
the community members who live, work, and create in Akron.  This Plan reflects the diversity and exceptionality of 
Akron. It takes stock of our current robust cultural assets and addresses how we can best ensure that the arts, culture, 
and environment we have here serve and benefit everyone. 

Thanks to the incredible work of the Akron Cultural Plan team, Akron will not forget the arts. We now have an 
actionable plan to strengthen and elevate arts, culture, and environment for all Akronites, funded in a responsible 
way, leveraging private investments already happening in our community.  

I want to thank the hundreds of people who took the time to infuse their vision and wisdom into this Plan.   You have 
left your mark on our community, and we could not have done this without you.  We hear you, and we’re working 
tirelessly to continue to make this place that you call home even stronger and more vibrant in the years to come.  We 
will be accountable to the values and vision we have developed together.

Mayor Daniel Horrigan
City of Akron
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GAR FOUNDATION

A commitment to arts and culture is part of our DNA at GAR Foundation; 60 years ago, there was no more 
passionate supporter of the arts in our community than our co-founder Ruth Roush. Today we proudly 
convey that commitment in our mission:  to help Akron become smarter, stronger, and more vibrant.  We 
value arts and culture for its ability to make this place more distinctive, special, and lovable. Even more 
importantly, we value it as a means for connecting us one to another, enabling a deeper understanding of 
our individual and collective human experience.
 
Greater Akron punches well above its weight in offering a breadth and diversity of arts and culture 
experiences. You don’t have to go far to find incredible live music, innovative dance, world-class visual 
arts, path-breaking theater, independent film, richly preserved historic venues, and amazing experiences 
in nature. The only thing we haven’t had is a comprehensive cultural plan that helps us understand our 
strengths, identify our needs, and appropriately steward our arts and culture assets for generations to 
come.
 
GAR Foundation is proud to partner with other key civic leaders to invest in this plan. We believe the 
plan is an investment  that will protect and leverage all of our community’s collective arts and culture 
investments over a generation.  Most importantly, we believe this plan captures the voices and values 
of those who live in, work in, and love this community. Our local arts convener ArtsNow has worked 
tirelessly to ensure that our cultural plan is the voice of Greater Akron. 
 
The cultural plan will tell GAR Foundation what arts and cultural experiences are relevant to our 
community. It will help us to shape strategies that respond to community priorities. It will help us 
understand where we are weak and need further investment or different approaches. In short, the 
cultural plan will make us better — better informed, better connected to the needs and priorities that 
animate our community.
 
The plan that follows will tell you what we learned from this deep engagement with community. We 
hope that you will read the report and engage with us - with foundations, arts organizations, individual 
artists, community leaders, and fellow lovers of arts and culture everywhere throughout the community - 
as we build upon our collective history and develop an even brighter arts and culture future.

Christine Amer Mayer
President, GAR Foundation
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT

KNIGHT FOUNDATION

Dear Akronites:

2020 marks Knight Foundation’s 70th anniversary—70 years of building informed and engaged communities, 
because we believe they form the basis of a strong democracy. It all started in Akron, home of the Knight 
Brothers.  Indeed, one of the first Foundation grants was made by Jack and Jim’s mother, Clara, to Tuesday 
Musical Association. That gift launched a long history of investments in the arts here and across other 
communities where the brothers published newspapers.  It seemed fitting to commemorate that rich 
legacy by supporting the creation of this 2020 Akron Cultural Plan. 

In 2014, Knight partnered with GAR Foundation to support an Arts and Culture Assessment for Summit 
County. That study took stock of the state of arts and culture and included high-level recommendations 
for future direction. Five years on and—for us—four Knight Arts Challenges and several million dollars 
of investment later, the time was ripe for a fresh look at Akron’s cultural life and a community-wide 
conversation about the future of the arts. That’s why we were pleased to partner once again with our 
long-time collaborator GAR Foundation to support the development of this community cultural plan, 
facilitated by ArtsNow with the consulting team of Designing Local, and generated and shaped by you.

For us, the process is as important as the product. It has been a privilege to witness and participate in 
community discussions prompted by this planning process. We hope these conversations continue and 
that the relationships strengthened through this experience continue to flourish.  Why, because it’s these 
relationships, the ongoing commitment and accountability to ourselves and to each other, that will be 
crucial to the successful implementation of this plan and the assurance that communities throughout 
Akron reap the benefits. 

As for the plan itself, its priorities mirror many of our own — a focus on authenticity, equity and inclusion, 
developing individual talent and organizations, and supporting transformation through audience 
engagement.  We look forward to working with you to activate this plan over the coming years.

With optimism,

Victoria Rogers
Vice President, Knight Foundation
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OUR CITY: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NAME ORIGIN: From the Greek ἄκρον meaning summit or high point

DEMONYM: Akronite

LANGUAGES SPOKEN AT HOME:
English: 92.8%   /   Other: 7.2%

DEMOGRAPHICS:
from 2017 American Community Survey

AKRON LANDSCAPE
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1825
the year Akron was founded

62.03
square miles in Akron

198,006
Akron’s popularion (2018)

704,845
Akron Metropolitan Area Population (2018)
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AKRON’S CREATIVE ECONOMY

KEY SECTOR FACTS
Akron’s creative sector is the largest employment block with 2.738, including independent artists, writers and 
performers 
 
 •   Publishing-related industries are strong in Akron (Book publishing, internet publishing, and periodical 
     publishing have large output and employment impacts in Akron) 

  •   Akron also has a significant manufacturing presence with large impacts in sign manufacturing, and 
     ornamental and architectural metalwork manufacturing

$1.4 billion
Economic activity generated by 

the creative economy in the Akron 
metropolitan area

17,608 jobs
Created by the creative economy in 

the Akron metropolitan area

$768 million
Supplied in wages and proprietor 

income by the creative economy in 
the Akron metropolitan area
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Our city has been gathering data about what Akron 
wants and needs for many years. From Akron 
Community Foundation’s findings from “On the Table” 
and the Blue Ribbon Task Force’s 2016 assessment 
to the Greater Ohio Policy Center’s 62.4 Report and 
priorities from the Senior Citizens’ Commission and the 
Akron Civic Rights Commission, the cultural plan has 
been informed by a legacy of high-quality assessment 
and research.

In late 2012, the GAR Foundation and the Knight 
Foundation set out to understand the strengths, 
challenges, relevance, and opportunities for Summit 
County’s arts sector. Together they designed a research 
process—dubbed the Summit County Arts and Culture 
Initiative—that would arrive at this understanding by 
looking at multiple perspectives–not just that of arts 
organizations. This initiative marked the first time this 
type of work was done for or with the arts sector in the 
greater Akron area. A diverse, multi-sector, 19-member 
steering committee oversaw the research phase of the 
work. 

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE 
ASSESSMENT

The final report told us:

•  Summit County has many great assets 
upon which to build, but many assets are in 
jeopardy, with waning relevance to audiences 
and eroding financial stability; 

•  The business sector values a vibrant arts and 
culture scene as a key tool for talent attraction 
and retention, and yet businesses feel 
disconnected from the arts; 

• Consumers have to work too hard to find arts   
 and culture offerings; 

•  Many consumers want different kinds of arts 
experiences that are more relevant to their 
lives; and, 

• There is no “glue” holding the arts together as a  
 high-functioning sector.

The	Akron	Cultural	Plan	is	a	natural	next	step	in	strong	community	efforts	designed	
to understand and advance the arts and cultural sector.

Armed with this rich information, the Steering Committee embarked upon the engagement phase, which kicked off 
in January 2014. During this process over 250 people from all walks of life attended working group meetings and dug 
into the work of shoring up greater Akron’s arts and culture sector.



OUTCOMES AND SUCCESS

As the work crystalized, it became evident an organization was needed to meet the needs of 
Summit County and to fill a noticeable gap in the sector. In July of 2015, ArtsNow was created as the 
means of addressing these findings and serving as the conduit to ensure the arts and culture sector 
is fully leveraged in identifying community opportunities and moving us forward as a region.

And today, ArtsNow has been asked to shepherd this cultural planning process for the Akron community. 
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE 
ASSESSMENT (continued)

NEXT STEPS FOR AKRON

Creating a cultural plan is a natural next step for Akron, 
and	the	strong	work	of	past	efforts	has	positioned	the	
community to create an actionable plan, fueled by the 
voices of Akron residents, of what the future of the arts and 
culture sector will be.
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As part of the discovery phase of this cultural planning process, the steering committee and its 
research partners began to document existing cultural assets throughout Akron. 

Interactive maps were provided throughout the engagement sessions digitally for Akronites to add 
their thoughts to the maps, as well.

This cultural asset mapping can help our community identify places and name specific absences 
inside the arts and culture picture of Akron. 

A cultural mapping process can help us use data to understand our history and plan for our 
collective future. And we can plainly see the existence and importance of our cultural resources.

To better understand how Akron’s cultural assets are distributed, the planning team grouped the 
city’s cultural assets into one of three categories: cultural, educational, environmental, and heritage 
spaces.

Key Takeaways
While interesting and informative we know that the information is incomplete due to the fact it 
was collected via self-reporting. More detailed mapping should be conducted before decisions are 
made based on the date.

Cultural amenities are widespread throughout Akron and Summit County. They are well distributed 
throughout in areas of different racial, socio-economic, and national origin. Throughout the Akron 
Cultural Plan engagement process, we heard that there was a lack of cultural access for various 
groups which leads us to believe that though there is a good geographic spread of assets, their 
quality, offerings, or ability to access may not align with the population of Akron.

MAPPING CULTURAL 
ASSETS IN AKRON
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MAPPING ASSETS: CULTURAL SPACES

MUSEUMS, THEATRES, AND GALLERIES
In general, assets seem to be well-distributed throughout the City of Akron and Summit County. 
Museums, theatres, and galleries are concentrated along the east-west Market Street Corridor 
and in downtown but are not only focused in these areas. This data includes cultural spaces with 
profiles on SummitLive365.com and ranges from grand and historic to intimate and new—and 
everywhere in between. To add a space that’s missing, please visit SummitLive365.com.
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MAPPING ASSETS: CULTURAL SPACES

FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
This is a self-reporting database and is not exhaustive. This database should be added to as a 
reporting tool is developed. 
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MAPPING ASSETS: CULTURAL SPACES

VENUES
On this map, you’ll see locations of venues for cultural experiences that also have profiles on 
SummitLive365.com. To add a venue that’s missing, please visit SummitLive365.com. Venues 
are well-distributed throughout the City of Akron and Summit County and are located in similar 
locations to the Museums, Theatres, and Galleries. A similar concentration exists along the east-
west Market Street corridor and downtown. 
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MAPPING ASSETS: CULTURAL

PUBLIC ART
Public artworks are not distributed throughout the City and are focused in downtown Akron and 
other commercial areas. A need for expansion of public artworks to neighborhoods is evident. 
This map includes public art registered on SummitLive365.com. To add a piece that’s missing, 
please visit SummitLive365.com.
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MAPPING ASSETS: TALENT

ARTISTS
This is a self-reporting database and is not exhaustive. This database should be added to as a 
reporting tool is developed. This map includes artists with a profile on SummitLive365.com. To add 
yourself or another artist who’s missing, please visit SummitLive365.com.
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MAPPING ASSETS: EDUCATIONAL SPACES

SCHOOLS & UNIVERSITIES
Location information about educational spaces and assets comes from the City of Akron directory 
and includes public schools, private schools, charter schools, parochial schools, colleges, and 
universities. Schools appear to be well distributed throughout Akron.
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MAPPING ASSETS: EDUCATIONAL SPACES

LIBRARIES
Location information about libraries comes from the City of Akron directory. Libraries appear to be 
well distributed throughout Akron.
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MAPPING ASSETS: ENVIRONMENTAL SPACES

PARKS & ENVIRONMENTAL SITES
Parks appear to be well distributed throughout Akron and Akron scores highly on the “Park Score.” 
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MAPPING ASSETS: HERITAGE SPACES

HISTORIC DISTRICTS & LANDMARKS
Historic Districts and Landmarks appear to be concentrated Downtown and immediately to its 
east and west. Research should be done to understand other buildings and landmarks worthy of 
preservation for architectural quality or cultural importance outside these areas. 
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MAPPING ASSETS: ALL CULTURAL SPACES

CULTURAL ASSETS
 This is a culmination of the previously referenced cultural assets.
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MAPPING ASSETS: ALL CULTURAL SPACES

BY MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
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MAPPING ASSETS: ALL CULTURAL SPACES

BY AFRICAN-AMERICAN POPULATION
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MAPPING ASSETS: ALL CULTURAL SPACES

BY NEW AMERICAN POPULATION
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CULTURAL PLANNING PROCESS

The Akron Cultural Plan was envisioned by the residents of Akron. The process of creation was led by Akron  
Cultural Plan Steering Committee, facilitated by ArtsNow (Summit County’s backbone organization for arts,  
culture, and environment) and Amp Strategy, and executed by third-party national experts at Designing Local.

STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
• Dr. Leslie Barnes (YEPAW, Arlington Church of God)      
• Theresa Boware (Akron Summit County Public Library, Odom Branch Director)       
• Patrick Bravo (Summit County Landbank, Executive Director)
• Veronica Cook-Euell (Kent State University, Supplier Diversity Program Manager)       
• Miss Shirley Finney (Summit Lake, Resident)       
• Puspa Gajmer (Himalayan Arts Language & Cultural Academy (HALCA), Executive/Artistic Director)       
• John Garofalo (Akron Community Foundation)    
• Cristina González Alcalá (Summit Education Initiative)      
• Suzie Graham (Downtown Akron Partnership, President)       
• James Hardy (City of Akron, Deputy Mayor for Integrated Development)    
• Justin Hilton (Kent State University, Senior Associate VP for University Relations)  
• Greta Johnson (County of Summit, Assistant Chief of Staff/PIO)       
• Sean Joyce (Stan Hywet, President & Executive Director)  
• Beth Knorr (Summit Food Coalition, Executive Director)     
• Sandra Kurt (County of Summit, Clerk of Courts)       
• Rob Lehr (GAR Foundation, Program Officer)       
• Dave Lieberth (The Lieberth Consulting Group)       
• Mark Masuoka (Akron Art Museum, John S. Knight Director & CEO)       
• Carla Moore (Retired Judge, Ohio Ninth District Court of Appeals)     
• Dominic Moore-Dunson (Inlet Dance, Dancer and Choreographer)          
• Eric Nelson (Students With A Goal)       
• Doug Piekarz (Akron Zoo, President and CEO, Center for Applied Drama and Autism board member)       
• Rick Rogers (Curated Storefronts)
• Brittany Schmoekel (City of Akron, Manager, Recreation Bureau)  
• Jason Segedy (City of Akron, Director of Planning and Urban Development)     
• Priya Sircar (Knight Foundation, Arts Director)     
• Jim Slowiak (New World Performance Lab/The University of Akron Theatre and Arts Administration)       
• Karen Starr (Hazel Tree Design)       
• Bronlynn Thurman (GAR Foundation and Artist)       
• Arnold Tunstall (The University of Akron)       
• Pastor Deniela Williams (New Millennium Baptist Church, Pastor)    

STAFF:
• Nicole Mullet (ArtsNow, Executive Director)   
• Grace Myers, Corporate and Community Liaison
• Amp Strategy

Thanks to the guidance of the 31 member Steering Committee, the cultural planning process consists of three steps: 

1



3
2 639 hours

total community listening 
(that’s 16 weeks!)
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1 31 people 150+ people
on the Akron Cultural Plan 
steering committee 

Understand the rich history and landscape of Akron’s arts 
and	cultural	assets	while	crafting	an	inclusive	and	equitable	
cultural planning process

people representing hundreds 
of organizations across Akron 
interviewed to guide the process

REVIEW
PHASE 3:

Explore attitudes, perceptions, and future visions 
about Akron’s culture through inclusive and 
authentic engagement activities

210 hours
one-on-one listening

753,045
social engagement

Present the shared visions and public 
priorities back to the Akron community 
for additional input and review

5 rounds
of public review

DISCOVER
PHASE 1:

LISTEN
PHASE 2:

27
focus groups and meet-ups



PHASE ONE: 

DISCOVERY 
Understand the rich history and landscape of Akron’s arts and cultural assets 
while	crafting	an	inclusive	and	equitable	cultural	planning	process
Prior to the launch of the community planning process, over 150 stakeholders, representing hundreds of cultural 
organizations, artists, and residents throughout the city, were engaged to ensure the cultural planning process was 
equitable, engaged best practices, and ensured all voices were represented. The significant and in-depth input from 
stakeholders formed the basis of the overall community engagement strategy. 

STAKEHOLDER ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDED:
• 91.3 The Summit
• Acid Cats
• Akron Art Museum
• Akron Children’s Museum
• Akron Children’s Hospital
• Akron City Council
• Akron Civic Commons
• Akron Civic Theatre
• Akron Community Foundation
• Akron Film Collective
• Akron Parks Collaborative
• Akron Public Schools
• Akron Soul Train
• Akron Summit County  

Public Library
• Akron Symphony Orchestra
• Akron Waterways Renewed
• Akron Zoo
• Akron-Canton Regional Foodbank
• Akron/Summit County 

Convention & Visitors Bureau
• Alchemy, Inc
• Amber Cullen Art, LLC
• Arlington Church of God
• Art Bomb Brigade
• Art of Matt Miller
• Art Speaks Ohio
• ArtsCleveland
• ArtSparks
• ArtxLove
• Big Love Network
• Bluff Blue Door
• Build Corp
• City of Akron
• Conservancy for Cuyahoga 

Valley  National Park
• Corbin Foundation

• Countryside
• County of Summit
• Crafty Mart
• Crain’s Cleveland Business
• Creative StartUps
• Curated Storefront
• Design Innovation Initiative,  

Kent State University
• Direction Home Akron Canton 

Area Agency on Aging & 
Disabilities

• Don Drumm Studios
• Downtown Akron Partnership
• Dreams Academy
• East Akron Neighborhood 

Development Corporation
• environmntl
• EY
• Friends of Metro Parks
• FRONT International
• GAINS
• GAR Foundation
• Goodyear
• Growing Mindz
• Hale Farm & Village
• Hands On Sustainability
• Harwick Standard Distribution
• Hazel Tree Design Studio
• Heinz Poll Summer Dance 

Festival
• Himalayan Arts Language & 

Cultural Academy (HALCA)
• House of Kung Fu
• Hower House
• Huntington Bank
• Inlet Dance Theatre
• Jaron LeGrair Studio

• Jewish Community Board  
of Akron

• Kenmore Neighborhood 
Alliance

• Kent State University
• Kent State University,  

School of Theatre and Dance
• Knight Foundation
• Krunchworks
• Leandra Drumm Designs
• Lieberth Consulting Group
• Love Akron Network
• Magical Theatre Company
• Akron’s Senior Citizen 

Commission
• Mural Arts Philadelphia
• Mustard Seed Market & Cafe
• National Center for 

Choreography at The University 
of Akron

• Neighborhood Network
• New Millennium Baptist Church
• New World Performance Lab
• Northeast Ohio Healing 

Alliance
• Ohio and Erie Canalway 

Coalition
• Ohio Shakespeare Festival
• One View Communications
• Peg’s Foundation
• QuTheatr
• Research Triangle Foundation
• Roetzel & Andress
• Rubber City Theatre
• Shane Wynn Photography
• South Street Ministries
• St. Sebastian Church

• Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens
• Students with a Goal (SWAG)
• Summit Artspace
• Summit County ADM Board
• Summit County Historical 

Society
• Summit County Landbank
• Summit County Environmental 

Sustainability Task Force
• Summit DD
• Summit Education Initiative
• Summit Food Coalition
• Summit Metro Parks
• The Chameleon Village
• Tuesday Musical
• UDS
• University of Akron
• University of Akron Theater and 

Arts Administration
• University of Akron, Buchtel 

College of Art and Sciences
• University of Akron, Cummings 

Center for the History of 
Psychology

• University of Akron, EX[L] 
Center

• University of Akron, Myers 
School of Art

• VIBE Collective
• Weathervane Playhouse
• Well Community Development 

Corporation
• Woodrow Nash Studios
• YEPAW
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PHASE TWO: 

LISTEN 
Explore attitudes, perceptions, and future visions about Akron’s 
culture through inclusive and authentic engagement activities

Broad Listening Tour 
Inclusive community engagement drove the cultural planning process in all stages. The broad 
listening tour spanned 639 total hours of community listening, including 210 hours in one-on-one 
listening sessions which were made available to every Akron resident, designed to inspire authentic 
and real-time community feedback.

Focus Groups
Community members engaged in 16 focus groups, including five artist-led focus groups that included 
visual and performance artists, educational partners, young leaders, and emerging creators, local 
leaders of the faith community, and the accessibility community. 

Facilitators Included:
• Shane Wynn (Shane Wynn Photography)
• Amber Cullen and Nikki Epps (VIBE Collective) 
• Kimia Ghaderi (Development Manager,  

Akron Symphony Orchestra) 
• ArtsNow 
• Designing Local

Groups Included:
• Accessibility Focus Group (UDS, Center  

for Applied Drama and Autism)
• Educational Focus Group
• University of Akron students 
• University of Akron staff 
• Young Professional Organizations
• Age-Friendly Focus Group at Stan Hywet 
• Faith Community Focus Group
• Akron Public Schools
• Economic Development Task Force
• Kent State University, faculty and students
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Neighborhood Meetups 
To encourage open discussion, the third-party planning team also hosted 11 neighborhood meetups throughout the 
city across Akron’s neighborhoods. The design of the meetups inspired Akron residents to dream about the future of 
arts and culture. 

Locations in Akron’s Neighborhoods:
• Odom Boulevard Library Branch | Sherbondy Hill
• Coventry Oaks Lodge | Firestone Park, Coventry Crossing, South Akron
• Ellet Branch Library | Ellet
• Forest Lodge Community Center | Wallhaven, Fairlawn Heights, Northwest Akron
• North Hill Branch Library | North Hill, Merriman Hills, Merriman Valley, High Hamptons
• Reservoir Community Center | Goodyear Heights, Chapel Hill
• Kenmore Community Center | Kenmore
• Joy Park Community Center | East Akron 
• REACH Opportunity Center | Summit Lake, Downtown
• The Well | University Park, Middlebury, Cascade Valley
• Buchtel Community Learning Center | West Akron, Highland Square, West Hill

Festival Engagement 
Artists were hired to facilitate table discussions at ten festivals throughout the summer. Their presence allowed 
residents and visitors to provide insight into their perceptions of the cultural scene and the possible direction for 
future growth.

Festivals Included:
• Stage Fest at Highland Square: June 1, 2019
• Akron Zoo, Rhythm of Summer: June 1, 2019
• North Hill Music Festival: June 8, 2019
• Stan Hywet Father’s Day Car Show: June 16, 2019
• AMHA Touch a Truck: June 25, 2019
• Summit Lake Farmers’ Market: July 9 and July 16, 2019
• Summit County Historical Society’s Family Event: July 13, 2019
• Geek Fest and Comicon, Akron Summit County Public Library: July 20, 2019
• Heinz Poll Summer Dance Festival: July 26, 2019
• Porch Rockr: August 17, 2019
• Rubber City Jazz and Blues Festival: August 23-25, 2019
• Akron Pride Festival: August 24, 2019
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These opportunities for engagement and input were 
shared publicly in traditional media channels (resulting 
in a reach of 5,034,522 in local print publications), through 
grassroots methods (like flyer distribution in neighbor 
gathering spots), and on social media (resulting in 753,045 
organic social media impressions).

Survey Engagement
Other engagement opportunities included participating 
in a city-wide survey. The 28-question survey was available 
throughout the spring, summer, and fall of 2019 in an 
online format at AkronCulturalPlan.com, and paper copies 
were available at all 19 Akron-Summit County Public 
Library locations. Community members and groups could 
complete the survey individually or hold their own focus 
group and return one paper copy completed by the group. 
A total of 483 surveys were completed. 

Digital Engagement 
In addition to the online survey, the website 
AkronCulturalPlan.com also offered a wide array of digital 
ways to engage including a form to leave feedback or 
request a one-on-one interview and an interactive cultural 
ecosystem map that encouraged users to share arts and 
culture experiences, existing public art in Akron, special 
stories in Akron, heroes from Akron (people of note and 
unsung heroes), historic landmarks in Akron, outdoor 
experiences, and seasonal events.

But the community engagement didn’t stop there.

57%
of Akronites surveyed 

wanted more public art

87%
of Akronites surveyed

believe arts and culture should be 
reflected across the entire city, in 

every neighborhood
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PHASE THREE: 

IDEA SYNTHESIS AND  
PUBLIC REVIEW
Present the shared visions and public priorities back to the Akron community 
for additional input and review
Instead of distilling community ideas to fit traditional national examples of cultural planning, the public’s priorities 
and ideas were categorized into key, Akron-centric themes.

While national examples of success are referenced throughout (and will provide significant takeaways and learning 
opportunities), the priorities and strategies are intentionally Akron—for Akron and by Akron.

After synthesizing the priorities and ideas from the public, another five rounds of community review were organized 
with questions for the public like:

• What’s missing?
• Was your voice accurately captured here?
• Do you feel heard and understood within these priorities?
• How can we make these ideas more “Akron?”
• Do these priorities help move us forward, together, as a community?
• How could you plug into making one or more priorities happen?
• Who else should we talk to?

Seven priorities evolved into six priorities, and eventually into the ten priorities captured in this cultural planning 
document today.

— Dr. David James, Superintendent Akron Public Schools 

“In Akron, we don’t just use best practices. 
We make them.”



PHASE FOUR: 

ACTION
Craft	an	implementation	strategy	with	residents,	organizations,	and	
community partners to move the plan into tangible action.
Together, we’re in Phase Four, Akron. 

Throughout the following priorities, you’ll see each labeled with the potential investment required ($ to $$$$) and 
next steps including, “Implement,” “Explore,” “Expand,” and “Promote.”

Plus, read more about the strategy for implementation, including how individual citizens and organizations across 
our region can support this implementation of Akron’s priorities on page 77.
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Elevate Akron outdoor yoga festival in Lock 3
Photography Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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PUBLIC PRIORITIES

Throughout an inclusive public cultural planning process, Akron community members like you 
offered priorities and strategies to build up our creative sector, and ten key priorities emerged 
from your ideas:““
““

Maximize 
Equity for All 

EQUITY

Support the Talent 
Development of 
Akron’s Culture 

Creators

TALENT

Strengthen Our 
Cultural Resources 
and Infrastructure

RESOURCES

Increase Public
Engagement with 

Arts & Culture 

ENGAGEMENT

Prioritize 
Access for All

ACCESSIBILITY

Leverage Arts & 
Culture as an 

Economic Engine

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Strengthen the 
Pipeline for Future 

Creators and Champions 

EDUCATION

Support Culture Across 
Sectors including 

Food, History, and the 
Environment

CONNECTIONS

Utilize Art as 
Placemaking Tool

PLACEMAKING

Invest in a Citywide 
Public Art Program

PUBLIC ART

In Akron, we believe that we have the potential 
to be a thriving, creative city.

Together, we have work to do.



PRIORITY #1: EQUITY

In Akron, we believe that people of all ages, races, genders, orientations, religions, abilities, means, and backgrounds 
must have access to and participate in the making of a thriving cultural scene. 

We must build more equitable practices so that all Akron residents and guests can co-create the future of Akron’s arts 
and culture.

In support of equity and inclusion, community members like you prioritized strategies including: 

• 1.1   Organizational Support for Historically Marginalized Groups: Create opportunities and resources to  
support for historically marginalized groups

• 1.2  Storytelling & Programming: Convene community conversations, programming, and storytelling efforts 
around equity as we work to expand initiatives that support cultural identity and traditions of all residents

• 1.3  Equity in Leadership: Understand the landscape of leadership equity in Akron and develop pathways 
towards parity

Together, we have work to do. 

EQUITY

Prioritize Equity for All 

I       Implement E       Explore P       PromoteX       Expand
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1.1 Organizational Support for Historically 
Marginalized Groups 
Create opportunities for resources and peer-to-peer support for historically 
marginalized groups

Black Artists Guild: Develop a Black Artists Guild that supports Black and African-American artists in Akron and 
Summit County.

Cultural Equity Statements: Encourage and empower cultural organizations to develop and adopt cultural 
equity statements for their organizations. 

This can be completed by:

• Hosting cultural competency training facilitated by diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility 
consultants; and 

• Hosting cultural equity statement workshops with other organizations that have adopted cultural 
equity statements.

“We need to demand more diverse leadership. More 
women, more people of color, more voices and a fair 

wage for arts workers in this community.”

– SURVEY PARTICIPANT

EQUITY

I    

I    

$$$

$$



1.2  Storytelling & Programming: 
Expand and create initiatives that support cultural identity and traditions of all residents 

• Cultural Identity Support: Create and expand local cultural and historic initiatives (including music, art,  
heritage, food, and more) that support the cultural identity and traditions of all of Akron’s residents. This 
specifically includes: 

•  Expanding and supporting diverse cultural engagement programming that promotes an increase in 
authentic engagement with and exploration of all cultures by Akron residents.  

•  This investment, over time, will increase local support for different cultural experiences and could include 
expanding cultural programming in public facilities to serve diverse culture consumers. Expanded 
programming could resemble rotating collections and programs focused on community heritage and  
cultural literacy, presentations of local artists, presentations of cooking classes, shared meals with people  
of different cultures, and spaces that encourage intergenerational dialogue.  
  

•  Investing in the expansion and creation of festivals that celebrate, engage, and inform the Akron community 
about the rich history of the region as well as the diversity of our community.  

• Ensure priority is given to under-represented populations when making investments in these initiatives. 

•  Heritage Storytelling: Support existing efforts to advance the collection and documentation of oral histories  
and community heritage, preserving residents’ stories for current and future generations. This program will 
prioritize storytelling through recorded interviews with residents whose stories are in danger of being lost  
and will support the work of community historians and organizations interested in oral history projects 
throughout the city.

EQUITY

X $$P

X $$P
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1.3  Equity in Leadership:
Expand and create initiatives that support cultural identity and traditions of all residents 

• Akron Nonprofit Leadership Assessment: Conduct a new assessment to help understand the makeup  
of boards and leadership of nonprofit cultural organizations in Summit County. This work should build on 
the effort initiated by GAR Foundation in 2015 which serves as a benchmark and work to ensure greater 
representation on nonprofit decision-making bodies for all people, including, but not limited to: 

 •      African Americans    •      People of various faith backgrounds
 •      People of Color    •      People with disabilities (visible and invisible)
 •      Students     •      Women
 •      Members of LGBTQ+ community  •      Young Leaders (18-40)
 •      New Americans    •      High School Students (15-18)
 •      Older Adults 

• Leadership Equity Task Force: Identify an existing group or create a task force that assists cultural 
organizations in diversifying their boards, leadership, and programming.  
 
This task force could be responsible for: 
•  The development of a process for cultural organizations who want to achieve parity on boards and in 

leadership roles within their organizations.  

• The development of leadership programming for members of historically marginalized groups. 

• City Leadership Landscape Study: Support the City of Akron’s ongoing diversity efforts by providing a report 
on the diversity of appointed board members and commissioners, as well as staff. 
 
As part of the study outcomes, assist the City in ensuring boards, commissions, and staff members represent 
the full diversity of our community by connecting them with under-represented groups including, but not 
limited to: 

 •      African Americans    •      People of various faith backgrounds
 •      People of Color    •      People with disabilities (visible and invisible)
 •      Students     •      Women
 •      Members of LGBTQ+ community  •      Young Leaders (18-40)
 •      New Americans    •      High School Students (15-18)
 •      Older Adults

EQUITY

E

E

E

$$$

$$$

$$$



PRIORITY #2: ACCESSIBILITY

In Akron,  we believe that access to our city’s arts, cultural, and environmental spaces are integral to the health and 
future of our community—and together, we must work towards intentional inclusion.

We must advance efforts that maximize access to cultural experiences so all Akron residents and visitors feel like 
valued guests and welcomed creators of art and culture.

In support of access for all, community members like you advocated for specific strategies with ideas including:

•      2.1  Event Accessibility: Increase accessibility of venues and hubs of culture in Akron
•      2.2  Digital Accessibility: Collaborate to create deeper accessibility on digital platforms

Together, we have work to do.

ACCESSIBILITY

Prioritize Access for All

I       Implement E       Explore P       PromoteX       Expand
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2.1  Event Accessibility 
Increase accessibility of venues and hubs of culture in Akron

• Cultural Accessibility Task Force: Identify an existing organization or develop an accessibility task force  
in conjunction with social service partners to ensure events and programs are being planned with 
accessibility in mind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Guest Accessibility Information: Develop a shared accessibility checklist for cultural organizations to 
increase digital and physical accessibility for people with disabilities. 
 
       GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 Options for the accessibility checklist could include: 

• Is there wheelchair accessibility, if so, what kind?
•  Are accommodations for low vision (visual acuity, light sensitivity, contrast sensitivity, field of 

vision, color vision) provided, and in what capacity?
• Is the event sensory inclusive? (Resources, interpreter, tools, etc.)
• Is material offered in braille?
• Is the event American Sign Language (ASL) accessible?
• What is the policy on therapy animals and emotional support animals?

ACCESSIBILITY

       GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  

The task force could consider:
• Programming for all abilities and programs that feature all abilities;
• Accessible theater seating and stages;
• Audio capturing and presence of braille on visual art pieces; 
• Rules for service animals;
• Creation and inclusion of sensory-friendly environments within events and 

cultural institutions; 
• Accessible restrooms at outdoor events; and
• Communicating and enhancing existing opportunities and creating new 

opportunities for appropriate access to accessible transportation at the time of 
scheduled events and programs. 

I    

E $$

$$



• Akron Accessibility Library: In conjunction with social service providers, develop an accessibility  
library with items such as caption devices, interpreter services, and accessible props available for  
organizations to rent/borrow.  
 
GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
The accessibility library could include:
• List of Interpreters
• Weighted Blankets
• Headphones
• Sensory Resources
• Wheelchair Ramps
• Caption Devices
• Microphones

• Family-and Recovery-Friendly Venues: Support and develop venue options that do not serve alcohol as venues 
for families, young adults, those in recovery, and others who seek alternative spaces. These venues can include 
coffee shops, public parks, libraries, community centers, and faith-based organizations.

“We’ve never been asked what we need before.  
People usually forget about us when they are doing  
big community projects.”

– UDS FOCUS GROUP COMMENT
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2.2 Digital Accessibility: 
Collaborate to create greater accessibility on digital platforms 

• Inclusive Digital Experiences: Establish a policy inside our cultural organizations to monitor and audit 
websites on an ongoing basis. Since the internet is a critical way to serve and inform consumers and our 
community, the audit should encompass requirements set forth by the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA), and move beyond this baseline requirement to further increase accessibility for all.  
 
Examples of how this work can extend beyond mandates include:
• Feature people of all abilities in marketing efforts and online
• Include videos that clearly show how consumers can access the venue or organization
• Leverage and access Akron Stock to feature people of all abilities 

• Assistive Technology: Provide assistive technology (AT) to cultural organizations, as needed, including  
a suite of tools that can assist in activities like typing or controlling a mouse using voice commands,  
hearing all the words on the screen read aloud, or magnifying the screen to make it more visible to them.

ACCESSIBILITY

I    

E

$$$

$$$$



PRIORITY #3: EDUCATION

In Akron,  we believe that all students deserve the opportunity to access high-quality, creative experiences, both in 
school and in the community. 

We know that arts and culture have a positive impact on student attendance. motivation, and engagement. And we 
believe arts and culture—especially when extended across disciplines—encourage creative problem-solving.

Students who participate in the arts are four times more likely to be recognized for academic achievement, and 
students from low socioeconomic status who actively participate in the arts have a dropout rate of 4% as opposed 
to their peers with a low participation rate who have a dropout rate of 22% (Americans for the Arts, Arts Education 
Navigator). 

Akron community members like you offered strategies in support of education, including:

•      3.1  Arts Education: Inform the community about the benefits of arts education, and advocate for cultural 
experiences and arts-related career pathways for students

•      3.2  Culture in the Classroom: Engage student learners as future leaders, patrons, and creators through  
school and cultural connections

Together, we have work to do.

EDUCATION

Strengthen the Pipeline for Emerging Creators and 
Champions of Culture

Roots of Rubber installation by Boa Mistura on the STEM Middle School plaza; Photography by John R Aylward from AkronStock.com

I       Implement E       Explore P       PromoteX       Expand
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3.1   Arts Education 
Inform	the	community	about	the	benefits	of	arts	education,	and	advocate	for	cultural	
experiences and arts-related educational and career pathways

• Arts Education Advocacy: Advocate and support the exploration of sustainable ways to advance early 
childhood and K‐12 arts education in public and private schools and in out of school care. 

• Benchmarks & Impact: Work with organizations like Summit Education Initiative to identify benchmarks for 
educators and community members to demonstrate the impact of arts and culture experiences for students. 

• Neighborhood Learning Experiences: Explore and incubate ideas that integrate learning opportunities 
into public spaces and break down the barriers to learning. Build on the efforts of the City of Akron and its 
partners as they continue to create designs for public spaces, such as playgrounds, parks, splash pads, and 
other placemaking efforts. 

• Culture as Career Paths: Showcase artists, historians, curators, arts and culture administrators, and others 
working in the cultural sector as a way of showing students pathways to career opportunities. 
 

3.2   Culture in the Classroom 
Engage student learners as future leaders, patrons, and creators through school and 
cultural connections 

• Access to Cultural Experiences: Support meaningful learning experiences outside the classroom through 
growth and expansion of programs in Akron Public Schools, such as the GAR Foundation-funded Essential 
Experiences. 

• Student Cultural Advisory Council: Uplift the voices of future arts and culture creators and consumers by 
establishing a post-secondary Student Cultural Advisory Council to meet quarterly with the goal of advising 
organizations and leadership on policies and programming for the sector.  

• Connecting Schools to the Cultural Community: Foster a deeper connection between public, private, and 
charter schools to enhance learning and create a future pipeline of talent and advocates in our communities. 
This work can occur in and out of school time, should be adaptive to the needs of educational partners, and 
should include faculty, administration, parents, students, and the Akron cultural sector. 
 

EDUCATION
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GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
Areas of exploration may include:  

• Appointing members of cultural organizations and individual artists to Akron Public Schools’ College 
and Career Academy Advisory Committees. Advisory participation should extend beyond traditional arts 
curriculum to include science, technology, engineering, mathematics, humanities, and history.

• Supporting professional engagement for secondary and postsecondary faculty.
• Partnering to support learning opportunities for educators.
• Exploring opportunities to leverage the arts to communicate more effectively with families and community 

members.
• Identifying and supporting out-of-school time providers who are interested in developing or increasing 

their culturally-based learning curriculum and programming.
• Partnering with the University of Akron, Kent State University, Stark State College, and cultural 

organizations to develop opportunities for internships and experiential learning experiences in arts, design, 
culture, humanities, and history students, positioning  Akron and Northeast Ohio as a place conduit for 
professionals in the cultural sector.
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EDUCATION





PRIORITY #4: TALENT

In Akron, we believe that artists and creators are core to the health of our city and are beloved community members 
who deserve the opportunity to make a home in Akron. 

In a thriving arts ecosystem, all participants have access to the resources they need to succeed in their work, and there 
are many types of success. Together, we must make success available at all levels of development and encourage 
artists and creatives to grow in their craft and profession.

In support of Akron’s talented artists and culture creators, community members like you suggested strategies 
including: 

• 4.1  Art and Entrepreneurs: Advance the creative entrepreneurship sector through skill building opportunities 
and support for artists, from financial empowerment to business skills

• 4.2  Peer Learning: Develop peer learning opportunities designed to build capacity in Akron’s cultural sector, 
from sharing best practices to networking

Together, we have work to do. 

TALENT

Support the Talent Development of Akron’s Culture Creators
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TALENT
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4.1  Art and Entrepreneurs 
Advance the creative entrepreneurship sector through skill-building opportunities and 
support for artists

• Financial Empowerment: Leverage the City of Akron and United Way of Summit County’s Financial 
Empowerment Centers to support financial literacy for artists and makers as individuals, many of whom are 
compensated as contract professionals.

• Business of Art Skills: Offer educational opportunities for the local artist community in areas including: 
 
 GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 Skill buildling area could include:  

• Communication tools: marketing, social media, press releases;
• Event development;
• Pricing structures;
• Collaboration with nonprofit organizations;
•  Funding opportunities: grant writing, available grants, budget creation, managing a budget,  

microloans, crowd-sourced lending, traditional loans;
• Increasing sales;
• Audience development;
• Customer discovery and market research; 
• Licensing of work;
• Gallery representation; 
• Working with agents, labels, and industry trends;
• Accounting practices;
• Understanding artistic value;
• Business and financial plan creation;
• Developing different streams of income;
• Professional development opportunities for artists to gain insight and skills in their field; 
• How to best utilize an intern;
• How to be a public artist;
• How to respond to an RFQ or RFP; 
• How to acquire appropriate insurance when working in public space; and
• Other areas as identified in an ongoing way by the creative community. 

• Akron Sector Learning: Offer small- to mid-sized arts and culture organizations training on navigating the 
Akron arts and culture sector, including opportunities for funding, resources, and sponsorships.
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4.2   Peer Learning: 
Develop peer learning opportunities designed to build capacity in Akron’s cultural sector 

• Peer Learning Opportunities: Provide creative peer-to-peer educational opportunities, such as: 

•  Expertise and training in marketing;
• Best practices in board governance;
• Best practices in finding resources and funding;
• General peer-to-peer networking opportunities.
• Advocacy training and support in collaboration with Ohio Citizens for the Arts and others

TALENT
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Crafty Mart Pop Up Shop on the 3rd floor of Summit Artspace during the Downtown 
Akron Artwalk; Photography by Shane Wynn from Akron Stock.com

E $$$
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PRIORITY #5: ENGAGEMENT

In Akron, we believe that every resident deserves an opportunity to engage with our creative sector.

But as the cultural planning process uncovered, many residents don’t have easy access to pathways for engagement. 
And other residents, who are interested in the creative sector, do not currently feel the invitation to engage or they 
aren’t sure how to share their voices. Solutions from the community emerged, including:

• 5.1  Public Engagement
• 5.2  Advocacy
• 5.3  Volunteerism 

Together, we have work to do.

ENGAGEMENT

Increase Public Engagement with Arts & Culture

Summit Artspace; Photography by Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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ENGAGEMENT
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5.1   Public Engagement 
Engage the broad Akron community more deeply in arts and cultural opportunities

• Collaborative Community Calendars: Explore existing public and shared event calendars throughout 
Summit County to understand where collaboration and partnership may be enhanced to the benefit of residents.

• Intersectional Community Discussions: Facilitate regular ongoing discussions about the intersection of  
the arts and community issues including, accessibility, culture and heritage, economy, education, faith, 
health and wellness, infrastructure, innovation, LGBTQ+ advocacy, and race and ethnicity in order to 
maintain an open and consistent dialogue about these topics. This can build upon existing efforts or 
investigate new investments in this area. 

• Culture Awards: Explore the possibility of an Annual Mayor’s Cultural Awards in conjunction with ArtsNow. 
Award categories could include: 
  
 GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 Award categories could include: 

• Outdoor Recreation
• Cultural Excellence
• Artistic Excellence 

5.2   Advocacy 
Equip community members with skills to advocate for the arts and culture in our city 

• Advocacy Network: Develop a local advocacy network to include parents, teachers, students, community 
members, audience. 

• Regional, State, and National Networks: Partner with advocacy organizations such as Ohio Citizens for 
the Arts, Heritage Ohio, Americans for the Arts, and National Humanities Alliance (and others) to connect 
greater Akron to regional and national efforts. 

5.3   Volunteerism 
Develop and convene volunteers for arts and cultural organizations 

• Volunteer Engagement: Cultural and environmental organizations partner annually with Senior Summit 
and senior initiatives led by the Senior Citizen Commission to connect all ages to volunteerism. 

• Convene Volunteer Coordinators: Convene volunteer coordinators and administrators from cultural 
organizations to develop a shared strategy for best practices in volunteer recruitment, retention, 
engagement, and growth.

• Artistic Innovation
• Arts Education
• Advancing Equity 
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PRIORITY #6: RESOURCES

In Akron, we believe that our creators of culture and art deserve our support and our resources. 

We must invest in our cultural hubs and venues. We must investigate and leverage new funding sources, and we must 
explore new resources for our sector.  Without resources, the arts and culture sector cannot thrive.

Akron community members like you suggested the following strategies to build and strengthen our cultural 
infrastructure:

• 6.1  Funding: Investigate and strengthen funding options available to artists and cultural organizations
• 6.2  Resources: Explore needed resources for the sector, from data to shared services
• 6.3  Hubs & Venues: Support hubs, facilities, and policies that can advance arts and culture in Akron

Together, we have work to do.

RESOURCES

Strengthen Our Cultural Infrastructure

Gardens in front of Lock 3 Park.
Photography by Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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PRIORITY #6: RESOURCES

RESOURCES
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6.1   Funding 
Investigate and strengthen funding options available to artists and cultural organization

• Assessment of Comprehensive Funding Models: A healthy cultural sector requires sustainable funding 
sources in order to maximize its potential for community impact. A comprehensive assessment of 
sustainable funding models must be created in order to determine an appropriate path forward to fully 
realize that impact. This assessment should objectively examine the current financial health of the sector, 
its current and potential economic impact, and assess the capacities and priorities of the philanthropic, 
business, and public sectors.

• Akron Facility Use Fund: Develop the Akron Facility Use Fund, which will increase access for small and  
mid-sized organizations to existing cultural facilities through a rental subsidy. Facilities such as the Akron 
Art Museum, EJ Thomas Hall, Akron Civic Theatre, Lock 3, and Goodyear Hall were intended, in part, to serve 
such organizations but face their own imperative to generate sufficient revenue to sustain their operations. 
The resulting imbalance results in smaller performing arts organizations being at a disadvantage in securing 
performance and rehearsal space. 

• Diverse Funding Options: Strengthen funding options available to artists by: 

• Funding projects created by and with Akron artists
• Training artists on strategies for successful business and corporate partnerships
• Encouraging businesses and organizations to appropriately compensate local artists
•  Working with the funding community to identify national best practices for supporting artists and 

allowing them to thrive in their craft
• Exploring microloans for creative projects and business start-ups
• Prioritizing and resourcing sustainable creative business models, instead of one-time funding activities
•  Encouraging and developing processes to increase diverse applicants for various arts and culture  

funding opportunities
• Educating and raising awareness of the existing entrepreneurial ecosystem 

• Equity in Funding: Explore best practices for funders to adopt in their grantmaking practices that advance 
equity in their philanthropic investments. This research should be provided to all arts and culture funders  
in Akron. 
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6.2   Resources 
Explore sector resource needs, including data and shared services 

• Shared Services for Cultural Organizations: Explore and improve access to shared resources available to arts and 
cultural organizations and artists in the areas of health, liability, and insurance. 

• Data Collection for Arts & Culture Sector Goals: Convene cultural organizations with the funding community to 
develop a working group charged with identifying best practices and solutions to collect high-quality, realistic 
data that can advance the arts and culture sector. 
 
 GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 Data points, at a minimum, may include:

• Audience participation
• Funding sources, including philanthropic, corporate, government, and individual support
• Demographics, including artists and audiences
• Geographic or place-based information about the location of events 

• Cultural Data Observatory: Develop a cultural data observatory that would collect all available data to create a 
baseline database that could be used to measure the impact of cultural infrastructure and investments. 
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6.3   Hubs & Venues 
Support hubs, facilities, and policies that can advance arts and culture in Akron 

• Cultural Facilities and Needs Assessment: Conduct a Cultural Facilities and Needs Assessment to 
understand the inventory of facilities, venues, and spaces able to be used for both nonprofit and for-profit 
cultural activities, including but not limited to City‐owned facilities, nonprofit facilities, faith-based facilities, 
commercial facilities, and educational facilities.  
 
This assessment will evaluate the availability of space throughout the city on a neighborhood level and 
signify the need for space from culture creators. Prioritization of investment should align with other 
investments to amplify outcomes.  
 
Examples	of	those	efforts	include:
• City of Akron Great Streets Program;
• Akron’s Rubber City Match Program;
• Building for Business, a program of the Summit County Land Bank;
• Additional City of Akron cohort-based business assistance program currently in development;
• Future Better Block efforts; 
• Areas of priority identified by Akron Community Foundation’s On The Table; and
• Neighborhood efforts as identified by planning efforts funded by Huntington Foundation. 

• Hubs of Culture: Create opportunities for artists to create and sell their work. Provide a place for residents to 
experience arts and culture in an environment unparalleled in the region.  
 
 GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 The following should be considered:

• Affordability to artists in both studio space and gallery space;
• Intentional focus on equity and access for all culture creators;
• Accommodation of culture creators who need to store large pieces of equipment;
• Potential reuse opportunities of existing buildings in a centrally located place; and
•  Additional amenities such as a small performance space, recording studios, conference rooms,  

and classroom space. 

• City Policies for Festivals: Appoint a City of Akron staff or private contractor to examine and rewrite policies 
related to festivals. Ensure policies are equitable, available in multiple formats (multi-lingual, audibly 
available online, etc.), address sustainability efforts, and provide a streamlined application process that 
is consistent and clearly stated. This person should also be responsible for assisting festival organizers in 
navigating permitting, licensing, and resources through coordination across permitting agencies.

RESOURCES
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PRIORITY #7: CONNECTIONS

In Akron, we believe that culture transcends traditional sector lines.  

By supporting a broader definition of “culture,” to encompass significant roots of Akron’s cultural legacy, including 
food, history, and the environment, we can strengthen and support the entire sector.

Akron residents like you suggested the following strategies to future support cultural development: 

• 7.1  Food + Culture: Support a healthy food ecosystem, directly connected to our economic and social vibrancy
• 7.2  Environment + Culture: Support the connections between our natural environment and the culture of our city
• 7.3  History + Culture: Support the connections between our historical built environment and the culture of our city

Together, we have work to do.

CONNECTIONS

Support Culture Across Sectors including Food, History,  
and the Environment
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7.1   Food + Culture 
Support a healthy food ecosystem, directly connected to our economic and social vibrancy

• Local Food Action Plan: A vibrant food ecosystem is core to a healthy cultural sector. A local food action plan 
should be developed, including a landscape assessment to identify strengths, opportunities, resources, and 
areas of economic opportunity and food deserts, and action steps to: 

• Improve access to and education about healthy, affordable, and local foods
• Increase the role of food in economic development and cultural districts
• Highlight the importance of food as a shared cultural experience 

• Food As Culture: Support opportunities to recognize food as culture. 
 
 GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
 Those opportunites can include, but are not limited to:

• Promoting local farmers, restaurants, and product makers
• Building upon early and existing assets such as Akron Food Works
• Celebrating food as a category in local cultural awards

 
7.2   Environment + Culture 
Support the connections between our natural environment and the culture of our city 

• Culture and the Parks: Expand the use of the park systems in Akron through the following:
• Developing a plan for public art in conjunction with Summit Metro Parks;
•  Increasing cultural programming in outdoor spaces in city-operated parks, Summit Metro Parks, and the 

Cuyahoga Valley National Park.
•  Support and advocate for Cuyahoga Valley National Park’s efforts to establish best practices around 

equity and access. 
•  Partner with Akron Civic Commons and Ohio and Erie Canalway Coalition to ensure cohesive efforts 

around activation of public spaces along their nodes of activity in Akron. 

7.3   History + Culture 
Support the connections between our historic built environment and the culture of our city

• Preservation Plans: Celebrate Akron’s rich architectural history to affirm civic identities and diverse 
community heritage by investing in a preservation plan for the City of Akron that will:
•  Identify historic buildings and review their eligibility for placement on the National Historic Register, 

providing access to state and federal historic tax credits
• Apply for placement of Ohio Historical Markers at newly-identified sites throughout Akron
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PRIORITY #8: PLACEMAKING

In Akron, we believe that access to beautiful, sustainable public space is a basic human right. Placemaking builds 
connections, creates civic engagement, and empowers citizens, and the arts are a crucial component of placemaking.

• 8.1  Civic Spaces
• 8.2  Showcases for Visitors
• 8.3  Place Branding
• 8.4 Environmental Focus

Together, we have work to do. 

PLACEMAKING

Utilize Art as Placemaking Tool

Roller Dance Party at Cascade Plaza
Photography by Tim Fitzwater from AkronStock.com
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PLACEMAKING
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8.1   Civic Spaces 
Support and expand available experiences in civic spaces

• Public & Civic Experiences: Support and invest in organizations that strive to bring cultural experiences 
beyond traditional venues and into public and civic spaces. 

• Culture Districts: Explore the designation of neighborhood-level arts and culture districts. Encourage 
businesses within designated districts to embrace the district brand and work with culture creators and 
individual artists to enliven their storefronts. 

• Public Space Performers: Create dedicated public spaces for artists and performers to use that do not 
interfere with the flow of traffic or pedestrians and require minimal permitting. 

• Cultural Expression in Public Spaces: Leverage the success of Akron Civic Commons to allow experimental 
strategies for infusing culture into Akron’s public spaces. During construction of new public spaces or 
renovation of existing public spaces, allow artistic expression to occur on public assets such as sidewalks, 
parks, alleyways, construction fences, and soon-to-be-demolished buildings.

 
8.2   Showcases for Visitors 
Encourage opportunities to celebrate cultural assets with Akron visitors

• Cultural Tourism Task Force: The Akron/Summit Convention and Visitors Bureau, in partnership with 
ArtsNow, will develop a Cultural Tourism Task Force. This task force will be made up of content experts, key 
stakeholders, and others to develop a strategic vision to highlight Akron and Summit County as a cultural 
destination. 

• Downtown Akron as Cultural Destination: Celebrate and market Downtown Akron as a premier arts and 
culture district for local and national tourism and bolster the collective ownership of downtown and its 
cultural amenities for all Akron residents. 

• Engagement with Sports Visitors: Convert sports- and athletic-focused regional short-term travelers to 
multi-night consumers of culture. This can be accomplished through the following: 

•  Joint marketing campaign with the Sports Alliance of Greater Akron to showcase the various cultural 
amenities available in Akron;

• Coordinate cultural experience opportunities in conjunction with major sporting events; and
• Discount reciprocity between sporting events and cultural institutions. 
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8.3   Place Branding 
Explore	supporting	and	initiating	efforts	that	advance	an	Akron	narrative	that	highlights	arts,	
culture, and environment

• Akron Branding Campaign: Invest in a large-scale branding campaign to showcase Akron as a place where  
arts, culture, entertainment, and recreation are at the core of its identity.

• Neighborhood Identity: Each of Akron’s 24 neighborhoods has its own unique history and identity.  
Marketing and communicating these identities locally, regionally, and statewide will further resource and 
advocate for our neighborhoods.

• Local Media: Invest and support organizations, projects, and reporters that are working to build and  
reestablish impactful, sustainable, local journalism in a digital age. Narrative matters and a strong sector is 
inclusive of strong, local media.
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PLACEMAKING

Gilmore Girls Day at Lock 3 in downtown Akron
Photography by Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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8.4 Environmental Focus 
Identify and enact best practices around sustainability for cultural events and organizations

• Environmental Planning: Work with partners to ensure cultural events and organizations are incorporating 
environmental efforts within the project planning process and are resourced. 
 
GETTING SPECIFIC — NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY:  
Efforts	should	include:

•  Energy Efficiency & Consumption: Organizations and events should work to lower their energy 
consumption, at a minimum.

•  Water: Ensure a plan is in place to minimize unnecessary wastewater, disposal, and potential 
pollution through sustainable water management.

• Waste water containers to prevent contaminated water from being dumped on the 
ground.

• Eco-friendly cleaning products to prevent pollution of water.
• Water recycling to reduce wastewater and transform it into non-potable water to be 

used.
•  Food: Source food ethically and locally to reduce food miles, reducing the overall carbon footprint 

of food.
•  Travel & Transportation: Prioritize the utilization of public transportation, walking, biking, 

and ride-sharing over personal vehicle use while minimizing the use of on-site vehicles. When 
selecting travel and transportation, prioritize low-emission options.

•  Facilities: Prioritize facilities and locations for cultural events and organizations that have a low 
carbon footprint.

•  Waste Reduction & Management: Reducing potential waste in packaging, printing, food, and 
water. Ensure a plan for waste management is resourced in the plan. This plan would include, 
at a minimum: reducing potential waste, recycling, composting, and responsible systems for 
landfill diversion. 

• Landscape Assessment: Support and engage Summit County Sustainability Task Force to ensure a 
comprehensive assessment occurs to benchmark current practices.

• Creative Gardening: Food and food security is core to our collective culture. We must invest in our city’s 
future through edible parks, sustainable permaculture systems, native plantings, and community gardens.  

• Advocacy: Educate and resource policymakers in government, companies, schools, and nonprofit to impact 
and improve waste management systems and climate-friendly practices at the homeowner/apartment 
dweller level. Partner with organizations such as Hands on Sustainability to access these resources and  
best practices.

PLACEMAKING
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PRIORITY #9: ECONOMIC IMPACT

In Akron, we believe that a vibrant economy depends on a vibrant arts and culture community.
   
Arts and culture in the Akron MSA is a $1.4 billion industry. Opportunities for growth in arts and culture in Akron can 
help financially support culture creators in the city and contribute to overall economic growth.  

Together, we have work to do. 

• 9.1   Assessments & Learnings
• 9.2  Corporate Partnerships 

Together, we have work to do. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Leverage Arts & Culture as an Economic Engine

The Experience Barber & Beauty Shop 
Photography by Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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9.1   Assessments & Learnings 
The economic impact of arts, culture, and environment are well-established

• Creative Economy Assessment: Explore and implement an assessment of the creative economy in Summit 
County, with a breakout of data relative to Akron. In addition to collecting data on items such as major 
creative industries and occupations and areas of regional specialization, the assessment should result in 
recommendations for economic development, education, and government partners. 

• Support Elevate Greater Akron: Support the Greater Akron Chamber, County of Summit, City of Akron,  
and GAR Foundation in the work surrounding Elevate Greater Akron by: 

•  Connecting the Minority-Owned Business committee and the Women-Owned Business Committee  
with artists and creative business leadership;

• Being intentional in resourcing black artists as part of the strategy for Opportunity Akron;
•  Supporting Bounce Innovation Hub and Creative Startups as they explore how to engage and support 

artists and/or creative businesses. 

• Regional Arts Economy: Ensure regional economic development efforts not only include, but fully leverage 
arts, culture, and the creative economy. 

• Creative Economic Summit: Explore the development of a biannual Creative Economic Summit in 
conjunction with local arts agencies, cultural institutions and partners, economic development and 
entrepreneurial support efforts, and education partners. 

 
9.2   Corporate Partnerships 
Strengthen corporate support of arts and culture organizations throughout the city 
with authentic partnerships
• Artist-In-Residence Program: Develop an artist-in-residence program in which businesses host and provide 

matching funds to fill a full- or part-time position within departments to inspire creativity or collaboration.  

• Corporate Support: Explore innovative opportunities for corporate support of arts and culture, including: 

•  Explore an annual corporate challenge, the proceeds of which would support nonprofit cultural organizations
•  Support nonprofit cultural organizations in identifying shared asset models that positively impact a business 

or community organization’s business model, employee engagement efforts, talent development, commun-
ication, and professional development as well as contribute to the financial health of the nonprofit.

•  Support businesses with national and local examples of the economic and social impact of the cultural sector; and
• Support artist entrepreneurs in developing effective business models. 

• Arts and Business Networking: The more authentic relationships established between the cultural sector 
and the business community, the more Akron-centric opportunities will be created. Provide programming 
support that advances these relationships. 
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PRIORITY #10: PUBLIC ART

In Akron, we believe that public art provides meaning to our public spaces, reflects the history of a city, adds 
uniqueness to neighborhoods, and humanizes our environment. 

As an intersection between our past, present, and future, public art has the power to transform our city and reflect 
back on its transformation.

We must develop an equitable program that will prioritize public art within the City of Akron while increasing civic 
participation and creating a deeper sense of place. 

The following programming and processes, through which the program is administered, are laid out in the strategies 
below:

• 10.1  City Plans & Policies:
• 10.2  Public Art Funding:
• 10.3  Community Collaborations

Together, we have work to do.

PUBLIC ART

Invest in a Citywide Public Art Program

Roots of Rubber installation by Boa Mistura on the STEM Middle School plaza
Photography by John R Aylward from AkronStock.com
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10.1   City Policies & Plans 
Access to beauty is a basic human right. By establishing the Plan for Public Art and related 
policies, we enhance and advocate for artists as well as all of our 24 neighborhoods.

• Public Art Policies: Adopt the following policies and guidelines to support the Public Art Program ordinance, 
as provided in the Appendix: 

• Collection Management Policy;
• Donation of Public Art Policy;
• Policy and Procedure for Maintenance;
• Mural Guidelines;
• Developer Guidelines; and
• Commission Communication Guide for Public Art Commissioners. 

• Akron Public Art Commission: Seat the Akron Public Art Commission using the Commission Responsibilities 
proposed policy provided in the Appendix.  

• Public Art Inventory: Complete an inventory of all public art pieces in the Akron Public Art Collection. Details 
must include: 

• Artist;
• Current and projected maintenance needs;
• Date installed (if known);
• Materials used;
• Specific location;
• Type of public art. 

• Public Art Maintenance Plan: Develop a maintenance plan for the existing Akron Public Art Collection. 
Anticipating short- and long-term maintenance is a necessary focus for the City of Akron and commissioned 
artists. The maintenance plan should address specific roles and responsibilities of the maintenance 
department and create a unique treatment of each piece. Tasks, deadlines, necessary tools, parts, inventory, 
frequency of maintenance, and costs should be recorded and integrated into the maintenance department’s 
general maintenance plan. 

• Art in Transit: Integrate culture into transportation infrastructure through temporary and permanent 
installations of public art and oral histories. Increasing art in transit provides opportunity for cultural 
expression at a localized level, enhances cultural identity, and increases exposure to arts and culture.  

• Partners for Commissioned Art: Purchase or commission art through collaborations between arts and non-
arts partners throughout the city.    
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• Public Art on City Buildings: Assess opportunities for public art installations on City-owned facilities including: 
libraries, museums, University of Akron facilities, recreation centers, community centers, fire and police stations, 
athletic facilities, government administration buildings, parks, roads, bridges, and railway easements.  

• Artist in Residence: Develop an Artist-in-Residence Program for the City of Akron. Engaging an artist at the most 
basic level within city functions will encourage creativity and integration of public art from the beginning of 
capital projects and new private development. Artists should be hired on a 9-12 month contract.

 
10.2   Public Art Funding 
Public art, and the maintenance or deaccession of work, is core to healthy communities and 
a sustainable and equitable plan for public art.

• Funding for Public Art Programs: The City of Akron will adopt the Percent for Art TIF Share Ordinance. All new 
ORC 5709.41 TIF incentives will have 1% of the City’s net TIF revenue allocated to public art.   

• Public Art Program: Utilize Public Art Program funds to leverage and provide matching monies for grant 
opportunities from local, state, and national organizations. Target grants to strategic placemaking endeavors or 
programmatic actions such as: 

• Programming that supports cultural diversity in the arts;
• Programs for reaching underserved communities;
•  Projects that integrate arts and culture into community revitalization work such as economic development, 

education, housing, infrastructure, land use, public safety, and transportation; 
• Projects that utilize the arts to support the creative needs of non-arts sectors;
• Projects that explore the intersection of artistic creativity and creativity in non-arts sectors;
• Projects that use the arts and the creative process to address complex issues; and
• Programming that celebrates the heritage or history of a specific place. 

• Adopt Funding Policy: Adopt a policy that requires regular funding of public art by the City of Akron. This could 
be a percent for art policy, TIF giveback program, or another comparable consistent funding mechanism.  
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10.3   Community Collaborations 
Public	art	is	a	community	effort

• Education and Public Art Partnerships: Collaborate with secondary schools and the University of Akron to 
create school programming that utilizes and features commissioned public artists.

• Innovative Exhibits: Collaborate with local, national, and international museums, galleries, and collections 
to do innovative exhibitions throughout Akron.

• Public Art with Non-Traditional Partnership: Create public art projects and programming with non-
traditional partners. Potential collaborators include health care facilities, rehabilitation and senior centers, 
disability-focused organizations, and more.

PUBLIC ART

Street art mural on the outside wall of Angel Falls Coffee Company
Photography by Shane Wynn from AkronStock.com
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MOVING FORWARD:  
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The Akron Cultural Plan is a call to action for our community, and you have an important role to play in 
supporting the public priorities.

Here are five elements of how you can help implement the cultural planning priorities:

1. Plan for Action
Throughout this cultural planning document, you will find specific strategies for each priority that our 
community can explore, implement, and promote.

Those strategies will be updated and evaluated in an annual action plan. Each year ArtsNow will 
support the creation of an annual action plan to define and prioritize the next steps of implementation.
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2. Engage 
Your voice is as important as ever—and so is your participation. Here’s a small sample of ideas about how you can 
engage in the sector: 

Attend cultural events across Akron, many of which can be found on SummitLive365.com
• Invite your friends or neighbors
•  If you are able, take inventory of who might be missing from the room, and ask the event organizers, 

questions like “how can we work together to include more inclusive participation next time?”
• Utilize cultural events as a way to honor and invest in your employees or as team-building efforts 

Be a champion of the arts and culture in a way that fits your lifestyle. That could include:
• Finding a farmers’ market
• Engaging in outdoor recreation opportunities
• Buying something from an artist, maker, or crafter
• Telling a friend about an event, artist, or organization you love
• Seeking out and admiring public art
• Trying a dish at a local restaurant
• Finding an outlet for your own creativity (joining a choir, snapping photos, writing poetry)
• Encouraging a child in your life to explore creative outlets that interest them  

Read about the ongoing implementation at AkronCulturalPlan.com and on the social media accounts  
@SummitArtsNow and @CityOfAkron  

Continue conversations about advancing Akron’s cultural identity and opportunities with your network 

Look at how you can bring the arts and culture into your home and place of work, or bring your work to arts and culture 

Contribute your time or resources to arts and cultural organizations 

Take ownership in your community or neighborhood in driving forward change

For ongoing implementation news and up-to-date details about how you can engage with the Akron Cultural Plan, visit 
AkronCulturalPlan.com.
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MOVING FORWARD:  
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
(continued)

3. Work Towards Specific Priorities
For Akron’s public priorities to be put into action, we need your direct partnership, too. For each public 
priority, organizations and individuals have already stepped up to roles like:

Resource Leaders: 
Organizations or individuals in the community who have expertise connected to a specific priority 

Key Change Makers: 
Organizations in the community who could work to implement the public priorities and strategies 
within their events, programs, and broad organizations

Supporters:  
Individuals or organizations who have passions or missions related to each priority

If you or your organization would like to be among the partners and support this implementation, 
please visit AkronCulturalPlan.com and click “Get Involved”
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4. Advocate
• Join Americans for the Arts (You	can	also	find	tips	and	resources	at	americansforthearts.org/advocate)
• Join Ohio Citizens for the Arts
• Contact elected officials and urge them to support arts and culture in Ohio
• Bring art into your home and business
• Highlight successes of arts and culture within your networks
• Follow legislation policies that will influence policies related to arts and culture, including arts education and 

funding for the arts
• Ask your civic leaders about their arts and culture platform
• Encourage others, including people and children of all ages, to join you in your advocacy efforts
• Familiarize yourself with facts and figures that speak to the arts and cultural sector: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Resource
We don’t see the painter’s brush in her finished work, but without it, there’s no masterpiece. 

Funding is the paintbrush crafting our arts and cultural story. 

To put the public priorities into action, our community needs resources. You can add to the resourcing conversation or 
share your time, resources, or talent with the arts and cultural sector.

• Fundraise
• Donate
• Volunteer
• Elevate the resourcing conversation within your network
• Cultural Leader? Make changes in your organization.
• Business or Nonprofit? Consider — and budget for — arts, culture, and performances — at your events and in 

your office spaces

$1.4 billion
Economic activity generated by 

the creative economy in the Akron 
metropolitan area

17,608 jobs
Created by the creative economy in the 

Akron metropolitan area

$768 million
Supplied in wages and proprietor income 

by the creative economy in the Akron 
metropolitan area
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Bronlynn Thurman (GAR Foundation and Artist)        
Arnold Tunstall (The University of Akron)        
Pastor Deniela Williams (New Millennium Baptist Church, Pastor)     
 
DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, AND ACCESS REVIEWS Daniel Juday 
 
PLANNING PROCESS, RESEARCH, COMMUNICATIONS, AND SUPPORT Designing Local and Amp Strategy  
 
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP ArtsNow 
 
POWERED BY the citizens of Akron

Donnie Kammer (Ward 7 Council Representative) 
Shammas Malik (Ward 8 Council Representative) 
Mike Freeman (Ward 9 Council Representative) 
Sharon Connor (Ward 10 Council Representative) 
Jeff Fusco (At-Large Representative, Vice President) 
Linda F. R. Omobien (At-Large Representative) 
Ginger Baylor (At-Large Representative)
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Age Friendly Akron is a five year partnership between the City, 
AARP, Direction Home Akron Canton, the University of Akron 
and the City’s Senior Citizens Commission to make Akron more 
livable for residents of all ages. 

Akron Public Art Collection when used in the context of this 
plan means all works of art owned by the City of Akron, Ohio.

Anchor Organizations when used in the context of this plan 
mean the cultural organizations that are rooted in Akron 
by mission, invested capital, and relationships. These 
organizations include:

Art or artwork when used in the context of this plan means 
works in any permanent medium or combination of media 
produced by a professional practitioner in the arts. For the 
purposes of this division, the terms art and artwork do not 
include performing or literary arts such as dance, music, 
drama, or poetry.

Artist Selection Committee when used in the context of this 
plan is a group of residents appointed by the Public Art 
Commission to act as the decision makers on selecting an  
artist or group of artists for a commission. 

Arts Master Plan or Plan when used in the context of this plan 
means the Public Art Master Plan of the City of Akron, Ohio, 
as it exists or may be amended. The Arts Master Plan shall 
provide a process for the systematic selection of pieces of art 
and locations of art to be included in public spaces.

Artist when used in the context of this plan means a practitioner 
of the creative arts, generally recognized as such by critics and peers,  
with a body of work including commissions, exhibitions, sales,  
publications, and collections. For the purposes of this document, 
“artist” shall not include persons primarily working in the pro- 
fessional fields of architecture, engineering, design or landscaping. 

ArtsNow when used in the context of this plan means a  
non-profit connecting arts, culture, community events, and 
artists through collaboration and supporting the creative 
sector in Summit County, Ohio. 

The following terms are used throughout the Akron Cultural Plan and are 
defined in the following ways: 

Commission when used in the context of this plan means the 
Akron Public Art Commission of the City of Akron, Ohio.

Commissioner when used in the context of this plan means the 
members of the Akron Public Art Commission.

City when used in the context of this plan means the City of 
Akron, Ohio.

Cultural Plan when used in the context of this plan means 
a public process in which representatives of the Akron 
community undertook a comprehensive community 
assessment and created a plan of implementation for future 
cultural programming. 

Culture when used in the context of this plan means an 
umbrella term which encompasses the social behavior found in 
society as well as the knowledge, beliefs, arts, laws, customs, 
capabilities and habits of individuals who make up society. 

Cultural Inventory when used in the context of this plan means a  
list or database of information about cultural resources and assets.

Cultural Map when used in the context of this plan means a 
report on the findings and conclusions of a cultural mapping 
process; the cultural map can take many forms. 

Cultural Mapping when used in the context of this plan means 
a process of collecting, recording, analyzing and synthesizing 
information in order to describe the cultural resources, networks, 
links and patterns of usage of a given community or group. 

Cultural Sector when used in the context of this plan means a 
broad, complex and evolving mix of industries that range from 
performing and visual art to literary art. This is a broad term 
that includes creative industries, and nonprofits focused on 
arts administration. 

Creative Industries are composed of arts-centric businesses 
that range from nonprofit museums, symphonies, and 
theaters to for-profit film, architecture, and advertising 
companies. We have guarded against overstatement of the 
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artist or generated by a computer using GIS. 

GIS when used in the context of this plan means geographical 
information system (GIS) is a system for creating, storing, 
analyzing, and managing spatial data and associated 
attributes. GIS is a tool that allows users to create searches, 
analyze the spatial information and edit data. 

Life Spans of Artworks when used in the context of this plan means:
• Temporary: 0-2 years
• Short Term: 2-10 years
• Medium-Term 10- 25 years
• Long-Term 25+ years

Parity when used in the context of this plan means the state or 
condition of being equal to the demographic makeup of the city. 

sector by excluding industries such as computer programming 
and scientific research—both creative, but not focused on the 
arts. (Americans for the Arts)

Deaccession when used in the context of this plan means a  
procedure for the withdrawal of an artwork from the Permanent 
Collection and the determination of its future disposition. 

Equity when used in the context of this plan means the quality 
of being fair and impartial. 

Entrepreneur when used in the context of this plan means a 
person who operates a business or businesses. 

Funder when used in the context of this plan means a person 
or organization that provides money for a particular purpose. 

Graphic Map when used in the context of this plan means a 
visually based, topographical map that is either drawn by an 
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Public Art when used in the context of this plan means a work 
of art that is visible and accessible to the public for a minimum 
of 40 hours per week. Public art may include sculpture, 
painting, installations, photography, video, works of light or 
sound, or any other work or project determined by the Public 
Art Commission to satisfy the intent of this Chapter, provided, 
however, that none of the following shall be considered public 
art for the purposes of satisfying the requirements of this 
Chapter: 

1. Objects that are mass produced of standard design, 
such as banners, signs, playground equipment, benches, 
statuary, street or sidewalk barriers, or fountains; 

2. Reproduction, by mechanical or other means, of original 
works of art, except as incorporated into film, video, 
photography, printmaking or other derivative works as 
approved by the Public Art Commission; 

3. Decorative, architectural, or functional elements that 
are designed by the building architect or landscape 
architect as opposed to an artist commissioned for this 
purpose; or 

4. Landscape architecture or gardening, except where 
these elements are designed by an artist and are an 
integral part of a work of art. 

Public Art Commission when used in the context of this plan 
means a nine member body that serves principally in an 
advisory capacity to the Office of Integrated Development. 

Public Art Acquisition Fund when used in the context of this 
plan means funds used for the acquisition and commissioning 
of public art for the city of Akron. The PAAF is a separate, 
special fund as part of the City’s overall finances into which 
public art donations and funding are deposited, transferred 
and used for acquisition, commissioning, exhibition and 
conservation of public art as recommended by the Public Art 
Commission and approved by the Mayor. 

Public Art Program when used in the context of this plan 
means the Public Art Program of the City of Akron, Ohio 
continued by this division.

Public Art Annual Work Plan when used in the context of this 
plan means the annual work plan developed by the Public 
Art Commission with staff, detailing the public art projects 
and funding levels recommended for the upcoming year. The 
public art annual work plan shall be submitted to City Council 
for approval as part of the annual budget.

Public Space when used in the context of this plan means 
any area or property (public or private) which is accessible 
or visible to the general public a minimum of 8 hours per 
business day. 

Publicly Owned Land when used in the context of this plan 
means any land open to the public and managed by the City  
of Akron, Ohio. 

Relocation when used in the context of this plan means a 
procedure for the movement of an artwork from one location 
to another. 

Resources and Assets in this context, the various elements 
that contribute to culture, whether human, natural, social, 
economic or bricks and mortar. 

Request for Qualifications when used in the context of this 
plan means a pre qualification state of a procurement process. 
Request for Qualifications do not require a proposal. 

Request for Proposals when used in the context of this plan 
means a document that solicits proposals for procurement. 
This process is usually completed after a Request for 
Qualifications. 

Steering Committee when used in the context of this plan 
means a group of Akron residents that determined the 
priorities of the Akron Cultural Plan and provided context to 
the Akron community for the planning team.
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AKRON PUBLIC ART MASTER PLAN
As part of the cultural planning process, residents and stakeholders expressed a desire for public art to be 

integrated as part of the built environment and public spaces throughout Akron. As a functional matter, it is  
recommended that the City of Akron Public Art Program be housed within the Office of Integrated Development, 

governed by the newly created Akron Public Art Commission, and administered by a dedicated staff member. 

APPENDIX B

Mission
The Akron Public Art Program is dedicated to celebrating 
the cultural vitality of the people of Akron and promoting 
economic vibrancy throughout Akron through the integration 
of artwork into public places.

Guiding Principles
Akron’s Public Art: 

• Elevates the cultural vibrancy and identity of the 
community;

• Reflects through design a diverse and ever-
changing audience; 

• Varies geographically, and is distributed citywide, 
focusing on areas where people gather;

• Celebrates community histories, strengths, and 
aspirations;

• Is commissioned in an open, informed atmosphere; 
• Expresses the values and vision of the community; 
• Ensures careful collection management to promote 

vibrant public spaces for years to come; and
• Empowers artists to determine creative direction 

for public artworks.  

Goals of the Akron Public Art Program
1. Enhance the visual environment of public spaces  

for residents and visitors through a commitment  
to public art.

2. Strengthen the positive reputation, brand, and  
stature of the city of Akron and its neighborhoods.

3. Establish standards of excellence for public art in Akron. 
4. Promote and support the economic development 

and vitality of the community in a geographically  
equitable way through investments in the public realm.

5. Promote distinctive and diverse artwork that  
communicates the community’s sense of spirit,  
identity and pride.

6. Improve access to public art for all citizens of the  
city and advance understanding of its civic role.

7. Create opportunities for inclusion, education,  
engagement and civic dialogue among diverse  
citizens of the city.

8. Commemorate the city’s collective memory and history.
9. Celebrate the community’s cultural and ethnic diversity.
10. Use public art as an opportunity to promote  

collaboration with and support programs for  
tourism, cultural exchange and goodwill.

A. Public Art Location Types
The following typologies are general and are meant  
to offer opportunity by location type. Through the  
commissioning process, artists should be given the  
creative freedom to determine the best treatment of each 
location as they become opportunities for public  
art installations.

I. In Parks, On Trails, and Along the Water
WHAT
Parks, trails, and bodies of water are natural meeting 
spaces that bring people together to explore nature,  
enjoy friends and family, participate in community 
events, travel from one location to another, and improve 
their health. Akron is a community with a wealth of  
natural resources and parks that are being maintained 
and reinvested in across the community.

WHY PARKS, TRAILS, AND WATERFRONTS ARE  
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC ART
On parks, trails, and along bodies of water, art can be 
interactive, environmentally sustainable, experiential, 
large in scale, and functional. Installations along parks 
and trails create inviting spaces, welcoming more users 
and opportunities for people to interact with one another. 
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POSSIBILITIES
Sculptures, light installations, water features, interactive 
installations, artist-designed benches, artist-design 
directional signage

II. At Major City Gateways
 
WHAT
Akron’s 62.4 miles share undefined borders with  
neighboring cities within Summit County. Transitions 
between Akron and its neighboring cities are largely 
undefined. Entry points provide an opportunity to  
create a first impression to visitors, and a beacon that 
welcomes residents home.

WHY GATEWAYS ARE GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
PUBLIC ART
Akron can project its identity within the county and 
northeast Ohio region as a city that cares about  
creativity through using public art installations to  
define entry points. It’s essential that gateway art feature 
unique designs emblematic to Akron that are visible to 
motorists and pedestrians. 

POSSIBILITIES
Sculpture, artist-designed signs, murals on the sides of 
buildings at key gateways

III. As Infrastructure
 
WHAT
Infrastructure is a fundamental investment for a  
growing city. Infrastructure elements include street 
signage, light poles, pedestrian and vehicular bridges, 
crosswalks and bike racks. 

WHY INFRASTRUCTURE CREATES GREAT  
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC ART
Investing in artist-designed infrastructure creates an 
opportunity to integrate creativity into the everyday  
built environment by transforming public projects that 
can be mundane. 

POSSIBILITIES
Bike racks, Transit bus stops, Manhole covers, light poles

Additional Infrastructure Option:
• Streetscape Projects
• Tree grates
• Benches
• Tree bands
• Rain garden elements
• Bike racks
• Utility boxes
• Transit Stops
• Planters
• Retaining Walls
• Fencing
• Pillars and Support Beams
• Canopies and Underpasses
• Walkways
• Plazas
 
IV. In City Buildings and Community Facilities
 
WHAT
City owned facilities provide a unique opportunity to 
showcase the creativity of the community through 
investment in public art for interior spaces and for 
exterior spaces at City-owned facilities. 

WHY CITY BUILDINGS AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
ARE GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC ART
City-owned facilities are often meeting points for the 
community and can provide opportunities for residents 
and visitors to interact with and explore public art. 

POSSIBILITIES
Interior public art collection for offices and public spaces 
in City Hall, Police and Fire Stations, Courthouses, 
sculpture in plazas adjacent to or at entries for facilities, 
murals in or on public buildings
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V. In Neighborhoods

WHAT
Akron is a city of unique and diverse neighborhoods. 
These urban areas are often older, have storied histories, 
and loosely-defined centers. Neighborhood entrances 
provide a unique opportunity to share the spirit of the 
people who make up the neighborhood. 

WHY NEIGHBORHOODS ARE GREAT OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR PUBLIC ART
Public art can be used to manifest the neighborhood 
boundaries in the built environment and let visitors and 
residents know when they enter a new, unique area. 
Through an investment in neighborhood entrances, 
business districts, and neighborhood centers, all 
neighborhoods can share their own unique identity and 
show pride in being part of Akron.

POSSIBILITIES
Sculpture, murals, signage designed by artists

VI. Throughout Downtown 

WHAT
Downtown Akron is the county’s hub for arts and culture, 
thriving with local restaurants and new experiences,  
providing ample opportunities for public art investment. 

WHY DOWNTOWN AKRON CREATES A GREAT 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC ART
 A dense central business district provides opportunities  
for prominent placement as well as those that are hidden,  
guaranteeing an array of spaces into which art can be 
integrated. Public art can play a role in connecting  
downtown to key institutions like, The University of  
Akron, Stark State College, Akron Children’s Hospital, 
arts anchors and public plazas.  

POSSIBILITIES
Large sculpture, murals, small installations in overlooked 
spaces, light installations on large buildings

B. Public Art Typologies
Several types of art are mentioned throughout this 
document as ideal mediums for public art in Akron. They 
are described in detail below.
 
MURALS
Murals have been some of the most successful and 
beloved pieces of public art installed in Akron to date. 
The success of these murals is evidenced by social media 
engagement, neighborhood celebrations in conjunction 
with the installation, and features in the media.
 
While curating permanent works of art as part of the 
city’s collection is important, ephemeral works such as 
murals allow for the exposure of many artists over a short 
period of time rather than a few artists over a long period 
of time. Semi-permanence also allows for integration of 
other mediums not typically included in mural installation, 
such as photography.
 
SCULPTURE
Whether contemporary, irreverent, traditional or something 
more, sculptures are often the highlights and focal points 
of civic art. Sculptures may commemorate and celebrate 
our history, express civic pride, or be established as 
culturally-defining showpieces for the city.
 
Sculptures can take on many shapes and sizes and often 
fit well when created in or alongside gateways, parks, urban 
gathering spaces, and city centers. Because communities 
can celebrate and enhance their civic identity, they may 
be especially appropriate for a growing city like Akron.
 
FUNCTIONAL ART
Akron is a city that has focused on improving the  
infrastructure to facilitate residential and employment 
growth. Due to the ongoing addition and expansion of 
infrastructure in the city, there is a unique opportunity 
to implement designs in place of otherwise ordinary 
pieces of infrastructure. Integrating unique designs into 
infrastructure may be an affordable and efficient way to 
create a major visual impact.
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Some possible options for functional art installations  
include bike racks, benches, signal boxes, medians,  
transit stops, storm drains, manholes, installations within  
parking garages, highway detail, highway gateway signage, 
monument signage, sidewalk treatments and more.
 
LIGHT INSTALLATIONS
Contemporary artists have begun to use lighting in 
creative and interesting ways in order to manipulate the 
built environment with limited physical impacts. Light 
installations may be used on existing buildings, in parks 
on substantial landscape features, or as part of a larger 
installation of sculpture. They may be especially useful 
and impactful when used in infrastructure projects.
 
MULTIMEDIA
Multimedia installations may combine many art types 
in ways that expand the imagination. Video, lighting, 
sculpture, murals, and more can be combined to make 
compelling multimedia installations. Multimedia  
installations are especially useful for temporary or  
pop-up installations.
 
SITE-SPECIFIC
Site-specific art is created to enhance and celebrate its 
surroundings in which an artist considers the site first before 
anything else. Site-specific art uses the surroundings to 
enrich the experience of the place itself. It can help to 
tell the story of the location, neighbors or residents, or 
simply exist to elevate the site.
 
POP-UP & TEMPORARY ART
Art can be long-lasting, or it can be something experienced 
for a short period of time. Though temporary art is not 
intended to live for a generation, it can have a lasting 
impact on a community by creating a sense of surprise 
and joy in unexpected places. Some ideal locations for 
temporary installations include construction sites, sidewalks, 
alleyways, parks, and temporarily empty spaces and 
storefronts.

Temporary art can be done inexpensively and easily,  
provide opportunity for additional artist engagement, 
and it can be a small investment that makes a huge 
impact. In whatever form, its short lifespan gives energy 
to the space and drives excitement among the community.  
Temporary art invites collaboration, be it with local 
schools or community groups, and creates opportunity for 
the artwork to evolve with the city and residents over time.
 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATORY ART
Participatory art is more focused on the process for the 
creation of an art piece than any of the typologies listed 
above.  Specifically, a piece is made by the community 
to enhance and celebrate its process and participants. 
Collaborative art pieces invite people to enrich the 
experience and heighten pride and ownership.

ENVIRONMENTAL ART
Environmental art shows how a community can 
be deeply connected to the natural world and 
visually represents our human relationship with the 
environment. Environmental art works in harmony with 
natural resources. This means environmental artists 
are deeply focused on nature and the wellbeing of our 
natural spaces. These artists design installations that 
heal, solve problems, draw attention to environmental 
concerns, and leverage natural resources.
 
C. Funding A Public Art Program
There are many options for funding a municipal Public 
Art Program. Several factors were considered when 
determining the best funding mechanism for the City 
of Akron’s Program. The funding mechanisms that were 
explored are described in detail below.

Percent for Arts in City Capital Improvement Projects
Percent-for-art legislation encumbers a percentage 
(usually .5 to 2) of CIP (publicly funded capital 
improvement projects) per year for the commissioning 
of public artworks, which will usually be sited in, on, or 
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adjacent to the building or project being constructed. 
Percent-for-art ordinances guarantee a funding stream 
for public art projects regardless of what happens to city 
budgets or arts funding. The policy also guarantees that 
public art projects will be planned each year, as long as 
CIPs are underway and municipal construction continues.

Percent for Art TIF Share
All new ORC 5709.41 TIF incentives will have 1% of the 
City’s net TIF revenue allocated to public art. 

General Fund Allocation
General Fund allocation allows elected officials to 
determine a specific amount of dollars from the general 
fund to be dedicated to public art. The specific amount 
would be determined during each budget season and 
could be a fixed amount or vary annually based on 
available funding. 

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN EXPLORING FUNDING 
MECHANISMS:
• How adoption of a funding mechanism will impact 

other municipal expenditures
• What legislation is needed to adopt the funding 

mechanism
• How much money the proposed funding mechanism 

will generate over time

Upon weighing the funding options, it was determined 
that the Percent for Art TIF Share is the best option to 
fund the Akron Public Art Program. Utilizing the Percent 
for Art TIF Share will allow for a funding stream for public 
art that does not detract from the multitude of essential 
services connected to the capital budget. 

Priority Action Plan

The following strategies are presented in no particular order.

Short-Term Strategies 
1. Adopt the Akron Public Art Program Ordinance 

establishing the Akron Public Art Program. (Policy 
provided in Appendix of document)

2. Seat the Akron Public Art Commission using the  
Commission Responsibilities proposed policy.  
(Policy provided in Appendix of document)

3. Complete an inventory of all public art pieces in the 
Akron Public Art Collection. Details must include: 
• Type of public art
• Specific location
• Materials used
• Artist
• Current and projected maintenance needs
• Date installed (if known)

4. Develop a maintenance plan for the existing collection. 
Anticipating short and long-term maintenance is a 
necessary focus for the City of Akron. The maintenance 
plan should address specific roles and responsibilities 
of the maintenance department and create a unique 
treatment of each piece as its own facility. Tasks, 
deadlines, necessary tools, parts, inventory, frequency 
of maintenance, and costs should be recorded and  
integrated into the Maintenance Department’s  
general maintenance plan. 

5. Adopt the following policies and guidelines to 
support the Public Art Program ordinance: (Policy 
provided in Appendix of document)
• Collection Management Policy
• Donation of Public Art Policy
• Policy and Procedure for Maintenance
• Mural Guidelines
• Developer Guidelines
• Commission Communication Guide for Public Art 
Commissioners

Long-term Strategies
1. Integrate culture into transportation infrastructure 

through temporary and permanent installations  
of public art. Increasing art in transit provides  
opportunity for cultural expression at a localized level, 
enhances cultural identity, and increases exposure to 
arts and culture. 

2. Explore additional funding opportunities specific to  
funding municipal public art programs. These include 
but are not limited to:
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• Capital Improvement Project Percent for Arts;
• Annual General Fund Allocation;
• Percent for art in private development;
• Hotel/Motel Tax; and 
• Bond measures.

3. Utilize Public Art Program funds to leverage and 
provide matching monies for grant opportunities 
from local, state, and national organizations. Target 
grants for strategic placemaking endeavors or 
programmatic actions such as: 
•  Programming that supports cultural diversity in 

the arts;
• Programs for reaching underserved communities;
•  Projects that integrate arts and culture into 

community revitalization work such as land-use, 
transportation, economic development, education, 
housing, infrastructure, and public safety strategies;

•  Projects that position the arts to support the 
creative needs of non-arts sectors;

•  Projects that explore the intersection of artistic 
creativity and creativity in non-arts sectors;

•  Projects that empower the arts and the creative 
process to address complex issues; and

•  Programming that celebrates heritage or history 
of a specific place.

4. Purchase or commission art through collaborations 
between arts and non-arts partners throughout the city. 

5. Create public art projects and programming with 
non-traditional partners. Potential collaborators  
include health care facilities, rehabilitation and  
senior centers, disability-focused organizations, 
resettlement agencies, and more.

6. Assess opportunities for public art installations on 
City-owned facilities including: recreation centers, 
community centers, fire and police stations, athletic 
facilities, government administration buildings, 
parks, roads, bridges, and railway easements. Other 
opportunities include: libraries, museums, and  
University of Akron facilities. 

7. Collaborate with Akron Public Schools and The  
University of Akron to create curriculum and  
programming that features partnerships with  
commissioned public artists.

8. Collaborate with local, national, and international 
museums, galleries and collections to do innovative 
exhibitions throughout Akron. 

Moonshot (10-15 years, 2030-2035)
1. Develop an Artist in Residence Program. Engaging  

an artist at the most basic level within City functions 
will encourage creativity and integration of public  
art at the beginning of capital projects and new  
private development. Artists should be hired on a 
9-12 month contract.

2. Adopt a 1% for the arts in private development policy 
requiring that new developments dedicate 1% of 
their project budgets to public art within the  
development or contribute the associated value to an 
art in-lieu of fund that is held at the City of Akron and 
is spent on public art projects throughout the City.  

3. Require public art plans as part of large scale  
streetscape projects within the City and dedicate  
2% of the total streetscape budget to public art. 
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Administrative Guide for Akron Public 
Art Program
The Administrative Guide (referred to herein as “Guide”) 
outlines the roles and responsibilities of citizens, City 
staff and elected officials in the development, funding 
and implementation of the City of Akron Public Art 
Program (herein referred to as “Public Art Program”). 
The Plan provides guidelines and requirements 
for the development of an annual Public Art Work 
Plan, the funding and acquisition of public art, the 
selection of artists and artwork, the implementation 
and conservation of the Akron Public Art Collection. 
It is intended to ensure that the City of Akron Public 
Art Program is implemented in a fair and consistent 
manner that enables a community-oriented, artistically 
creative process and promotes the cultural, aesthetic and 
economic vitality of Akron.
 
The Public Art Program will be led by the Public Art 
Commission (referred to herein as “the Commission”), a 
citizen committee appointed by the Akron City Council 
and the Akron Mayor. The City Council, and Mayor, will 
retain ultimate responsibility for the program. Day-to-
day responsibility for the program will reside within the 
Office of Integrated Development. This guide is only to 
be used when public dollars are being spent on public 
art or when public art is being placed on city-owned 
property. 
 
Akron City Council
Akron City Council will adopt an ordinance establishing  
the Akron Public Art Program. As the community’s elected 
officials, the Mayor and Council members are ultimately 
responsible for the outcomes of the Public Art Program.
 
Akron City Council has the following responsibilities:

Review and approve the annual Public Art Work Plan as 
prepared by the Public Art Commission, including annual 
appropriations for public art. Confirm Mayoral appointments 
to the Public Art Commission. 
 
Arts Commission
The Mayor, with consent of Akron City Council, appoint 
the Public Art Commission (The Commission). This group 
shall have nine members, each of whom shall serve  
staggered two-year terms. The City Council President or 
their designee shall serve as an ex-officio member.  
Members must be residents of the City of Akron. 
 
The Public Art Commission has the following responsibilities:

1. Act principally in an advisory capacity to City of  
Akron staff and the City in any matter pertaining to 
public art.

2. Present an annual report of Commission activities.
3. Advise and make recommendations to the City  

pertaining to, among other things, policies and  
procedures as identified in the Administrative  
Guide; artist selection juries and process; commission 
and placement of artworks; and maintenance and 
removal of artworks.

 
Funding and Use of Funds
Funding for the Akron Public Art Program may come 
from Akron’s Capital Improvement Project Budget, 
General Fund, or through the Percent for Art TIF Share 
as well as from grants and/or contributions from private 
entities, other public agencies, or philanthropic sources.
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PUBLIC ART PROGRAM POLICIES
The following appendix details the public art program policies including the Public Art Commission and 

Public Art Program Ordinance, responsibility and authority of the Akron Public Art Commission, collection 
management policy , donation and management procedures, and the communication and social media 

guide for Akron Public Art Commissioners
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Uses of Funds
The public art funds may be spent for:

•  Artist fees including travel and expenses related 
to travel;

• Artwork fabrication and installation;
• Acquisition of existing works of art; 
• Relocation of existing works of art;
•  Required permits and insurance during the  

fabrication and installation of the artwork;
•  Informational/promotional materials and public 

events directly related to the artwork;
•  Maintenance of artwork that does not exceed 

more than 10% of the annual budget;
• Curators and contracted services.

The public art funds may not be spent for:
•  Mass produced work, with the exception of  

limited editions controlled by the artist.
•  Artwork not produced or designed by a  

Commission-approved artist.
•  Professional graphics, unless designed or  

executed by an artist or used in the development 
of collateral material.

•  Decorative, ornamental or functional elements 
that are designed by an architect or other designer.

•  Routine maintenance that exceeds more than 
10% of the annual budget as proposed by the 
Public Art Commission and approved by Council. 

•  Purchase of existing works of art outside of the 
Commission’s selection process.

 
Account Management
All monies appropriated for the Akron Public Art Program 
are transferred into a special public art project account, 
which is maintained in a separate project account.  
As a project account, any funds not expended at the  
conclusion of the fiscal year will roll over into the following 
fiscal year. As part of the account, a separate category will 
be established for the ongoing conservation of artwork. 
The City may also utilize this account to accept gifts, 
grants and donations made for the public art program.
 

The Office of Integrated Development will prepare an 
annual budget, to be presented as part of the capital 
budget, in support of the Public Art Work Plan that will 
allocate funds for the range of eligible activities.
 
What is a Public Art Work Plan?
The Public Art Work Plan is an annual document that 
outlines what projects will be initiated in the coming  
fiscal year, as well as projects that will be in process 
during that fiscal year. The Public Art Commission will 
develop the Plan in consultation with staff and the  
Mayor and will submit it to City Council as part of the 
annual budget for its review and approval.
 
The following steps will be taken to develop the Public 
Art Work Plan:
1. Determine availability of funds for the upcoming year.
2. Identify projects to be paid for by identified funding 

including acquisition and maintenance.
3. Develop a draft Public Art Work Plan that will include 

locations, goals, and budgets for public art projects 
and programs.

4. Present the Plan to City Council as part of the City 
budget approval.

 
Process for Selecting an Artist or Artist Team
Selecting the artist is one of the most important steps  
in commissioning public art. An open, equitable,  
competitive process that inspires the artist and engages 
the community should be an enriching experience and 
lead to more creative and exciting public art.
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Goals of the Selection Process
• To satisfy the goals of the project site through an 

appropriate artist selection.
• To further the mission and goals of the Public  

Art Program.
• To select an artist or artists whose existing public 

artworks or past collaborative design efforts have 
demonstrated a level of quality and integrity. 

• To identify an approach to public art that is suitable 
to the goals and demands of the particular project.

• To select an artist or artists who will best respond 
to the distinctive characteristics of the site and the 
community it serves.

• To select an artist or artists who can work successfully 
as members of an overall project design team.

• To ensure that the selection process represents  
and considers the interests of all parties concerned, 
including the public.

• To ensure, on average, the demographics of the  
artists and selection committee are reflective of  
Akron’s population. 

 
Artist Selection Methods

Open Competition
In an Open Competition, any artist may submit their 
qualifications or proposal, subject to any requirements 
established by the Artist Selection Committee.  
The Requests for Qualifications (RFQs) or Requests for 
Proposals (RFPs) should be sufficiently detailed to permit 
artists to determine whether their art is appropriate for 
consideration. Open Competition allows for the broadest 
range of possibilities for a site and brings in new, otherwise 
unknown, and emerging artists.
 
Limited or Invitational Competition
In a Limited Competition, or Invitational, several pre- 
selected artists are invited by the Artist Selection  
Committee to submit their qualifications and/or proposals. 
This method may be appropriate when the Public Art 
Commission is looking for a small group of experienced 
artists, when there is a limited time frame, or if the project  
requirements are so specialized that only a limited 

number of already identified artists would be eligible. It 
is possible that this list of artists would come from a pre-
qualified list.
 
Direct Selection
On occasion, artists may be chosen directly by the Artist 
Selection Committee. Direct selection may be useful on 
projects where an urgent timeline, low budget, or where 
very specific project requirements exist. It is possible that 
this artist would come from a pre-qualified list. Approval 
of the Mayor and the City Purchasing Agent must be 
secured to utilize this selection method.
 
Direct Purchase
Some projects require the purchase of a specific artwork 
due to the exacting nature of the project or a very limited  
project timeline. In this case, the work must be “on of-a-  
kind” and not mass-produced or off the shelf. It is possible  
that this artwork would come from an artist on a pre- 
qualified list. Approval of the Mayor and the City Purchasing 
Agent must be secured to utilize this selection method.
 
Pre-Qualified Artist Lists
The Public Art Commission may decide to develop a 
pre-qualified pool of artists from which it can choose 
artists for Limited Competition, Direct Selection and 
Direct Purchase. This pool would be developed based on 
a comprehensive review of artist qualifications. This list 
could be updated annually or bi-annually, depending on 
the frequency of new projects.
 
Artist Selection Process
 
Project Implementation Process
Upon the decision of the Artist Selection Committee, the 
Office of Integrated Development, will work with the 
Mayor to prepare a contract that includes the scope of 
work, fee, schedule, and relevant terms and conditions.
 
The City will follow the process for contracting required 
by City Charter and other applicable laws. For some 
projects, the contract with the artist may be phased to 
include two scopes of work with separate pay schedules 
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and deliverables. The first phase would include all 
design documentation, including final design, stamped 
engineering drawings, installation details, and a revised  
fabrication budget and timeline. The second phase would 
include all costs related to fabrication and installation.
 
The Office of Integrated Development will ensure all 
documents are signed and insurance coverage secured 
before issuing a notice to proceed. A dedicated staff 
member from the Office of Integrated Development will 
be responsible for coordinating the work of the artist 
to ensure the successful integration of the artwork into 
the project. The Office of Integrated Development will 
organize a meeting with all integral staff to review roles, 
responsibilities and schedule.
 
If specified in the contract, the artist will create design 
development drawings for review and approval from the 
Public Art Commission and the City before proceeding 
with fabrication. The Office of Integrated Development 
will schedule meetings with the appropriate offices to 
review and approve the plans.
 
If the artist proposes any significant design changes, 
the Office of Integrated Development will secure 
the approval of the Public Art Commission and the 
appropriate departments of the City before approving 
said changes in writing, per the terms and conditions of 
the contract.
 If the parties are not in agreement, the Mayor, or the 
Mayor’s appointee, will act as arbiter. If the change will 
affect the budget, scope or schedule, the Office of Integrated 
Development will initiate a contract modification,pending 
availability of funds.
 
The Office of Integrated Development will be responsible 
for overseeing the installation of the artwork. The Office of 
Integrated Development will be responsible for ensuring 
that all the necessary requirements have been completed 
prior to interim and final invoice payments to the artist.
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Akron Public Art Commission and 
Public Art Program
Mission
The Akron Public Art Program is dedicated to celebrating 
the cultural vitality of the people of Akron and promoting 
economic vibrancy throughout Akron through the  
integration of high quality artwork into public places.

Guiding Principles
Akron’s Public Art:

•  Elevates the cultural vibrancy and identity of the 
community;

•  Reflects through design a diverse and ever-changing 
audience; 

•  Varies geographically, and is distributed citywide, 
focusing on areas where people gather;

•  Celebrates community histories, strengths, and 
aspirations;

•  Is commissioned in an open, informed 
atmosphere; 

• Expresses the values and vision of the community; 
•  Ensures careful collection management to 

promote vibrant public spaces for years to come; 
and

•  Empowers artists to determine creative direction 
for public artworks.  

Goals of the Akron Public Art Program
1. Enhance the visual environment of public spaces 

for residents and visitors through a commitment to 
public art.

2. Strengthen the positive reputation, brand, and  
stature of the City of Akron and its neighborhoods.

3. Establish standards of excellence for public art in Akron. 
4. Promote and support the economic development 

and vitality of the community in a geographically 
equitable way through an investment in the  
public realm.

5. Promote distinctive and diverse artwork that  
communicates the community’s sense of spirit,  

identity and pride.
6. Improve access to public art for all citizens of the  

city and advance understanding of its civic role.
7. Create opportunities for inclusion, education,  

engagement and civic dialogue among diverse  
citizens of the city.

8. Commemorate the city’s collective memory and history.
9. Celebrate the community’s cultural and ethnic diversity.
10. Use public art as an opportunity to promote  

collaboration with and support programs for  
tourism, cultural exchange and goodwill.

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this division, the following terms, 
phrases, words and their derivation shall
have the meaning given herein:

Art or artwork when used herein shall mean works in any 
permanent medium or combination of media produced 
by a professional practitioner in the arts. For the purposes 
of this division, the terms art and artwork do not include 
performing or literary arts such as dance, music, drama, 
or poetry.

Artist means a practitioner of the creative arts, generally 
recognized as such by critics and peers, with a body of 
work including commissions, exhibitions, sales, publications,  
and collections. For the purposes of this document, 
“artist” shall not include persons primarily working in the 
professional fields of architecture, engineering, design or 
landscaping. 

Commission when used herein shall mean the Akron  
Public Art Commission of the City of Akron, Ohio.

Commissioner when used herein shall mean the  
members of the Akron Public Art Commission.

City when used herein shall mean the City of Akron, Ohio.
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Akron Public Art Collection when used herein shall mean 
all works of art owned by the City of Akron, Ohio.

Arts Master Plan or Plan when used herein shall mean 
the Public Art Master Plan of the City of Akron, Ohio, as 
it exists or may be amended. The Arts Master Plan shall 
provide a process for the systematic selection of pieces of 
art and locations of art to be included in public spaces.

Public Art means a work of art that is visible and accessible to 
the public for a minimum of 40 hours per week. Public art 
may include sculpture, painting, installations, photography, 
video, works of light or sound, or any other work or project 
determined by the Public Art Commission to satisfy the 
intent of this Chapter, provided, however, that none of the 
following shall be considered public art for the purposes 
of satisfying the requirements of this Chapter: 
1. Objects that are mass produced of standard design, 

such as banners, signs, playground equipment, 
benches, statuary, street or sidewalk barriers, or 
fountains; 

2. Reproduction, by mechanical or other means, of 
original works of art, except as incorporated into film, 
video, photography, printmaking or other derivative 
works as approved by the Public Art Commission; 

3. Decorative, architectural, or functional elements that 
are designed by the building architect or landscape 
architect as opposed to an artist commissioned for 
this purpose; or 

4. Landscape architecture or gardening, except where 
these elements are designed by an artist and are an 
integral part of a work of art. 

Public Art Commission when used herein shall mean a 
nine member body that serves principally in an advisory 
capacity to the Office of Integrated Development. 

Public Art Acquisition Account when used herein shall 
mean funds used for the acquisition and commissioning 
of public art for the city of Akron. The public art 
acquisition account is a separate, special fund as part 

of the City’s overall finances into which public art 
donations and funding are deposited, transferred and 
used for acquisition, commissioning, exhibition and 
conservation of public art as recommended by the Public 
Art Commission and approved by the Mayor. 

Public Art Program when used herein shall mean the 
Public Art Program of the City of Akron, Ohio continued 
by this division.

Public art annual work plan when used herein shall 
mean the annual work plan developed by the Public Art 
Commission with staff, detailing the public art projects 
and funding levels recommended for the upcoming year. 
The public art annual work plan shall be submitted to 
City Council for approval as part of the annual budget.

Public Space when used herein shall mean any area or 
property (public or private) which is accessible or visible 
to the general public a minimum of 8 hours per business 
day. 

Publicly Owned Land when used herein shall mean any 
land open to the public and managed by the City of 
Akron, Ohio. 
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Responsibility and Authority of the 
Akron Public Art Commission
 
Purpose and Responsibilities
The Akron Public Art Commission, established 
_________, 2020 (Ord. No. ____), advises the City in 
all matters pertaining to city-sponsored Public Art 
Programs. The Commission’s primary goal is to increase 
the public’s awareness of all visual arts including, but not 
limited to, exhibition of sculpture, paintings, mosaics, 
photography, and video.

The Akron Public Art Commission, as a decision-
making body within the Akron city government, 
will be responsible for interpreting and reviewing 
proposed public art projects based on the criteria 
identified in these policies and procedures, and making 
recommendations to Mayor and City Administration. 

The Public Art Commission has the following responsibilities:
•  Act principally in an advisory capacity to Akron  

Mayor and City Administration in any matter  
pertaining to art.

•  Present an annual report of Public Art  
Commission Activities.

•  Advise and make recommendations to the City  
pertaining to, among other things, policies and  
procedures as identified in the Public Art Master 
Plan; artist selection juries and process; commission 
and placement of artworks; and maintenance and 
removal of artworks.

Membership
The Akron Public Art Commission will be comprised of 
nine (9) members. Nine (9) members shall be appointed 
by the Mayor and confirmed by City Council. The Mayor 
shall designate a City employee to serve as the staff 
liaison, and the Council President or their designee shall 
serve as an ex-officio member.  Each member will serve 
two-year terms and membership will be staggered. To 
achieve staggered appointments, the initial appointments 
to the Public Art Commission shall have five (5) members 
appointed to three (3) year terms, four (4) members 

appointed to two (2) year terms. No Commissioner shall 
serve for more than six (6) consecutive years; Should 
a Commissioner’s replacement not be qualified upon 
the expiration of any term of a Commissioner, then that 
Commissioner shall holdover on the Public Art Commission 
until a qualified replacement Commissioner has been 
appointed. Commissioners will be appointed by the  
Mayor and confirmed by City Council and will be  
representative of the demographic makeup of the  
community. Members shall have experience and/or an  
interest in the placement, creation, or designation of 
public art. Each commissioner shall have any other  
qualification(s) as the Mayor deems necessary and  
appropriate. No majority shall be from the same ward. 

Procedures
Commissioners will not submit applications for the 
placement of their own artwork and/or projects.  
Commissioners are able to invite artists to participate, 
but must refrain from giving advice to applicants or  
answering their questions and direct such questions to 
the Staff Liaison. If the Commission holds a public  
meeting, the hearing will be open to the public and the 
dates, times, and locations of these meetings will be 
posted on the City’s website. Decisions will be based on  
a simple majority vote of the Commission.

Conflict of Interest
Commissioners will declare any and all conflicts of  
interest for all projects and artwork under consideration  
at the beginning of their meetings. A conflict of interest 
exists if a Commissioner, an organization the Commissioner 
is associated with as a staff member, or a Commissioner’s 
family member, has the potential to gain financially from 
the project under consideration by the Commission. In 
order to promote public confidence in this process, a 
Commissioner may declare a conflict if they think there 
may be a perception that they have a conflict. If a  
Commissioner has a conflict, he/she must not participate 
in the Commission’s discussion or decision regarding  
the project. They must also refrain from discussion  
with fellow Commissioners to avoid influencing their 
decision making. 
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Akron Public Art Commission Staff 
Liaison 
The Public Art Commission Staff Liaison will oversee the 
Public Art Program, as well participate in the planning, 
purchasing, commissioning, donation, placement,  
handling, conservation, and maintenance of public  
artwork under the jurisdiction of all City departments. 
The success of the Akron Public Art Program is  
dependent on having a staff liaison to administer all 
aspects of the program. 

The Staff Liaison has the following responsibilities:
• Develop and implement the annual Public Art Work 

Plan in coordination with the Public Art Commission 
and appropriate City departments and representatives. 

• Oversee the administration of the commissioning of 
new works of public art including, but not limited to:
•  Project planning - developing scopes of work and 

project budgets, coordinating with the project 
manager and project architect, and identifying 
community partners when necessary. 

•  Management of the artist selection process -  
developing and distributing RFQs and RFPs,  
staffing the artist selection committees, and 
conducting artist workshops. 

•  Project implementation - developing contracts, 
getting necessary approvals, coordinating with 
the project manager, reviewing preliminary and 
final designs, and monitoring artist progress and 
compliance with the project contact. 

•  Documentation- keeping records of contracts, 
photographs, construction drawings, 
maintenance manuals, and meetings.

•  Community education - assist in garnering  
publicity for projects, facilitating public  
meetings, and developing educational materials. 

• Oversee the work of project consultants
• Ensure adequate insurance and liability protection is 

secured by artists, contractors, and the City prior to 
installation. 

• Coordinate any necessary management agreements 
through artists, contractors, community groups,  
private property owners, and the City as needed. 

• Encourage private developers to include public art in 
their developments and guide them, when requested, 
through the process of selecting public art for their 
facilities. 

• Identify collaborations and sources of funds
• Oversee a comprehensive conservation survey of the 

Akron Public Art Collection and ensure all necessary 
repairs are conducted. 

• Report to the Mayor
• Staff the Public Art Commission
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Artist Selection Process
 
Purpose and Responsibilities
The role of the artist selection process will interpret and 
review artist’s proposals based on the selection criteria.

The goals of the selection process are as follows:
• To satisfy the goals of a specific project or site 

through an appropriate artist selection.
• To further the mission and goals of the Public Art 

Program.
• To select an artist or artists whose existing public 

artworks or past collaborative design efforts have 
demonstrated a level of quality and integrity.

• To identify an approach to public art that is suitable 
to the goals and demands of the particular project.

• To select an artist or artists who will best respond 
to the distinctive characteristics of the site and the 
community it serves.

• To select an artist or artists who can work successfully 
as members of an overall project design team.

• To ensure that the selection process represents and 
considers the interests of all parties concerned, 
including the public, the arts community and the City 
department(s) involved.

Artist Selection Methods
 
Open Competition
In an Open Competition, any artist may submit his/her 
qualifications or proposal, subject to any requirements 
established by the Artist Selection Committee. The  
Requests for Qualifications (RFQs) or Requests for  
Proposals (RFPs) should be sufficiently detailed to permit 
artists to determine whether their art is appropriate for 
consideration. Open Competition allows for the broadest 
range of possibilities for a site and brings in new,  
otherwise unknown, and emerging artists.

Limited or Invitational Competition
In a Limited Competition, or Invitational, several pre-s 
elected artists are invited by the Artist Selection  
Committee to submit their qualifications and/or proposals. 
This method may be appropriate when the Public Art 
Commission is looking for a small group of experienced 
artists, when there is a limited time frame, or if the project  
requirements are so specialized that only a limited 
number of already identified artists would be eligible. It 
is possible that this list of artists would come from a pre-
qualified list.

Direct Selection
On occasion, artists may be chosen directly by the Artist 
Selection Committee. Direct selection may be useful on 
projects where an urgent timeline, low budget, or very 
specific project requirements exist. It is possible that  
this artist would come from a pre-qualified list. City  
purchasing procedures should be followed. 

Direct Purchase
Some projects require the purchase of a specific artwork 
due to the exacting nature of the project or a very limited 
project timeline. In this case, the work must be “one-of-a-
kind” and not mass-produced or off the shelf. It is possible 
that this artwork would come from an artist on a pre- 
qualified list. Approval of City Council and the City Purchasing 
Agent must be secured to utilize this selection method.
Pre-Qualified Artist Lists

The Public Art Commission may decide to develop a 
pre-qualified pool of artists from which it can choose 
artists for Limited Competition, Direct Selection and 
Direct Purchase. This pool would be developed based on 
a comprehensive review of artist qualifications. This list 
could be updated annually or biannually, depending on 
the frequency of new Projects.
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Artist Selection Committee

Membership of Selection Committees
Membership will be recommended by the Staff Liaison 
and approved by the Akron Public Art Commission. 
The members of the selection panel (panelists) will be 
representative of the community demographic and will 
consist of at least five members from the list below:
• Artist or arts administrator;
• Project architect or landscape architect (if this  

representative wishes to recruit applicants, they  
will be non-voting);

• Public Art Commission member;
• A project site representative;
• City staff if project insight is deemed necessary;
• Community representative; and
• 2 at-large members (may be from project steering 

committee if not already represented, or students, 
educators, elected officials, etc.).

Procedures
Selection Committee Members will not submit  
applications for projects. Committee members will 
refrain from advising applicants or answering their 
questions, and direct such questions to the Staff Liaison. 
All Committee meetings are open to the public; dates, 
times, and locations of these meetings will be posted on 
the city’s website and at City Hall. No public comment 
will be heard at such meetings. The Staff Liaison will 
provide Committee members with a ballot to assist them 
in reviewing each application or interview. Decisions will 
be based on a simple majority vote of the Committee.

Conflict of Interest
Committee members will declare any and all conflicts of 
interest for all projects and artwork under consideration 
at the beginning of their meetings. A conflict of interest  
exists if a committee member, an organization the 
committee member is associated with as a staff or board 
member, or a committee member’s family member, has 
the potential to gain financially from the project under 
consideration by the Committee. In order to promote 
public confidence in this process, a committee member 

may also declare a conflict if they think there may be 
a perception that they have a conflict. If a committee 
member has a conflict, he/she must not participate in the 
Committee’s discussion or decision regarding the project. 
They must also refrain from discussion about the project 
and from influencing fellow committee members.

City Departments
City Departments may recommend projects for possible 
funding or staff support by the Public Art Program. They 
may also include side proposals and funding in their 
own Capital Improvement Plans. City Departments are 
also accountable to the City’s public art policies and 
procedures. Public art projects under the jurisdiction of 
any City Department must be reviewed and approved 
according to the public art policies and procedures 
contained within this document.

Independent Boards and Commissions of the City
Other City Commissions may recommend their projects 
for possible support by the Public Art Program. They may 
also include public art projects in their own requests to 
the City. Public art projects developed in partnership with 
these entities must be reviewed and approved according 
to the public art policies and procedures contained 
within this document. City staff coordinating public art 
projects will work closely with the staff liaisons of these 
Commissions when working in partnership with them 
or placing projects on their property. Agreements with 
these Commissions will reflect and include the policies 
and procedures of all partner Commissions.
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Akron Public Art Program Collection 
Management Policy
The City of Akron acquires artworks by commissions of 
the City’s Public Art Fund and through gifts from groups 
and individuals. Processes for these acquisitions are  
dictated by the Akron Public Art Commission, Public  
Art Program Ordinance, and by the Donation Policy.  
Artworks acquired through these processes are considered 
to have been accessioned into the City’s Permanent 
Collection and must be cared for in accordance with the 
Policy and Procedure for Maintenance Policy and the 
Collection Management Policy. Artworks in the City’s 
possession that were acquired outside of or before these 
policies may not be accessioned pieces of the Permanent 
Collection and thus may not be subject to the Artwork 
Collection Management Policy. The Collection Management 
Policy is intended to maintain the value of the City’s 
Permanent Collection and guard against the arbitrary 
disposal of any of its pieces.

OBJECTIVES
• Maintain a collection management program that 

results in a high-quality, City-owned public art collection;
• Eliminate artworks that are unsafe, not repairable, or 

no longer meet the needs of City of Akron;
• Respect the creative rights of artists; and
• Support an efficient workload for staff.

DEFINITIONS
Deaccession means a procedure for the withdrawal of  
an artwork from the Permanent Collection and the  
determination of its future disposition. 

Relocation means a procedure for the movement of an 
artwork from one location to another. 

Life Spans 
• Temporary: 0-2 years
• Short Term: 2-10 years
• Medium-Term 10- 25 years
• Long-Term 25+ years

GENERAL POLICIES

Removal from Public Display
If the artwork is removed from public display, the City of 
Akron may consider the following options: 
• Relocation: If City Staff and the Public Art Commission 

decide that an artwork must be removed from its 
original site, and if its condition is such that it can be 
re-installed, the City will attempt to identify another 
appropriate site. If the artwork was designed for a 
specific site, the City will attempt to relocate the work 
to a new site consistent with the artist’s intention. If 
possible, the artist’s assistance will be requested to 
help make this determination. 

• Store artwork until a new site has been identified or 
the City decides to deaccession the artwork.

• Sell or trade the artwork after deaccession. 

Provision for Emergency Removal
In the event that the structural integrity or condition of 
an artwork is such that the artwork presents an imminent 
threat to public safety, the City may authorize immediate 
removal without Public Art Commission approval or the 
artist’s consent, by declaring a State of Emergency, and 
have the artwork placed in temporary storage. The artist 
and the Public Art Commission members must be  
notified of this action within 30 days. The City and the 
Public Art Commission will then consider options for 
repair, reinstallation, maintenance provisions or  
deaccessioning. In the event that the artwork cannot be 
removed without being altered, modified, or destroyed, 
and if the Artist’s agreement with the City has not been 
waived under the Visual Artists’ Protection Act, the City 
must attempt to gain written permission before proceeding. 
In the event that this cannot be accomplished before 
action is required in order to protect the public health 
and safety, the City shall proceed according to the advice 
of the Director of Law. 
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Criteria for Deaccession
The City may consider the deaccessioning of artwork for 
one or more of the following reasons in the event that it 
cannot be re-sited:
1. An artwork is not, or is only rarely, on display because 

of lack of a suitable site.
2. The condition or security of the artwork cannot be 

reasonably guaranteed.
3. The artwork has been damaged or has deteriorated 

and repair is impractical or unfeasible.
4. The artwork endangers public safety.
5. In the case of site specific artwork, the artwork’s 

relationship to the site is altered because of changes 
to the site.

6. The artwork has been determined to be incompatible 
within the context of the collection.

7. The City of Akron, with the concurrence of the Public 
Art Commission, wishes to replace the artwork with 
work of more significance by the same artist.

8. The artwork requires excessive maintenance or has 
faults of design or workmanship.

9. Written request from the artist. 

Integrity of Artworks
The Akron Public Art Program will seek to ensure the  
ongoing integrity of the artwork and the sites for which 
they were created, to the greatest extent feasible, in 
accordance with the artist’s original intentions, and  
consistent with the rights afforded by the 1990 Visual 
Artists Rights Act.

Access to Artworks
The City will seek to assure continuing access to artwork 
by the public, although the City may limit availability due 
to circumstances such as funding, public safety, display 
space, and deaccession processes. 

Life Spans
Life spans that have been assigned to the work during the 
commissioning process will be taken into consideration 
as part of requests for deaccession or removal. For 
artworks that have not been assigned a life span, the 
staff liaison may engage experts to assist in assigning the 

artwork a life span, based on the life expectancy of the 
artwork’s materials and fabrication methods.

APPLICATION PROCESS 
Preliminary Request 
Permanent artworks must be in place for at least five 
years before deaccession or relocation requests will be 
considered, unless matters of public safety necessitate 
the removal. Deaccession or relocation requests may be 
submitted by one of the following:

• Neighborhood organization or Homeowners  
Association;

• City Department;
•  Independent Board or Commission of the City;  

and City Council Member.

DEACCESSION AND REMOVAL FORM 
The staff liaison will provide applicants with an  
application form that will serve as the applicant’s formal 
request for consideration by the Public Art Commission. 

REVIEW PROCESS 
The Public Art Commission will review requests and 
make a decision regarding deaccession or relocation. 

Public Meeting
The Public Art Commission will hold at least one public  
meeting for the purpose of gathering community feedback 
on a proposed deaccession or removal. The Commission 
may also decide to hold additional public meetings or 
gather community input through other methods. The 
Public Art Commission may seek additional information 
regarding the work from the artists, galleries, curators, 
appraisers or other professionals prior to making a  
recommendation.
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Artist Involvement
If deaccession or removal is recommended, the artist  
(if available) will be contacted and invited to provide 
input to the Public Art Commission. The artist’s contract, 
along with any other agreements or pertinent documents  
will be reviewed and sent to the Law Director’s Office for 
final approval. 
Recommendation
The staff liaison will prepare a report that includes the 
opinion of the Director of Law on any legal restrictions 
that may apply to the specific artwork. The Public Art 
Commissions’ recommendation may include dismissing 
the request and/or modifying, relocating, selling,  
donating, disposing, or storing the artwork.

The staff liaison will provide all relevant correspondence 
including, but not limited to:

1. Artist’s name, biographical information, samples of 
past artwork, and resume.

2. A written description and images of the artwork.
3. Artist’s statement about the Artwork named in  

Deaccession or Relocation Request (if possible)
4. A description of the selection process and all related 

costs that was implemented at the time the Artwork 
was selected. 

5. A formal appraisal of the Artwork (if possible)
6. Information regarding the origin, history, and past 

ownership of the Artwork
7. Information about the condition of the Artwork and 

the estimated cost of its conservation.
8. Information and images of the Artwork’s site
9. Any information gained from the public meeting 

held about the deaccession and removal of the work. 
10. Feedback from the Director of the City Department 

responsible for operating and maintaining the Artwork. 
11. Detailed budget for all aspects of conservation,  

maintenance, repair, installation, operation, insurance, 
storage, and City Staff support. 

12. The Artist’s contract with the City. 

The Public Art Commission can recommend one or more 
of the following methods for an artwork’s deaccession:
1. Sale or Exchange - sale shall be in compliance with 

the State of Ohio and City of Akron laws and policies 
governing sale of municipal property.

  a.  Artist, or estate of the artist, will be given first 
option to purchase or exchange the artwork(s).

  b.  Sale may be through auction, gallery resale, 
direct bidding by individuals, or other form of 
sale in compliance with the State of Ohio and 
City of Akron law and policies governing surplus 
property.

  c.  Exchange may be through artist, gallery,  
museum or other institutions for one or more 
artwork(s) of comparable value by the same 
artist.

 d.   No works of art shall be traded or given to Public 
Art Commission Members or City of Akron Staff.

 e.   Proceeds from the sale of artwork shall be 
placed in a City of Akron account designated  
for public art purposes. Any pre-existing  
contractual agreements between the artist and 
the City regarding resale shall be honored. An 
exception to these provisions may be required 
if the artwork was originally purchased with 
funds that carried with them some restriction, 
for example, bond funds for street and sidewalk 
improvements, in which case the proceeds 
shall be placed in an account designated for art 
allowed under similar restriction(s).

2. Destruction of Artwork – if artwork is deteriorated  
or damaged beyond repair or deemed to be of  
negligible value.

3. If the City of Akron is unable to dispose of the  
artwork in a manner outlined above, the Public Art 
Commission may recommend the donation of the 
artwork to a non-profit organization or another 
method.
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COSTS
If deaccession or relocation accommodates the applicant’s 
interests or project, they may be required to cover the 
costs of deaccession or relocation at no cost to the City. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
No works of art shall be given or otherwise transferred 
publicly or privately, to officers, directors, or employees 
or staff of the City of Akron, or their immediate families 
or representatives of the City of Akron. 

COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE POLICIES  
AND REGULATIONS  
Deaccession and relocation of artwork will be done in a 
manner that complies with all other applicable City of 
Akron, state of Ohio, and federal procedures, policies and 
regulations. 

EXISTING PUBLIC ART PIECES AT TIME OF POLICY 
ADOPTION 
Existing public art pieces on City-owned property should 
be evaluated using the deaccession criteria to ensure 
that it is appropriate for the City to continue to own and 
maintain the piece. If it does not meet the deaccession 
criteria, then the piece will be accessioned into the Akron 
Public Art Collection. 
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Akron Public Art Program Donation of 
Public Art Procedures

All public art pieces donated to the City of Akron must 
come with a plan to fund and deliver ongoing maintenance 
or the resolution accepting the public art must identify 
how maintenance of the donated public art will be funded.

DONATION REQUIREMENTS
• The City will consider donations on the following 

basis:
• The donation contributes to and enhances the City’s 

public art collection;
• The donation meets a high standard of quality and is 

appropriate and meaningful to the community;
• The donation follows required City procedures  

including the submission of a Donation Proposal  
and a Maintenance Plan. Donation Proposal  
requirements are included in this policy. The  
requirements for the Maintenance Plan can be  
found in the Akron Public Art Program Policy and 
Procedure for Maintenance Policy;

• The donation is made with the understanding that 
no City funds will be required for production, siting, 
installation, or ongoing operations and maintenance 
of the work without prior approval by the City of Akron;

• The donation proposal includes a plan to fund and 
deliver ongoing operations and maintenance – or the 
resolution accepting the public art must identify how 
maintenance will be funded; and

• The donation proposal is reviewed and endorsed by 
the Akron Public Art Commission and approved by 
the City of Akron.

The City will not accept a donation of artwork until 
all funds for development, fabrication, siting, and 
installation have been secured. 

The City will consider the following types of donation 
proposals for artworks for City-owned property: 
• An already completed work of art; or
• A commissioned artwork by a specific artist or artists 

to be created especially for a City-owned property.

ROLE OF THE SPONSOR OR DONATING ARTIST 
A donation of artwork must have a sponsor or co-sponsors, who  
will prepare and present a donation proposal. The sponsor’s 
principal roles are to state the intent of the donation and be 
responsible for raising or providing the funding for its 
production, acquisition, installation, and maintenance. 
Community groups or corporations can act as a sponsor, 
provided they can demonstrate community support for 
the proposal. 

DONATION PROPOSAL PROCEDURES
All offers of artwork proposed for property under City 
jurisdiction must be made in writing and submitted by 
the sponsor to the City of Akron for review by the Akron 
Public Art Commission. The donation proposal must  
contain the following for an already completed work or  
a commissioned artwork: 

1. Rationale for the intent, purpose, and added value to 
the City of the proposed gift;

2. Brief statement about the artwork or project and 
biographical information about the artist, including 
resume and supporting materials;

3. Project timeline;
4. Site plan that shows the proposed location of the 

artwork, a photograph of the proposed installation 
site, and surrounding environment;

5. Visual presentation of the artwork on the proposed 
site(s), including drawings, photographs, and models 
of the proposed work with scale and materials indicated;

6. Maintenance plan, including operations and  
maintenance information citing requirements for 
ongoing maintenance and associated costs; and

7. Documentation of artwork ownership and statement 
of authority and intent to transfer ownership to the City. 
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The following additional information must be provided 
for a commissioned artwork to be created especially for a 
City-owned property: 
8. Detailed budget, with costs for the project including 

site preparation, installation, and insurance that 
meets City requirements, and

9. Funding committed to date and proposed source(s) 
of funds.

DONATION PROPOSAL REVIEW PROCESS
All proposals for donations of artwork must follow a 
three-stage review process: 

1. Review by the City of Akron and the Public Art  
Commission utilizing the Donation Review Criteria 
below;

2. Evaluation by a qualified professional public art  
conservator and/or arts professional such as a  
museum director, curator, historian, or writer/critic. 
This service will be procured by the City and paid for 
by the sponsor; and

3. Recommendations and findings from the conservator 
and/ or arts professional will be presented to both 
City Staff and the Public Art Commission. City Staff 
will prepare a report and request to be submitted to 
the Akron City Council for approval.

If a donation is made, the Public Art Commission may 
recommend acceptance of the donation by the Mayor. If 
the Public Art Commission decides against accepting the 
proposal, City Staff, in collaboration with the Public Art 
Commission, will notify and provide a rationale to the 
sponsor and the artist. 

DONATION REVIEW CRITERIA 
The donation review process will include, but will not be 
limited to, the following: 
• City-owned Property – Donated public artwork must 

be located on City-owned or City-managed property;
• Relevance and Site Context – Works of art must 

be appropriate for the proposed location and its 
surroundings, and/or complement the architecture, 

topography, history, and social dynamic of the 
location in which it is placed;

• Artist and Artwork Quality – The artist demonstrates 
the ability and potential to execute the proposed 
artwork, based on previous artistic achievement and 
experience. The artwork must enhance the City’s 
public art collection;

• Physical Durability – The artwork will be assessed for 
long-term durability against theft, vandalism, and 
weather;

• Public Safety and Liability – The artwork will be 
assessed for any public safety concerns, as well as for 
any potential liabilities for the City;

• Sustainability – Consideration will be given to the 
environmental impact and sustainability of the 
proposed artwork, including its operations and 
maintenance requirements/costs; and

• Legal – Proposed terms of donation, legal title, 
copyright authenticity, artist’s right to reproduce, 
liability, and other issues as deemed appropriate will 
be considered.

Memorial Gifts 
Memorial gifts will have an additional review process, 
which will include, but will not be limited to, the following: 
• Timeframe – The person or historic event being 

memorialized must be deemed significant enough to 
merit such an honor. The person so honored will have 
been deceased for a minimum of twenty-five years;

• Community Value and Timelessness – The person or 
event being memorialized represents broad community 
values and will be meaningful to future generations; 
and

• Location – The location under consideration 
is an appropriate setting for the memorial; in 
general, there should be some specific geographic 
justification for the memorial being located in a 
specific site.
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Art on Loan or Temporary Display on City-owned Property
Art on loan or art on temporary display on City-owned 
property must meet the Donation Requirements above, 
follow the Donation Proposal Procedures 1-9 above, and 
must be reviewed using step 1 of the Donation Proposal 
Review Process. Art on loan or art on temporary display 
on City-owned property must not be accessioned or 
added to the City’s inventory list and master database. 

ACCEPTANCE AND ACCESSION OF THE ARTWORK
If the proposal is accepted by the City of Akron, a formal 
agreement will be negotiated outlining the responsibilities 
of each party (the City, the sponsor(s), the artist, and 
outside contractors, where applicable). 

The agreement will address project funding, insurance, 
siting, installation, operations and maintenance, project 
supervision, vandalism, the right of removal or transfer, 
public safety, and other issues as necessary. 

The City of Akron will be the owner of the artwork and 
reserves the right to remove or alter the work to ensure 
public safety or because of any other City concerns. The 
City upholds copyright law and the Visual Artists Rights 
Act of 1990. Any changes will be made in consultation 
with the artist and sponsor(s). 

The completed and installed artwork will be accessioned 
and added to the City’s inventory list and master 
database with all accompanying documentation.

REMOVAL, RELOCATION OR DEACCESSION OF THE 
ARTWORK 
In accepting a donation of artwork, the City of Akron 
will not be bound by any agreement with the donor that 
restricts the City’s ability to act in the best interest of the 
City of Akron. Nothing in the acceptance of a donation 
of artwork shall prevent the City from approving 
subsequent removal, relocation or deaccessioning of 
such donations if it serves the City’s best interest to do 
so. The City will deaccession and dispose of works of 
artwork in its collection in accordance with the Collection 
Management Policy. 
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Akron Public Art Program Policy and 
Procedure for Maintenance 
INTRODUCTION 
The Akron Public Art Maintenance Program uses the 
Public Art Acquisition Account. 

The Public Art Maintenance Program will be  
administered by the City of Akron under advisement  
of the Akron Public Art Commission through yearly 
evaluation and planning for maintenance of the existing 
collection. 

The Program addresses: 
• Accessioning and inventorying the City’s collection  

of public art;
• Conducting a semiannual Survey and Condition  

Assessments of all work in the collection;
• Preparing a biennial Public Art Maintenance Plan; 

and
• Overseeing routine maintenance and special  

conservation treatment of the City’s public art collection.

Every five years, the City of Akron will conduct an  
assessment of the condition of all public art with a  
qualified professional conservator and develop a 
prioritized list of works in need of conservation or 
maintenance. This list will be the basis of the biennial 
Public Art Maintenance Plan.

Under this plan, trained City staff may carry out routine 
maintenance. For work in need of a higher level of  
maintenance, specialized care, or conservation treatment, 
the Program will utilize the maintenance funds available 
held in the Public Art Acquisition Fund. 

PROCEDURES PRIOR TO THE PUBLIC ART  
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
 
Maintenance Plan
Understanding maintenance and care of public art 
begins before an artwork is created. During the design 

phase or when a donation is initiated, the City, artist, or 
sponsor will review and analyze their design proposal 
and advise on maintenance and operations of the artwork.  

On behalf of the City,the artist, sponsor, or the 
appropriate party will submit a Maintenance Plan to the 
City of Akron and the Public Art Commission, who will 
review and then catalogue any tasks associated with 
maintenance of the artwork.

The Maintenance Plan will enable the City and the Public 
Art Commission, to: 
• Evaluate the quality and sustainability of the  

proposed or existing public artwork;
• Establish maintenance requirements, assign  

schedules, and identify potential costs; and
• Determine if the City of Akron should accept or  

decline the design proposal and/or public artwork.

To produce the Maintenance Plan, the artist should  
examine and render an opinion on the following:
• Durability;
• Type and integrity of materials;
• Construction/fabrication technique;
• Internal supports, anchoring and joining,  

and footings;
• Landscaping;
• Vulnerable and delicate elements;
• Drainage of artwork;
• Potentially dangerous elements;
• Security;
• Location;
• Environment;
• Whether the design encourages/discourages 

interaction; and
• Effects of skateboarding, graffiti, and any other 

potentially damaging activities.
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The Maintenance Plan will include:
• A record of the artist’s intentions for the work of art;
• Recommendations to mitigate potential problems 

discovered during the examination;
• Notes about how the artist would like the work of art 

to age;
• An itemization of long-range considerations and 

care, highlighting maintenance and the anticipated 
needs for periodic conservation treatment or repairs; 
and

• Identification of the lifespan of the artwork and a 
prognosis of its durability in consideration of that 
lifespan.

Lifespan of Artwork 
This lifespan will be selected from one of four categories: 
• Temporary: 0-2 years
• Short Term: 2-10 years
• Medium-Term 10- 25 years
• Long-Term 25+ years

The artwork may also be identified as site-integrated, or 
part of the site and/or the architecture, as appropriate 
and will fall into the Long-Term lifespan category above. 

Utilization of the Maintenance Plan
The Maintenance Plan will be used to:
• Advise the Public Art Commission, City Department  

Directors, and others who must review and approve 
design proposals or accept or decline donated public 
artwork;

• Troubleshoot the production of construction  
drawings, the fabrication of the artwork, and the 
preparation of the site;

• Follow-up on the artist’s recommendations; and
• Refer to during the post-fabrication/installation 

inspection to prepare a final report and a punch-list 
to complete the project.

The City of Akron and the Public Art Commission,  
professional conservators, and artists will strive to 
address the recommendations in the Maintenance Plan 
without unduly interfering with the aesthetic intent of 
the proposed public art.

Post Fabrication/Installation Inspection 
The Post-Fabrication/Installation Inspection conducted 
by staff will be based upon and follow-up on the  
Maintenance Plan that was carried out during the design 
phase. It will include the following:
• Ensure that recommendations made in the  

Maintenance Plan and during fabrication were  
followed;

• Confirm that the artwork is executed as  
proposed and agreed upon;

• Confirm that there are no missing or  
incomplete elements;

• Establish that materials quality and  
stability are acceptable;

• Establish that fabrication quality and  
stability are acceptable;

• Confirm that installation is stable and secure;
• Confirm that stainless steel is fully and properly 

“passivated”;
• Confirm that, if required, protective coatings  

have been applied;
• Ensure that warranties for electronic and  

other media are submitted as necessary;
• Identify any remaining vulnerabilities;
• Confirm no new damage resulting from  

installation process;
• Ensure that the maintenance and operations  

plan is accurate; amend as needed; and
• Confirm that the plaque/public notice meets  

program guidelines and is properly installed.
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Individual Communication and Social 
Media Guide for Akron Public Art 
Commissioners
The purpose of this guide is to help standardize and 
elevate communications from Commissioners and 
other non-staff members on behalf of the public art 
program. Please use this guide to inform your external 
communications.

Why Public Art?
Often one of the first questions those in the public art 
field are asked to answer is basic: why public art? The 
answer is multifaceted and may change based on the 
audience, however the fundamentals on how to answer 
this question are outlined below:

• To reflect Akron’s cultural and ethnic diversity,  
and the diversity of the visual arts, while building a 
publicly available collection of dynamic art that  
celebrates the human spirit and condition.

• To foster the development of independent artists  
by integrating their work into public places, civic 
infrastructure and private development.

• To enrich the community through innovative and 
diverse Public Art.

• To promote economic vitality in Akron through  
the artistic enhancement of public spaces.

Public Art Commission
In addition to communicating the importance of public 
art, Commissioners may also be required to communicate 
what the Public Art Commission is, what it does, and how 
it does its work. This can be summed up by communicating 
the mission, goals, and guiding principles of the Commission.

Mission
The Akron Public Art Program is dedicated to celebrating 
the cultural vitality of the people of Akron and promoting 
economic vibrancy throughout the City through the  

integration of high quality artwork into public places.

Guiding Principles
Akron’s Public Art:
• Establishes an identity for the City;
• Elevates the cultural vibrancy of the community;
• Is designed for a diverse and ever-changing audience; 
• Will be distributed citywide, focusing on areas  

where people gather;
• Is sensitive to community histories, strengths,  

and aspirations;
• Is commissioned in an open, informed atmosphere; 
• Expresses the values and vision of the community; and 
• Will be maintained for people to enjoy. 

Goals of the Akron Public Art Program
1. Enhance the visual environment of public spaces 

for residents and visitors through a commitment to 
public art.

2. Strengthen the positive reputation, brand, and  
stature of the City of Akron and its neighborhoods.

3. Promote and support the economic development 
and vitality of the community in a geographically 
equitable way through an investment in the  
public realm.

4. Promote distinctive and diverse artwork that  
communicates the community’s sense of spirit,  
identity and pride.

5. Improve access to public art for all citizens of the  
city and advance understanding of its civic role.

6. Create opportunities for inclusion, education,  
engagement and civic dialogue among diverse  
citizens of the city.

7. Commemorate the city’s collective memory and 
history.

8. Celebrate the community’s cultural and ethnic diversity.
9. Use public art as an opportunity to promote  

collaboration with and support programs for tourism, 
cultural exchange and goodwill.

10. Advocate for artists and the important role the arts 
play in our community.
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Principles for Sharing
The set of principles below should govern how 
information is shared online. Whether on social media, 
via email, or through other digital methods remember to 
always keep these principles in mind.  

What To Do:

Ensure Accuracy
The massive amount of information available online, 
much of it inaccurate, means we must pay close attention 
to verify information before we share. This is especially 
true when sharing information as a Commissioner since 
your communications may be seen as representing the 
City and the Public Art Program. Verify facts - especially 
those in viral posts or memes - before sharing. Be sure 
to cite and link to your sources whenever possible and 
ensure those sources are reputable news sources or  
organizations. Be on the lookout for false or misleading 
sites and always verify before you share.
 
Maintain Transparency
Remember that when you comment or post on social  
media, you are representing the Public Art Commission - 
even if posting in a personal context. Always be honest 
about your identity. In personal or professional posts 
that relate to public art, the Public Art Commission, or 
other city projects, you should identify yourself as a 
Commissioner. Be clear that you are sharing your views 
as an individual, not as a representative of the Public Art 
Commission as a whole. 
 
Think Before You Post 
Even when using privacy controls, social media is 
inherently public. Screenshots can be taken of private 
posts and shared. Search engines can turn up posts 
and pictures years after the publication date. If there 
is someone with whom you would be uncomfortable 
seeing your post, it’s best not to post at all.

Take the High Ground
Again remember that you represent the Public Art 
Commission, and by extension the city, in your online 
activity. Participating in discussions online is important 
and useful, especially to people who are unable to attend 
in person meetings. Engage with people civilly, as you 
would in person or at a Public Art Commission meeting. 
If questions arise on how to engage appropriately, please 
contact the Office of Integrated Development before 
commenting. 
 
Correct Mistakes
If you share inaccurate or incorrect information be 
upfront and quick in correcting your post. Whether it be 
a blog or a social media post, be sure to state that you 
edited your post to correct a mistake or inaccuracy.
 
Monitor Comments
Most people who maintain social media sites welcome 
comments—it builds credibility and community. 
However, you may be able to set your account so that you 
can review and approve comments before they appear. 
This allows you to respond in a timely way to comments. 
It also allows you to delete spam comments and to 
block any individuals who repeatedly post offensive or 
frivolous comments.

 
What Not To Do:
 
Do Not Use Pseudonyms
Never pretend to be someone else. Tracking tools enable 
supposedly anonymous posts to be traced back to their 
authors. Do not post something online unless you feel 
comfortable publicly identifying yourself.
 
Do Not Make Statements on Behalf of the Commission, City, or Staff
If you publish content to any website and it has something 
to do with the work you do on the Commission or about 
public art, use a disclaimer such as this: “The postings on 
this site are my own and do not represent the Public Art 
Commission’s positions, strategies, or opinions.”
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Do Not Use the Akron Logo or Make Endorsements
Do not use the City of Akron’s logo, or any other Akron 
collateral or images on your personal online sites. Do not 
use the City, Commission, or Staff’s name to promote or 
endorse any product, cause, or political party or candidate. 

What to Share
When sharing or posting online about public art or the 
program, it is important to be intentional in order to 
effectively represent the program. The following topics 
should be the focus of posts relating to public art:

• The importance of public art
• Highlights of pieces in the collection
• Experiences with public art in Akron
• Anticipation of new public art in Akron
• Invitations to unveilings of new public art in Akron
• Repost and share status updates from the City of 

Akron without altering the original status
• Experiences with public art in the region or while 

traveling outside of the region

How to Share

In order to be effective in your digital and online  
communications several mixed strategies should be 
deployed. This means sharing a variety of content and 
media, as well as providing original commentary. The 
following are the fundamentals that should be focused 
on in order to have a successful online presence. 

Share Images
Social media in particular is geared towards visual  
media. Sharing photos is a great way to reach people 
while also visually illustrating your point. Always provide 
at least a short commentary on your photos and ensure 
that they are well lit, in focus, and contain interesting 
subject matter.

Share Videos
Video is a quick, easy, and engaging way to share online. 
With the advent of live-streaming and the ability to 
easily share video, it is an important tool to use on social 
media. Use video when static images wouldn’t fully convey 
the subject matter or intended point. Be sure to pay 
attention to sound - either disable, provide intentional 
commentary, or allow useful ambient noise to pay.
Share Articles with Commentary
A popular method of sharing on social media is to 
share articles from online news outlets and other 
organizations. Refer to the principals on sharing for 
guidelines on how to discern what to share. When it 
comes to ‘how’ to share, the key to ensure engagement is 
to provide commentary on your personal thoughts on the 
article.

Sharing personal stories can enhance the three methods 
of sharing above as sharing personal experiences and 
stories is one of the most impactful ways to engage 
online. Personal stories don’t always need to disclose 
personal information, but rather should explain why 
public art is important to you and why others should care. 
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Akron Public Art Program
Developer Guidelines
The Akron Developer Guidelines are intended to provide 
developers with a comprehensive understanding of the 
power of public art as well as the process to place public 
art on their property. 

Developers throughout the country are finding that they 
can benefit in concrete ways from engaging artists and 
commissioning public art for their developments. 

Public art has the following power:

Public Art Creates a Unique Brand
Public Art can set the tone for your project and set it apart 
from other developments throughout the city. 
Public Art Creates Community Trust
An investment in public art is an investment in public trust. 

Public Art Attracts Businesses
Public art is a unique amenity that helps developments 
attract and retain tenants and customers for your development. 

Public Art Creates Pride in Residents
A public art project instills pride in the tenants of the 
development and accomplishes recognition from local 
media and attention from your peers. 

What Is Public Art? 
• Public art is a dynamic field, with new approaches 

and ideas emerging day by day. However, for the 
purpose of achieving Akron’s goals for public art, you 
should consider several key aspects of “what makes 
public art”: 

• Public art is created by professional artists, which 
means someone who has a track record of exhibitions 
or has commissioned visual or public art. 

• Architects, landscape architects and other design 
professionals are not considered professional artists 
under this definition, unless they otherwise meet the 

criteria above. 
• Public art is located in a place that is generally  

accessible to the public, without having to pay.  
Public art is site-specific, created through a process 
that considers the social and physical context of  
the place where it is located, or is acquired with a 
specific location in mind.

What Is NOT Public Art?
The following are not considered public art: 
• Reproductions or copies of original artwork, unless 

part of an artist-sanctioned limited edition. 
• Artworks that are decorative objects, unless created 

by an artist, or are mass-produced. 
• Features that are decorative, ornamental or functional 

elements of the architecture or landscape design, 
unless they have been commissioned from a 
professional artist as an integral aspect of a structure 
or site. 

• Features that involve commercial expression related 
to the business or development where the artwork is 
located, or that otherwise would be considered a sign 
under the Akron zoning code.

 
PLANNING FOR YOUR PROJECT
 
Your project and your artwork will become an important 
part of Akron’s landscape and the neighborhood where it 
is located. Each development project and site is unique. 
Early in your project planning, you should set clear goals 
for your project, and determine an approach to public art 
that both enhances the development project and supports 
the community’s broader goals. 

Setting Goals 
Every successful public art project starts with a clearly- 
articulated set of goals that serve as guidance for decisions 
made along the way. The goals can address how the artwork  
should relate to the site, what kind of artist would be 
best, and how the community should be involved. These 
goals are shaped by the values of the development 
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company, the needs of the project, the official plans for 
the area where the project is located and input from the 
surrounding community. 

Looking at Plans 
The City of Akron has approved many plans that set out 
the community’s expectations for new development. 
These not only establish the framework for what you are 
going to develop, but can also help you set your goals for 
public art and identify specific opportunities on your site. 

Looking at the Context (Physical, Social, Cultural) 
The goals and opportunities you identify for your project 
should take into account the wider context. This can be 
learned from both site observation and engagement 
with community leaders and stakeholders. The physical 
context focuses on the way the site is seen and accessed 
from surrounding areas. The social context includes 
the social and economic makeup of the surrounding 
community, including its assets and challenges. The 
cultural context includes an understanding of the 
community’s history, its current makeup and its cultural 
infrastructure. Find out about local artists, special civic 
or cultural events, cultural facilities and organizations 
in the area, and other organizations that can help foster 
connections between artists and the community.

Looking at Your Site 
The opportunities you identify for public art should take 
into account how the development will be seen and how 
it will be used. 

What to Look For 
• Site lines to the development site and within the 

development site. 
• Major entries, circulation routes and gathering areas. 
• Locations where an artistic concept can be  

coordinated with architectural and site designs. 
• Areas that are physically or visually accessible to  

the public, including people of different ages and 
backgrounds. 

What to Avoid 
Certain areas and project features are generally not  
conducive to public art, such as: 
• Areas cut off from general public access and  

pedestrian activity. 
• Areas where an artwork will be difficult to maintain. 
• Areas that are primarily used for servicing or storage. 
• Features that are related to the project’s branding. 

How Do I Know How Much to Budget? 
Setting the right budget is one of the most important 
decisions in developing a successful public art project. 
The overall project budget should encompass the cost 
of the artwork (design, fabrication, installation, and 
anticipated maintenance) as well as other costs, outlined 
below. 

To get to an appropriate budget for the artwork itself, the 
best method is to look at budgets for recent art projects 
of a similar scale, with similar materials, and/or with a 
similar artistic approach. This can easily be done with the 
assistance of an experienced public art consultant or curator. 

What Is Included in the Artist’s Budget? 
The artist’s budget generally encompasses all phases 
of design, fabrication and installation. The artist will 
develop a budget breakdown as part of their design 
development process. The budget’s breakdown between 
design, fabrication and installation will depend on many 
factors, including the design’s complexity, the medium, 
the project’s scale and the demands of the site.
 
Artist design fees generally range from 10 to 20 percent 
of the overall project budget, but can be more if the design 
is particularly complex, requiring computer modeling 
or complex engineering, if the timeline is tight, or if the 
artist is in high demand. The artist may also budget time 
for themselves or their studio to manage the project, 
to fabricate all or part of the work and to participate in 
installation. 
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Some artists fabricate their own work, and others work 
with outside fabricators. In most cases, the artist will 
work with a fabricator of their choosing and hold the  
contract with the fabricator. The fabricator’s cost estimate 
is incorporated into the budget breakdown that the  
artist develops.

Most artists typically hold the contract for installation 
as well. In some cases, it may be easier for you to hold 
that contract, especially if some or all of that work is 
happening in coordination with other contractors on the 
site. The artist or their representative should always be 
present for installation. 

What Other Costs Should You Budget For? 
There are some additional costs you should be prepared 
for that are typically handled outside of the artist’s budget. 

Site Preparation 
You may need to set aside funding to prepare the site for 
the artist to bring in their work. For murals, this might 
include cleaning and priming the surface (or repair and 
tuck-pointing an existing masonry surface). For sculpture 
or other installations, this may mean grading or foundation 
work, bringing electrical or other utilities to the site, and 
more. There may be instances where you want the artist 
to take responsibility for some elements of site preparation. 
These conversations should happen as the artist is  
developing their design and budget and should be  
memorialized in a contract or letter of agreement. 

Coordination with Your Design Team 
If you are commissioning an artist to create an artwork 
as part of new construction or renovation, you will likely 
need the artist to coordinate their work with members 
of your design team. The design team’s role may include 
participating in artist selection, sharing architectural 
drawings, plans and project briefs with the artist,  
participating in work sessions with the artist during the 
design development process, reviewing and providing 
aesthetic and technical feedback on artist designs, and 
incorporating elements of the artist’s work, as needed, 

into architectural plans and bid documents. These  
expectations should be communicated up front to the 
design team and an appropriate budget should be set 
aside to compensate the design team for their time. 

Signage 
Set aside funds for a durable plaque or sign to be placed 
near the artwork. It should indicate, at a minimum, the 
artist, title, year, media and who commissioned the artwork. 

Communications and Dedication 
Budget time and funds for preparing press releases, 
marketing materials and, if desired, a dedication and/or 
celebration for the work.

Maintenance and Conservation 
Public art requires both regular maintenance and  
occasional conservation. While these costs may not be 
part of your overall project budget, you should anticipate 
these annual budget items. 
 
Contingency 
Every budget should start with a contingency. Depending 
on your and the artist’s uncertainties about different 
budget items, a contingency should start between five 
and twenty percent of your overall project budget. You 
can narrow your contingency as the project evolves and 
your costs become clearer.

Creating a Schedule
Your schedule will depend on a variety of factors,  
particularly the nature and complexity of your project 
and the degree of integration into the design and  
construction. Overall, you should be sure to allocate 
sufficient time for: 
• Finding an appropriate artist. This includes the  

time you will need to research artists, collect and 
review their qualifications and interview candidates. 
Be aware that the artists you are interested in  
might have other commitments that prevent them 
from starting right away. Building in buffer time for 
getting the artist on board will allow some flexibility 
for scheduling your kickoff. 
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• Finalizing the contract. Expect that this will take 
twice as long as it should. 

• Design development. There are typically several 
steps in the design development process (see below). 
Depending on the nature and complexity of the 
project, the artist may need four to eight weeks for 
developing an initial concept design and then up to 
four months to prepare design documents, especially 
if there is complex engineering involved. 

• Fabrication and installation. This also depends on  
the nature of the project. For a small mural, an artist 
may require a few weeks to mobilize and paint. For 
a complex sculpture or integrated installation, this 
stage could be a minimum of six months to a year.

Funding
Funding for public art requires foresight and creativity. 
Include public art in your earliest project budgets, either 
as a lump sum or a percentage of your costs. 

In some cases, you can stretch your funding by  
commissioning an artist to create an element that is 
already in your project budget, such as a seating area, 
fencing, wall treatments, lighting and landmark  
features. In these cases, you would assign your baseline 
budget to the artist, and add incremental funds for the 
artist’s fees, coordination and special design, fabrication 
and installation conditions. 

Some developers also stretch their funding by assigning 
marketing or community engagement budget lines to 
public art projects that serve those purposes.

 
HIRING AN ARTIST FOR YOUR DEVELOPMENT
 
Who’s an Artist? 
A professional artist is considered to be: 

At least 18 years of age with a minimum of two years of 
commissioned public art or visual art exhibition history, 
not including work created during or for undergraduate 

education. Architects, landscape architects and other  
design professionals are not considered professional 
artists, unless they meet the criteria. 

Sources for Artist Recommendations 
Your public art consultant or the Akron Public Art  
Commission will be your most important resource in 
identifying an appropriate artist. These professionals will 
have vast knowledge of artists who could be appropriate 
for your project, research capabilities, and networks and 
connections that will help you get a response from artists 
you are interested in. There are also public networks for 
distributing calls to artists, which are listed in the appendix.

Selection Process

The Selection Team 
An important first step in selecting an artist is deciding 
who will facilitate your process and who will be involved 
in decision-making. Your public art consultant will  
play a key role in facilitating the section by ensuring 
appropriate information is collected from artists and 
facilitating your team’s review of artist qualifications, its 
selection of candidates, and its review of artist proposals. 

Usually a selection panel is created to advise the sponsor 
or owner of the project. The panel would have a  
representative of the sponsor, as well as one or more 
members of the design team, one or more community 
stakeholders, and independent arts professionals. This 
group will advise on both the selection of the artist and 
the review of the concept design. You may also want to 
pull in an engineer, a conservator or individuals with  
other types of technical expertise for reviews of the  
artist’s designs. 

Qualifications 
The next step is to solicit qualifications from artists.  
Typically, artists are asked to provide images of  
completed projects (their portfolio) with an annotated 
description of each project including the location,  
media, dimensions, client and budget; a resume;  
references; and a letter of interest. Upon review of  
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structural support, lighting, landscaping and signage
• Responsibility for permits and approvals
• Warranties made by the artist regarding the  

artwork’s originality, soundness and durability
• Insurance requirements for design, fabrication, 

transportation, installation and warranty phases
• Artist moral rights, copyright, rights of reproduction 

and licensing
• Protocols for involving artist(s) in conservation, repair, 

relocation, de-accession and changes to the site

Intellectual Property and Moral Rights 
When you commission an artist to create an artwork,  
you should be aware that the artist will own the  
copyright to the work and also have moral rights in the 
work, according to federal law. Artworks are generally 
not considered to be works for hire. 

Copyright is a property right that allows the artist (or 
the person or entity to whom he or she transfers the 
copyright) to prevent unauthorized copying, publishing 
or other use of his or her copyrighted work. According 
to copyright law, the creator automatically retains the 
copyright of the completed artwork and of any designs 
developed during the design development process. 
Many experienced artists will not enter into a contract 
that requires them to give up their copyright. Developers 
experienced with commissioning public art do not want 
to be responsible for enforcing copyrights. 

Moral rights provide for the proper attribution and 
integrity of an artwork, in order to protect the reputation 
of the artist. Generally, if you wish to alter or relocate an 
artwork you have commissioned, you must obtain the 
artist’s permission in writing. Moral rights exist for as 
long as the artist is alive. 

If you would like to use images of the artwork in the 
marketing of your project, you should negotiate those 
permissions and terms when you are negotiating your 
contract with the artist.
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qualifications, you may know which artist you want to 
work with, or you may decide you want to interview  
and/or solicit proposals from more than one artist. 

Interview 
Once you have narrowed your list down to one or more 
candidates, you may want to interview these candidates 
in-person or over the phone to discuss how they would 
approach your project, where they get their inspiration, 
how they work with a client and design team, their  
research and community engagement process, etc. 

Competitive Proposal 
In addition to the interview, you may decide that you 
want one or more artists to develop specific concepts  
for your consideration prior to selecting them as the  
artist for the project. If this is the case, artists should be 
offered a stipend to cover the time spent developing  
the proposal and any expenses incurred, such as travel. 
Many experienced artists will not prepare proposals 
without being compensated, as crafting a proposal is a 
core aspect of the services an artist provides. 

For the proposal phase, you should develop a brief  
letter of agreement with the artists. According to  
copyright law, the artists will own the concepts they  
develop, and you will not be able to give the concept  
to another artist or a fabricator to execute, unless you 
obtain the artist’s permission.

Artist Contracts
Once you have selected an artist for the project, you will 
need to draft and negotiate a contract to confirm your 
agreement with the artist or their studio. The contract 
should outline the various rights and responsibilities of 
each party. The contract typically includes: 
• Budget, timeline, fee and payment schedule 
• Design review, revision and approval process
• Responsibility for design, fabrication and  

installation of the artwork
• Responsibility for improvements to the site where 

the artwork will be located, including foundations, 



Warranties 
There are two types of warranties that a public art  
contract generally outlines. A warranty of title recognizes 
that the artist is responsible for assuring that the work is 
original and does not infringe any copyright. 

A warranty of quality and condition outlines the artist’s 
responsibility for fabricating the artwork in quality  
materials, in accordance with professional standards and 
with a sensitivity to the nature and long-term behavior  
of materials and methods used and the conditions of  
the installation site (including weather, temperature, 
type and density of audience and other environmental 
and architectural features). The artist’s warranties relating 
to the condition and quality of the work are generally 
limited to a year. If there are elements of the artwork 
covered by a manufacturer’s warranty, the owner should 
work with the artist to get the longest possible warranty 
on covered items. 

Insurance 
If the artist is going to be working on your site or driving  
a vehicle in the course of their work, you may want to  
request they provide you with a certificate for commercial 
general liability insurance and that the artist’s  
subcontractors have named the artist as additional  
insured. Artists typically are not able to acquire  
professional liability insurance because “artist” is not  
a licensed profession. If the artist is working with an  
architect, engineer or similarly licensed professional,  
you may want to request that those professionals provide 
an endorsement on their insurance. 

Project Documentation and Maintenance Protocols 
It is customary for a contract to require an artist to 
provide project documentation and maintenance 
protocols as a deliverable. This would include: 
• an inventory of materials used in the artwork,  

the sources of the materials and any product  
information available from the manufacturer; 

• contact information for fabricators and other  
subcontractors who may have worked on the project; 

• instructions from the artist about how to clean and 
perform routine maintenance on the artwork; and 

• a report from a conservator on how to perform 
preventative maintenance and flagging potential 
conservation issues.

 
DEVELOPING THE PROJECT

The design phase of the project development process  
for public art projects is in many ways similar to an  
architectural design process, with concept, schematic 
and final design documentation phases. 

Concept Design 
In the concept design phase, the artist develops and  
presents to the selection team a physical rendering of  
the artwork (drawings, digital renderings, models, etc., 
depending on the working method of the artist), a list  
of the materials, a narrative description of the work,  
specifics on siting, a description of special considerations 
regarding site work and installation, a preliminary  
budget breakdown and a preliminary schedule. The artist 
may want to conduct site visits, meet with the design 
team, meet with project stakeholders and/or engage in 
other research to help inform their concept design. 

Schematic Design 
Once you have signed off on the concept design, there 
may be a need to develop the design further in a schematic 
design phase. In this phase, the artist provides more 
specific information regarding siting, fabrication methods, 
materials, budget, timeline, project coordination and 
approvals. 

Final Design Documentation 
The final design phase includes structural drawings 
detailing every physical feature of the construction of 
the artwork and its integration with the site. Where 
appropriate, the artist should be responsible for having 
a qualified, licensed engineer provide certification that 
the artwork will be of adequate structural integrity 
and provide signed and stamped drawings. In some 
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information that would inform their project. 

Depending on the circumstances, you may consider 
engaging the community more directly. Some developers 
have worked with artists and arts organizations that 
are experienced at participatory practices, such as 
community paint days or workshops.

Your public art consultant or the Akron Public Art 
Commission can you help you map out goals and a 
strategy for working with the community. 

What Approvals Will I Need? 
Depending on the location of your project, you may need 
to discuss your plan for public art with the Planning  
Department. Check their web site for more information 
on any design overlays, historic preservation guidelines, 
and the downtown code, which have specific architectural 
standards. 

Your public art should not be a commercial advertisement. 
If it is, you will need to follow the sign permit process 
with the Planning Department. If your project encroaches 
into the Right of Way, contact Public Works for a Right of 
Way permit. This will trigger an approval process by the 
Akron Public Art Commission. 
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cases, the owner may request the artist also present 
the final design to a qualified conservator to make 
recommendations on the maintenance and conservation 
of the work. In addition, the final design documentation 
should include an updated narrative description of 
the artwork, a final budget and a final timeline for 
fabrication and installation. 

Fabrication and Installation 
Once you have accepted the final design documentation, 
you should give the artist notice to proceed with 
fabrication. Regular check-ins, photographic 
documentation and physical site visits will help ensure 
that the fabrication is on schedule and in substantial 
conformity with the approved design. 

In most cases the artist is contractually responsible for 
the installation. The installation should be closely  
coordinated with the owner to ensure that the site is 
ready to accept the work, that there is appropriate room 
to stage the installation, that all permits have been 
pulled, that proper equipment and workers are available, 
and other relevant details are in order. 

Working with the Community
At the outset of your project, it is a good idea to map out 
goals and strategies for working with the community 
where your development is located. The community is 
likely to take a great interest in your public art project. 
Some developers find that including public art in their 
projects is a way of creating additional community goodwill. 

At a minimum, it is a good idea to keep your neighbors 
informed about your plans. Consider announcing the 
artist selection and artist concept as you would other 
important milestones in your project. 

Some developers see public art as a way to highlight, 
celebrate or reflect on something unique about the site 
and/or the surrounding community. Consider asking your 
artist to meet with community leaders as a way of collecting 



Marketing and Communications
At the outset of your project, it is a good idea to map 
your goals and strategies for communications about your 
public art project. 

You may consider a range of goals, from attracting  
positive attention to your project to ensuring that the 
community resource you are providing can be enjoyed  
by as many people in the community as possible. To 
accomplish this, you may consider a range of strategies, 
from press releases to presentations at community  
meetings, from signage on site to online resources. Your 
public art consultant can help you map out goals and  
appropriate strategies for marketing and communications.

 
COMPLETION OF PROJECT

Congratulations! Your project is complete!

Close out of Project
There are a few final things to do to ensure the artwork 
remains a valuable part of your development project and 
is enjoyed by the community for years to come. 

Transfer of Title 
The title to the artwork generally passes to the owner 
upon final acceptance of the artwork. This step should be 
outlined in the contract. You may also want to consider a 
“Transfer of Title” exhibit in the contract signed by both 
the owner and the artist once the work has been completed 
and accepted by the owner. 

Project Documentation and Maintenance Protocols 
The artist should provide the project documentation and 
maintenance protocols described in the section on Artist 
Contracts in Section 3. 

Dedication and Celebration 
A dedication is a great way to acknowledge the artist and 
all the people who helped make the project possible, as 
well as to get broader attention for the project. Dedications 

can be small, invitation-only celebrations or larger  
community events, depending on your goals and budget. 

Maintenance and Conservation 
Once you have accepted the artwork, you are the owner 
of the artwork and are responsible for both its maintenance 
and conservation. 

Maintenance is the routine care and repair of works of 
public art that does not require specialized expertise (e.g. 
dusting, washing, changing light bulbs, lubrication of 
moving parts, etc.). Property maintenance staff should 
be informed, and if necessary, trained on any special 
requirements for maintenance, and materials needed for 
maintenance should be kept in stock. 

Conservation is the regularly scheduled examination, 
documentation, treatment and preventative care of an 
artwork conducted by a professional art conservator. The 
owner should have the work inspected by a professional 
conservator every two years, or as recommended by the 
artist, to document and treat any conservation needs. 
Maintenance and conservation should be guided by the 
instructions provided by the artist. 

Selling the Property 
As the property owner, you also own the artwork and 
can determine how to handle the artwork if the property 
is sold. There are several practical issues to consider. If 
the artwork is integrated, it would likely be difficult to 
remove, and would remain on the property after the sale. 
If the artwork is not integrated, you should consider the 
intentions of the artist and the concerns of the community. 

Most likely, the community will consider the artwork to 
be part of the place where it is located, and the removal 
of the artwork could become a public issue. If you would 
like to remove and relocate the work, and the artwork 
was created specifically for that site, you must consider 
the artist’s moral rights in the artwork, under the Visual 
Artists Rights Act, discussed in the section on Artist Contracts 
in Section 3. If the artwork is included in the overall 
sale of the property, you should transfer the title to the 
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artwork and ensure that the new owner has all records 
pertaining to the artwork, including the maintenance 
and conservation instructions and history.

 
RESOURCES

The following application should be completed when 
placing public artworks within Akron Right of Way or 
when utilizing city funds to place public artworks on 
private property. 

Public Art in Private Development Application Form
(to be completed by applicant and submitted to Public 
Art Program Staff)

DEVELOPMENT ADDRESS:

APPLICANT / ARCHITECT NAME: ____________________
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT EFFORTS
The following appendix is the Akron’s Cultural Plan stakeholder report detailing the public engagement 

efforts, compiled by Designing Local.

APPENDIX D

Engagement Summary 
By the Numbers
 
Stakeholders Interviewed: 153

Organizations: 101

1. 91.3 The Summit
2. Acid Cats
3. Akron Art Museum
4. Akron Children’s Museum
5. Akron Children’s Hospital
6. Akron City Council
7. Akron Civic Theatre
8. Akron Community Foundation
9. Akron Film Collective
10. Akron Public Schools
11. Akron Soul Train
12. Akron Summit County Public Library
13. Akron Symphony Orchestra
14. Akron Zoo
15. Akron-Canton Regional Foodbank
16. Akron/Summit County Convention & Visitors Bureau
17. Alchemy, Inc
18. Arlington Church of God
19. Art Bomb Brigade
20. Art of Matt Miller
21. ArtSparks
22. ArtsCleveland
23. ArtxLove
24. Big Love Network
25. Bluff Blue Door
26. Build Corp
27. City of Akron
28. Conservancy for Cuyahoga Valley National Park
29. Corbin Foundation
30. Countryside
31. County of Summit

32. Crafty Mart
33. Crain’s Cleveland Business
34. Curated Storefront
35. Design Innovation Initiative, Kent State University
36. Direction Home Akron Canton Area Agency on Aging 

& Disabilities
37. Don Drumm Studios
38. Downtown Akron Partnership
39. Dreams Academy
40. East Akron Neighborhood Development Corporation
41. EY
42. Friends of Metro Parks, Akron Parks Collaborative
43. FRONT International
44. GAR Foundation
45. Goodyear
46. Hale Farm & Village
47. Harwick Standard Distribution
48. Hazel Tree Design Studio
49. Heinz Poll Summer Dance Festival
50. Himalayan Arts Language & Cultural Academy 

(HALCA)
51. House of Kung Fu
52. Hower House
53. Huntington Bank
54. Inlet Dance Theatre
55. Jaron LeGrair Studio
56. Kenmore Neighborhood Alliance
57. Kent State University
58. Kent State University, School of Theatre and Dance
59. Knight Foundation
60. Krunchworks
61. Leandra Drumm Designs
62. Lieberth Consulting Group
63. Magical Theatre Company
64. Mayor’s Commission on Senior Citizens
65. Mural Arts Philadelphia
66. Mustard Seed Market & Cafe
67. Myers School of Art, The University of Akron
68. National Center for Choreography
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Locations | Neighborhoods:
1. Odom Boulevard Library Branch | Sherbondy Hill
2. Coventry Oaks Lodge | Firestone Park, Coventry 

Crossing, South Akron
3. Ellet Branch Library | Ellet
4. Forest Lodge Community Center | Wallhaven, 

Fairlawn Heights, Northwest Akron
5. North Hill Branch Library | North Hill, Merriman 

Hills, Merriman Valley, High Hamptons
6. Reservoir Community Center | Goodyear Heights, 

Chapel Hill
7. Kenmore Community Center | Kenmore
8. Joy Park Community Center | East Akron
9. REACH Opportunity Center | Summit Lake, 

Downtown
10. The Well | University Park, Middlebury, Cascade 

Valley
11. Buchtel Community Learning Center | West Akron, 

Highland Square, West Hill
 
Focus Groups:
A series of focus groups were held focusing on varying 
subsets of the greater Akron Community. They are as 
follows:
 
Artist Focus Groups
Five artist focus groups were hosted. Three of the focus 
groups were artist-led and two were open generally 
to the artist community and hosted by ArtsNow and 
Designing Local. Each artist-led focus group facilitator 
was paid a $150 stipend to facilitate the discussion and 
leverage their networks for attendance. Each artist was 
also allotted up to $150 for food and space rental.

Focus Group Facilitators:
• Shane Wynn (Photographer) (3 artists)
• Amber Cullen and Nikki Epps (Vibe Collective) (36 

artists)
• Kimia Ghaderi (Akron Musical Association, Akron 

Symphony) (11 artists)
• ArtsNow (16 artists)
• Designing Local 19 artists)

69. Neighborhood Network
70. New Millennium Baptist Church
71. New World Performance Lab / The University of 

Akron Theater and Arts Administration
72. Northeast Ohio Healing Alliance
73. Ohio and Erie Canalway Coalition
74. Ohio Shakespeare Festival
75. One View Communications
76. Peg’s Foundation
77. QuTheatr
78. Research Triangle Foundation
79. Roetzel & Andress
80. Rubber City Theatre
81. Shane Wynn Photography
82. South Street Ministries
83. St. Sebastian Church
84. Stan Hywet Hall and Gardens
85. Students with a Goal (SWAG)
86. Summit Artspace
87. Summit County Historical Society
88. Summit County Landbank
89. Summit Education Initiative
90. Summit Food Coalition
91. Summit Metro Parks
92. Tuesday Musical
93. University of Akron
94. University of Akron, Buchtel College of Art and 

Sciences
95. University of Akron, Cummings Center for the History 

of Psychology
96. VIBE Collective
97. Weathervane Playhouse
98. Well CDC
99. Woodrow Nash Studios
100. YEPAW
101.  Jewish Community Board of Akron

Number of online surveys: 474
 
Neighborhood Meet-Ups: 11 neighborhood meet-ups



Accessibility Focus Group (UDS, Center for Applied 
Drama and Autism) (22 attendees) 

Educational Focus Group (University of Akron, Akron 
Public Schools) (6 attendees)

University of Akron students (19 students)

University of Akron staff (3 attendees )

University of Akron Marketing Class (19 students)

Torchbearers (46 attendees)

Age-Friendly Focus Group at Stan Hywet (88 attendees)

Clergy Focus Group: Love Akron Network (August 7, 2019)
 
Artists at Festivals:
Akron artists were hired to interact with the public at 
community festivals and events throughout the summer. 
Each artist was paid for their time and collected feedback 
from the public.
1. Stage Fest at Highland Square: June 1, 2019
2. Akron Zoo, Rhythm of Summer: June 1, 2019
3. North Hill Music Festival: June 8, 2019
4. Stan Hywet Father’s Day Car Show: June 16, 2019
5. AMHA Touch a Truck: June 25, 2019
6. Summit Lake Farmers’ Market: July 9 and July 16, 2019
7. Summit County Historical Society’s Family Event: July 

13, 2019
8. Geek Fest and Comicon, Akron Summit County Public 

Library: July 20, 2019
9. Heinz Poll Summer Dance Festival: July 26, 2019
10. Porch Rockr: August 17, 2019 

Engagement Summary 
Community Feedback
 
Stakeholder Interview Results
The following findings are a culmination of 155 
interviews with a broad range of stakeholders from all 
sectors in Akron. Please refer to the Stakeholder list to 
understand who was interviewed and what organizations 
they represented. (All interviews were anonymous.)
 
Current Perception of Akron Cultural Scene
• Unrealized opportunity relative to economic vibrancy 

and talent attraction/retention
• Corporate community says they care about the arts 

but don’t act on it
• Under-utilized
• Vibrant
• Best kept secret in Northeast Ohio
 
Vision for Arts and Culture in Akron
The collective vision for Arts and Culture in Akron is 
built upon the following vision sentiments expressed by 
stakeholders in the interview process. They have been 
themed and outlined in the following section.

• Akron is known as a City that values Arts and Culture 
through the following actions:

Supporting its world-class institutions;
Supporting its artists and makers at all levels;
Providing educational opportunities for all ages; 
and
Encouraging diverse cultural experiences in 
geographically diverse locations. 

• Akron is known as a City that values access and 
the ability to participate in culture for all people, 
including:

○   People of all ages;
○   People of all races;
○   People of all incomes;
○   People of all cultural backgrounds; and
○   People of all abilities.
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assets at the neighborhood level;
Investment in downtown pulse; and
Continued focused investment on cultural 
organizations and assets throughout the City 
including efforts to be marketed as the gateway to 
the National Park.

• The City of Akron is a leader in providing 
infrastructure and partnership to organizations who 
are building Akron as an arts and culture city. This is 
completed through:

Development of an office of culture at the City of 
Akron;
Development of a Cultural Arts Commission that 
is representative of the community; and
Adoption of sound policy that governs investment 
in arts and culture;

 
Strategies to Achieve Vision
The following statements provide direction to reach the 
community vision statements.
• Develop a strong Cultural Arts Program or Public Art 

Program at the City of Akron. These programs are 
supported through:

Administration of program by knowledgeable 
staff;
Sound policy and procedure based on national 
best practices and localized solutions;
Creation of a governance structure;
Seating of governance structure to mimic the 
makeup of Akron with people from varying 
neighborhoods, backgrounds, ages, races, and 
abilities; and
Identification of public spaces throughout the City 
that will benefit from an investment in public art 
or artistic interventions in public spaces in line 
with the work of the Akron Civic Commons;
Consistent political support for arts and culture 
and public art.

• Strengthen communications about arts and culture 
events and the cultural scene generally. This can be 
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• Akron is known for public art in its public spaces. Two 
specific types of public art are created and visible 
throughout the City:

○   Community-driven and participatory public art
○   “Art for art’s sake” 

• Akron is known as a place with unmatched public 
spaces and parks. Stated elements of great public 
spaces include:

○   Public art;
○   People-centered high design;
○   Natural space and resources;
○   Varying size and scale investment;
○   Active Street Life;
○   Downtown residents;
○   Open Container District. 

• Akron is a city where artists of all backgrounds are 
successful and thriving. This is completed through:

Expansion of diverse experiences for a diverse 
population;
Direct investment in artists;
A culture of valuing artists; and
Ensuring affordability of space for culture creators 
to live and work. 

• Akron is a model city for thriving arts and culture 
organizations and new and innovative ideas to be 
birthed and exported. This is achieved through: 
 Cross-sector collaboration;

 The presence of a strong funding community;
 Diverse geographic investment by City and   
 philanthropic leaders. 

• Downtown Akron thrives in their Arts and 
Culture scene, and investment radiates to other 
neighborhoods outside of downtown, each boasting 
their own unique cultural assets, creating small 
and large cultural destinations surrounding the city 
center. This is completed through:

Investment throughout the City on unique cultural 



completed through:
Driving people to SummitLive365 or more 
effective platform;
Print messaging to communities who are not 
consuming information online;
Investment in a large, collective marketing 
campaign that changes the narrative of Akron 
from “recovering” to “recovered” and thriving on 
arts and culture, an element synonymous with the 
brand of Akron;
Campaigns targeting artists and culture creators; 
and
Storytelling campaigns about the power of arts 
and culture in Akron, aligning with existing 
entrepreneurial efforts.

• Provide transportation opportunities to those with 
accessibility and mobility needs. Some ideas include:

Development of a free arts and culture circulator 
that stops throughout the City at cultural events 
and institutions; and
Providing SCAT passes to cultural events in 
partnership with the presenting organization.

• Provide direct support of artists including:
Sustained investment in artists for talent 
development and business training;
Investments in both large and small scale projects;
Support of entrepreneurs in creative industries;
Directing investments to neighborhood-based 
projects and events that are collaborating with 
larger cultural institutions throughout Akron.

• Identify and strategize on bridging the gaps that 
exist between the following:

Corporate community and the cultural 
community;
African American artist community and the 
greater Arts and Culture Community; and
Disabled community and the arts and culture 
community. 

• Broaden funding opportunities through the 
exploration of the following:

○   Bed Tax
○   Admissions Tax
○   Tax Levy
○   Development Drives

• Ensure broad representation within decision-making 
bodies as referenced in the 2015 study commissioned 
by GAR and John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, 
Gender Equity and the 2019 Women’s Leadership 
Study, An Initiative of the Women’s Network of 
Northeast Ohio and Greater Akron Chamber’s study 
Elevate Greater Akron. 

 
Perceived Space Needs
• Small Theater/ “Right-sized space for performance 

art”
• Affordable and appropriate space for artists to 

rehearse
• Space for artists to store equipment and instruments
• Artist live/work spaces
• History Museum
• Reuse of vacant churches
• Community Gardens
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○   In Akron, we celebrate our historic buildings with 
artistic uses until they are able to be used for office space 
or residential units downtown.
 
Strategies to Achieve Collective Vision
The following statements provide direction to reach the 
community vision statements.
• Strengthen the funding options for artists through:

Providing dollars directly to artists to support their 
work;
Reducing funding for projects created by people 
outside of Akron;
Providing operating expenses of existing 
organizations to improve upon their 
programming; and
Working with funding community to identify 
national best practices for appropriately 
supporting artists and allowing them to thrive in 
their craft;
Supporting artistic development of craft and 
talent instead of forcing artists and organizations 
to come up with “new and sexy ideas” to get one-
time funding;
Encouraging diverse applicants for various arts 
and culture funding opportunities.

• Develop the talent of the local artist community 
through training for artists on the following:

Communication tools: marketing, social media, 
press releases;
Event development;
Collaboration with organizations;
Funding Opportunities: grant writing, available 
grants, budget creation, managing a budget;
Accounting practices;
Understanding artistic value;
Professional development opportunities for artists 
to gain insight and skills in their field;
How to be a public artist; and
How to respond to a RFQ or RFP.

○   
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Focus Group Results
The following findings are a culmination of focus groups 
ranging in size and scope from a multitude of sectors in 
Akron. They are broken-up by focus group content area.
 
Artist Focus Groups
 
Vision for Arts and Culture in Akron
The collective vision for Arts and Culture in Akron is 
built upon the following vision sentiments. Each of the 
following statements are statements from the future 
about the City and were shared and supported by artists 
in all focus groups.

○   Akron is an inclusive city where artist support 
transcends race, age, cultures, and ability differences.

○   Akron is known as an Arts and Culture city that is 
exporting culture to the rest of the country.

○   Akron is a city where diverse events are 
happening every night of the week and there is high 
attendance at each event.

○   Akron achieved its population growth goal 
with arts and culture at the center of the revival and 
rebuilding phase.

○   In Akron, people can visibly see that artists drive 
the economy when in the built environment through an 
investment in public art.

○   In Akron, there is intense collaboration of culture 
creators and culture consumers. This collaboration 
extends through programming, space utilization, and 
grant opportunities.

○   In Akron, there is a strong funding community for 
the Arts that shows through investment in high quality 
artistic product and space for artists.



• Ensure greater representation on decision making 
bodies for all people including but not limited to:

○   African Americans;
○   New Americans;
○   Young Leaders (18-40);
○   High School Students (15-18);
○   Women;
○   Members of the LGBTQ+ community;
○   People of various faith backgrounds;
○   Older Adults; and
○   People with disabilities.

• Invest in defined space for artists and culture 
creators. Possibilities and potential uses include:

Space within a designated arts district where 
funds are directed for an extended period of time 
and housing is kept affordable in perpetuity;
A building within an arts district that is artist 
live/work space that is affordable and provides 
opportunity for large-scale collaboration;
Space for artists to try new mediums with 
experienced artists in that field;
Space for musicians to practice and store their 
equipment when not being used; and
Opportunities for artists to show and sell their 
work in gallery spaces or in local businesses.

• Focus on creating a cultural shift that believes arts 
and culture is integral to the health and vitality of 
Akron. This shift can be supported by the following, 
but is not limited to the following:

Building the Patron community through 
educating them on paying for culture 
consumption and becoming collectors;
Strengthening the arts and culture audience to 
stimulate the artist economy;
Using non-traditional venues to expose the 
greater population to the culture that is created in 
Akron such as the Rubber Ducks Games, steps of 
City Hall;
Investing in arts education opportunities; and
Embrace the weird.

• Improve Identity
Continue building upon Akron’s identity as a 
hardworking, innovative and gritty City;
Showcase our neighborhoods and the amazing 
cultural diversity that exists in our City; and
Celebrate the affordability and high quality of life 
in Akron through storytelling.

 
 
Access for All Focus Group
This focus group was held in collaboration with UDS 
and the Center for Applied Drama and Autism. It was 
intended for a diverse audience of all abilities.
 
Vision for Arts and Culture in Akron
The collective vision for Arts and Culture in Akron is built 
using the following vision sentiments. The following 
statements are from the future about the City and were 
shared and supported by participants in the focus group.
• Akron is a City where people of all abilities create art 

and are part of the process in creating culture.
• Akron is a City where people of all abilities consume 

culture at accessible venues.

Strategies to Achieve Collective Vision
The following statements provide direction to reach the 
community vision statements.
• Ensure cultural events are accessible to people of 

all abilities. This would be made possible through 
investment in the following:

Accessible Theater Seating;
Accessible Theater Stages;
Audio capturing;
Brail in the art galleries and at art shows;
Posted and transparent service animal rules;
Sensory-Friendly Environments;
Accessible Porta-Johns at outdoor events;
Accessible transportation at the times of 
scheduled events;
Cocktail Events need lower tables for wheelchair 
access; and
Cultural organization’s websites have vision 
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• Lacking diversity.
• Lacking interest.
• Almost all pointed out the murals as something they 

love.
 
Strategies Needed to Engage Student Population
The following statements provide direction to change the 
current perception of the arts and culture scene.
• Activities Needed Geared Toward College Age 

Students:
• Concerts at EJ Thomas and elsewhere
• Concerts with talent that is not tribute bands
• Local restaurant exposure to students
• Stronger Communication directed at students
• Lack of marketing to students about cultural events 

in the residence halls and on campus generally.
• Stronger public spaces that invite interaction with 

others
 
 
General Education Focus Group
Representatives from Akron Public Schools and The 
University of Akron participated in the focus group. 
General findings are presented below:
 
• Equity and inclusion should be a major focus of 

the plan. In their own strategic planning, strong 
consideration is given to who sits at decision making 
tables to ensure equitable outcomes for all students 
with equitable input opportunities.

• Arts and Culture provide an opportunity for students 
who are not interested in STEM subjects to get 
engaged and find a sense of belonging.

• Akron Public Schools view arts and culture as a key 
way to get involved and become attached to the 
community students and families are living in. 
University of Akron view arts and culture as a key way 
to engage students and retain their talent within the 
City of Akron.

• GAR’s collaboration with APS is integral to the 
experiential learning component of APS Students.
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impairment access

• Provide educational opportunities for event planners 
and culture creators to understand what actions 
would make an event accessible. 

• Develop a all-abilities advisement group that could 
assist in planning events with accessibility in mind. 

• Create opportunities for representation on boards 
and within organizational leadership structures for 
those with disabilities. 

• Develop a program where aids are comped tickets so 
attendance cost is not an issue for those who need 
additional assistance. 

• Clear communication about accessibility of the 
event must be considered. When hosting an event, 
consider which accessibility options are included. 
Features could include:

○   Wheelchair accessibility
○   Low vision
○   Low lighting
○   Sensory friendly
○   Brail
○   Sensory friendly interpreter
○   ASL Accessibility
○   Therapy Dogs Allowed
○   Emotional Support Dogs Allowed
 
 
Education Focus Groups
Focus groups were held with education partners from 
Kent State University and The University of Akron as well 
as Akron Public Schools
 
Higher Education Focus Group
Current perception of Arts and Culture Scene by 
University of Akron students:
• Lacking excitement.



• Arts and Culture is something we can point to when 
recruiting faculty and staff to Akron Public Schools 
and the University of Akron. 

Torchbearers Focus Group
In collaboration with Torchbearers, we hosted a focus 
group for all young professionals in and around Akron.
 
Vision for Arts and Culture in Akron
The collective vision for Arts and Culture in Akron is 
built upon the following vision sentiments. Each of the 
following statements are statements from the future 
about the City.
• Akron has a thriving cultural district that have   

unmatched experiences. This district includes:
Walkable space;
Strong nightlife options; and
Ample opportunities to see live music.
Art is in all neighborhoods and is geographically 
equitable.
Akron boasts a range of acts from small to large at 
its multiple venues.
Akron is known for strong public spaces that are 
always alive with people. 

Strategies to Achieve Collective Vision
The following statements provide direction to reach the 
community vision statements.
• Develop a cultural district in Akron that is inclusive 

of some of our world class institutions. The cultural 
district must include:

Walkable public realm;
Accessible spaces;
A variety of venues;
Concentration of small local shops and 
restaurants; and
Transportation access.

• Ensure communication of the Akron story is 
happening consistently. Marketing pieces that are 
available and easily shareable are desired to boast to 

friends on social media. This includes:
Short videos of what’s happening;
National press links to why Akron is a cool place to 
be;
More exposure to what exists, more outreach 
across neighborhoods and connecting of all 
people; and
Interesting information about the economic 
power of our dollar in Akron because of its 
affordability. 

• Host more free and affordable cultural events 
to expose people to different experiences that 
individuals may not choose to naturally attend 

• Maintain space for other art mediums to thrive 
including:

○   Recording studios;
○   Spoken word venues;
○   Festivals;
○   Artist Collectives; and
○   Artists who use english as their second language
 
  
Age Friendly Akron Focus Group
In partnership with Stan Hywet, Mayor Horrigan’s Senior 
Citizen’s Commission, and Age Friendly Akron we hosted 
an afternoon tea intended for participants over the age 
of 55.
 
Vision for Arts and Culture in Akron
The collective vision for Arts and Culture in Akron is 
built upon the following vision sentiments. Each of the 
following statements are statements from the future 
about the City.
 
Akron boasts strong community-centered events for all 
ages and all backgrounds. These include:
○   Parades;
○   Art making classes;
○   Large National Acts; and
○   Concerts.
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Better promotion of events, activities through 
social media, TV, radio, and print media; and
Promoting the use of SummitLive365 or a more 
effective provider.

 
• Create safe and welcoming events so seniors feel 

welcome. This includes the following:
Evening transportation for seniors;
Free transportation to cultural events and 
activities;
Making pedestrian and bike routes more 
accessible and safe for seniors. This includes 
investment in emergency phone stations and 
increased seating in parks and along outdoor 
trails;
Senior discounts or more free events throughout 
the City; and
More daytime or afternoon/early evening cultural 
events.

• Create opportunities for involvement and connection 
to cultural organizations through the creation of a 
database of volunteer opportunities.
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Akron is a healthy city and encourages health and 
wellness of its residents through health-focused events 
for people to participate in including:
○   Hikes in the Metro Parks;
○   Garden Tours;
○   Pond Tours;
○   History Walks;
○   Art Walks; and
○   Food Tours.

Akron’s park network is a strong partner of the arts 
and culture sector and plays host to a multitude of 
experiences such as:
○   Shakespeare in the Park;
○   Symphony concerts;
○   Theatre;
○   Youth Activities;
○   Concerts; and
○   Classic Movies.

The people of Akron experience each other’s culture 
through the following:

Culinary arts events;
Public art that celebrates different cultures in the 
City;
Understanding the stories and histories of 
neighbors through oral histories and shared 
spaces; and
Small cultural centers in local neighborhoods.

Akron is a City that provides ample opportunities for 
their seniors to get involved in volunteer work with 
cultural organizations.

Strategies to Achieve Collective Vision
The following statements provide direction to reach the 
community vision statements.
• Strengthen communication to Seniors about cultural 

events throughout the City. This can be completed 
through:
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  Respondents: 482 
 
 Question 1: What makes Akron special? 
 

• 1. Industrial, blue-collar roots    2. Small big city   3. Grunge-y music and arts scene 
• 26 different neighborhoods, always something to do 
• A big small city 
• A sanctuary city in a conservative state. 
• a unique culture and community big/little city 
• A variety of restaurants and venues with music and visual art opportunities. 
• Access to parks and things to do. Akron is a big, small town. Big enough with incredible 

opportunities, but small enough if you go to grab lunch, you're going to see someone you 
know. 

• Administration that cares 
• Affordability 
• Affordability and culture 
• Affordability. 
• Akron had a beautiful neighborhood in Highland Square but the development is very ugly. 

Most of the people in Akron make it strong 
• Akron has a great history with the native american sites, canals, the tire companies, Quaker 

Oates, University of Akron, beginnings of AA, hospitals, theaters, museums. 
• Akron has a high ratio of arts to residents -- we produce a lot of visual, musical and public art 

for a city of our size -- and it is easily accessible to our community. This type of output makes 
for a better quality of life for everyone, creating a more vibrant culture overall, especially 
when marginalized and/or minority groups are also given a place at the table in this way. 

• akron has a tremendous collaborative spirit, a small town spirit in a big city 
• Akron has great art for all ages.  Akron is also small enough where everyone feels like family, 

but large enough activities are top notch. 
• Akron has the feel of a big city but without all the big city woes. 
• Akron is a big city made up of lots of small towns. People who live here care about Akron and 

put effort in making it a good place to live. 
• Akron is a culturally diverse small city that tries very hard. 
• Akron is a medium city sized city that at times you can run into everyone that you know and 

other times go somewhere and not know a soul.  I refer to it as a big little, small town. 
• Akron is a survivor.  Despite economic changes, political climates, ROAD repairs and other 

uproars, Akron is still kicking and breathing.  There's a color and an energy here, as well as a 
collaborative spirit. 

• Akron is special because it is a city on the move. We aren't where we would like to be... YET. 
• Akron is special because it is full of all different kinds of people and has different types of 

settings. From North Hill to Highland Square, every square inch of this city is unique. And the 
people are, as well. Akron is also accepting of diversity, welcoming people of color, members 
of the LGBTQ+ community and refugees. 

• Akron is special because it’s home to big corporations and famous people, but it still has that 
“small town” feel and hidden gems throughout. We have the big city feel, smaller districts 
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that are walkable, nature, and diversity.  It also has its quirkiness and unique attributes that 
make it special. 

• Akron is special because there is low cost living and we're surrounded by beautiful country 
and great park systems. Even though we still have lots of work to do we have a ton to offer to 
vistors.  We're located Central to other cities, Cleveland, Columbus, Pittsburgh...only a days 
journey to NYC and Chicago. Now I've been to all these cities and I would say Akron differs in 
landscape mostly, Akron is a driving City. It's great that we provide an old fashioned trolley 
for special event days! Our community has a large voice and we are continually trying to make 
things better.... 

• Akron is very eclectic and represents a wide variety of cultural influences. 
• Akron overcomes its nearly dead industrial past with subtle surprises.  It’s not the big, flashy 

extravaganza.   It’s the small, quaint, understated events.  Small professional theater, music 
clubs (jazz, rock, pop) are scattered around the city.  Privately organized community events - 
Porchroker, Earthquaker - draw sizable crowds.  Sadly, EJ Thomas Hall and the Civic Theater 
are under utilized, but still offer occasional events.  Blossom Music Center is 
nearby.  Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Columbus are close enough for special occasions. 

• Akron tries everything. It's a trend setter. And it's home 
• Akron's diversity sets it apart from other cities.  It has many cultural, educational, and 

entertainment options.  Plus it is history-rich, with the rubber companies. 
• Akron's friendliness and determed "can-do" spirit. 
• Akron's insanely large amount of construction projects that all seem to happen at once and 

take many years to complete make it special. 
• Akron's many neighborhoods make for a diverse city with a unique and creative edge. 
• Akron’s geography and canal/industrial history define the city. It’s why Akron is what it is 

today. 
• All current cultural activities, ballet, and music I all parks at some designated time. Do the 

visual art get this investment? 
• All of the cultures and  unique perspectives! 
• All of the special areas of the city devoted to the arts around the auditorium and the 

sculptures and glass displays all around. The night life and music scene is amazing and offers 
a wide variety of music, too. 

• All of the sports that are offered throughout the year! Yes, there are art installations and 
colorful walls, but when you talk about aspects that bring a community together, I think of 
groups of congregating people!    From taekwondo at the East End's Goodyear Hall, to 
gymnastics meets at Summit County Fairgrounds, golf at Firestone, All American Soap Box 
Derby, Akron Marathon race series, RubberDucks games, countless softball tournaments at 
Firestone Stadium, and the Dru Joyce Classic.    All of these events are woven into our 
community on an annual basis and provide pinpoints in the annual calendar that our 
community centralizes around! 

• all the benefits of a large city with a small town feel and small community 
• all the entertainment 
• amenities for its size 
• an amazing park 
• An intimate city. It feels like a small town but has the amenities and variety of a city. 
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• Art 
• art and history 
• Art, liberal community, arts spaces, free events, nature, diverse community, food 
• arts 
• Being a city in all sense of the word, but being so near to so much greenery is the biggest 

selling point for me. Akron's rich history of innovation and production makes it unique as 
well; so does its diversity. Medical care available in Akron is of a high tier, and the hospitals 
employ many. Richard Smalley, a Nobel Prize winner, was born in Akron, as was Judith 
Resnik. Currently, I think the diversity of the city and recent boom in arts is very positive and 
unique. 

• Big city amenities with small town feel 
• Big community, small city 
• Blimps made here 
• blimps, zoo, museums, libraries, parks 
• Blue collar history 
• broad cross section of artists from all walks of life 
• Close community 
• Close to the national park with trails connecting. Big open parks like Schnieder and Hardesty. 

Tiny neighborhood parks. Lots and lotsa of trees on streets like Elmdale and Greenwood. 
• collaborative leadership, friendly, entrepreneurial, The biggest small city in the midwest 
• Commitment to the arts 
• Communities, and rich history 
• Community 
• Community interactions. Summer programs @ City Parks. Lock 3 events; Summit Art Space, 

and many others. 
• community support for betterment of the city 
• Community values of a small town in a good sized city 
• compact geography 
• Crime/drugs 
• Cultural places like the Art Museum, the Zoo, Stan Hywet. Akron is a small city with smaller 

versions of what big  cities have. 
• Diverse Arts,  cultures and languages and communities 
• diverse community and community involvement. 
• diverse cultural organizations of good quality 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
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• Diversity and collaboration 
• Diversity in culture 
• Diversity is one of Akron's most special qualities. Diversity of nationality, religion, age, talent, 

education, and politics.  The pool of volunteers is huge, and the majority of community 
members are helpful and caring. 

• Diversity of opportunities, from Rubberducks, Racers, Broadway, Dance, art, orchestra, jazz, 
Porch Rocr, Lock 3, to community parks 

• diversity of people 
• Diversity of people 
• Diversity of people and experiences. You can get a small town vibe or big city experience 

depending on where you are, and you can always find new activities, whether outdoors, 
museums, art, or fun. 

• Diversity of population, openness to new different cultures 
• Diversity, access to parks and natural resources, sense of community, easy to get around (as 

long as you have a car), cost of living is reasonable. 
• Diversity, Art community, its people 
• Diversity, fun community events, culture (art, parks, restaurants) 
• Diversity, national parks, arts/theatre, community organizations that reflects Akron's 

population, and rich history. 
• Diversity, tradition, and the ability to flourish in uncertain times. 
• Diversity!  Support for the arts on local level🌞 
• Diversity! The unique neighborhoods filled with street art, great foods and music events 
• Diversity. Liberal community. (A bubble in a conservative state.) Strong creative community, 

which can be credited at least in part to the Knight Foundation. 
• Diversity. The thriving art & music scenes. The spaces to perform and practice art 
• downtown Akron 
• easy to get around. Good cultural resources. 
• Eclectic, revival, urban-sized for community, returning home, finding place, expanding 

cultural palate of the senses 
• Everyone is different 
• Everyone working together 
• Firestone, Goodyear, Goodrich, All American Soap Box Derby. Our history. 
• Former Rubber Capitol of the World     University of Akron    Cultural city of immigrants and 

diversity.     Many opportunities to experience the arts within the community.     Akron Art 
Museum    Large network of nonprofit animal rescue advocates. 

• Freedom to create. Lots of opportunity to make a difference in the community as an artist and 
cultural creative. 

• Friendliness, Arts and music appreciation, parks and waterways, walkable neighborhoods 
• Friendly and open community 
• Friendly people with a "can do" attitude 
• Friendly people, affordability, and NE Ohio location 
• Generations of families 
• geography, diversity, culture 
• Goodyear 
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• Great breakfast options and a broad definition of culture that is not just "tiara organizations" - 
i.e. opera, ballet, symphony, and museums.  We have parks, kayaking, storefront theaters, 
makers of all kinds, and the ability for people to both make a living as artists as well as being 
able to live - i.e. buy a house, raise a family, have a life beyond hustling as freelancers.  The 
hustle is real, but Akron has more emotional, physical, and mental space compared to other 
cities. 

• Great combo of small town/big town. 
• Great neighborhoods, great diversity, great arts, great restaurants and lots to do. And it has 

awesome museums and art galleries. 
• Great Summer weather. Akron Art Museum, Stan Hewitt, Rubber industrial heritage, Air 

Dock, Swensons, Pavs, Stricklands, Towpath, Northside, Blu, Blossom, E J Thomas Hall. 
• Great variety of cultural activities that are easy to get to. 
• grew up here 
• Happy 
• Hidden culture 
• highland square and events 
• Historical connections to the rubber industry 
• history 
• History and diversity 
• History and innovation 
• history and people 
• History of bettering childhood: Birthplace of public ed. Birthplace of the global toy industry. . 

.  This is a long list 
• History, entertainment 
• History, people, location. 
• I am really enjoying all the new and colorful building street art,graffiti and murals. 
• I grew up in Akron. 
• I like Akron because of all the art on bridges and walls and hidden nook type events and 

venues. 
• I like it here because of public art and opportunities to be connected to the arts. 
• I love the terrain. The land is very hilly and rugged. Akron has the potential to be a great city, 

but there are many obstacles impeding its development. 
• I'm not sure. I'm new here. 
• i’m not sure it’s quite isolated 
• In the grand scheme of things? Nothing. What makes it special to those who live here? It's the 

ability to play where we live, to find enjoyment in what we do and who we do it with. 
Community is as important as family. The more we engender continued inclusivity the more 
our community thrives. 

• Independently owned restaurants and cafes.  I love Mustard Seed and Angel Falls in Highland 
Square!  The art scene and farmers markets in the Northsude District is another favorite spot 
of mine....love the book store, marketplace and NS Cellar, as well as the art 
stores!  Downtown events and concerts at Lock 3 and the library. 

• interesting history, love the events that celebrate that history 
• It doesn't! It's a decrepit city! 
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• It feels like home 
• It has everything you need for the most part.  World class EJ Thomas Hall.  Sports including 

UA and Rubberducks.  Highland square area. 
• It has many of the amenities of a larger city but is small enough to get to know people from all 

over. The music history, as well as the present music scene and investment of many groups in 
our future musicians. 

• It is a big town with a small town feel! 
• It is green, it is urban, it is diverse, it is hardworking and creative 
• It is home 
• it spirit of working togeteher 
• it survives 
• It's a big city, but it's also easy to be involved and to connect with a variety of people. And, 

there are lots of activities - arts, culture, sports - that are affordable. 
• it's a big small city 
• It's a family oriented.  Great community parks.  Diverse in culture.  You can still raise a family 

here! 
• It's a manageable size city with "big city" amenities. 
• It's a manageable-sized city with diverse-minded people. 
• It's a place trying to figure out if it has a replacement identity for "Rubber Capital" or if it's just 

going to settle for being "a decent place to live." 
• it's a small and personal location with big city flavor. 
• It's ability to re-invent itself 
• It's collaborative spirit. 
• It's crime. 
• It's cultural attractions. Art Museum. Zoo. Stan Hywet 
• It's diversity 
• It's diversity 
• It's history 
• It's history and where it seems itself 
• It's history as an industrial city. Our residents have always had that industrial spirit - it's what 

allows us to continue reinventing ourselves as a community. 
• It's history. 
• It's history. 
• It's industrial history, canal location and proximity to Cleveland. 
• It's location and history. 
• It's location, diversity and pockets of neighborhoods. 
• it's multiculturalism. 
• It's not a suburb of Cleveland, it's a real city. 
• it's people 
• it's people - chill and artistic 
• it's people and innate ability to persevere and adapt 
• It's people, and not just within the city limits, those outside of the actual corp line as well....we 

get left out of the equation most times. 
• It's people. 
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• It's range of people and cultures 
• It's scrappy. Akron takes a little bit and does a lot. 
• It's size, neither too big or too small 
• It's small enough that one person can make a difference. 
• It's small, artistic, cultural and grass roots oriented. Because of this, it's easier to run into 

someone that can potentially help what your trying to grow, and the support system 
gathered, can help you create something that furthers Akron's "feel" and also make it 
appealing to various cultures. 

• It's underdog, hardworking quality 
• It’s a “right-sized” city of culture and four-seasons, nested in beautiful nature, with a  diverse, 

authentic, and engaged community. 
• It’s a small city atmosphere so it’s easy to make connections and find community, but with all 

the perks and draw of a big city. There’s lots to do in a very central, people-focused 
environment. 

• It’s a small enough big city that on any given day you’ll encounter people you know! 
• It’s affordable and safe. It also has a rich history with some charming neighborhoods 
• It’s always reinventing itself. 
• It’s cultural activity is greater than its population would suggest 
• It’s diversity and signs of exciting signs of renovation of downtown. 
• It’s history in creation and innovation. 
• It’s liberal 
• It’s our home 
• It’s people 
• It’s people 
• It’s people and history 
• It’s people and history. 
• It’s people and their resiliency, collaborative mindset, and willingness to always look ahead 
• It’s people!!! 
• It’s residents. 
• It’s small with lots of different people. 
• It’s super cheap to live here, which leaves me with money to travel. 
• It’s weirdness. And it’s smallness 
• its a central location between pittsburgh and cleveland 
• Its a perfect combination of bigger city benefits in a navigable size city. It is also centrally 

located to so many other cities. 
• Its collaborative, can-do, will-do spirit! 
• Its connection to history and the commitment of its people to celebrate it and make it better. 
• Its history as a thriving city and the rubber capital of the world makes Akron special. 
• Its history, core values 
• Its history, its access to natural resources (the CVNP), and its diversity 
• Its history. That there's a downtown large body of water. The art scene. 
• Its history. There is also a sense of togetherness in the city. 
• Its humans! Its important history! 
• its people and institutions 
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• Its people, its history and its landscape (i.e. its urban and rural landscape, including the 
Cuyahoga River, Valley and environs). 

• Its people; its gritty bones and industrial history; its potential and momentum; its small city 
access; its nearby natural assets; its towpath 

• Its resilience. The process of rebuilding after decades of being “stuck” post rubber industry. 
• its resilience... 
• Its size 
• its the launch of womens rights 
• Its variety in every way. 
• Ksks 
• LeBron 
• Letting and encouraging the artists to speak with their work around the city. 
• Libraries, towpath, parks, and lots of creative people. 
• Local music, art, theater and food. Especially the food trucks. Also the Ar Museum, Akron Zoo 

and Rubber Ducks. 
• Location and park services. Variety or unique and diverse people's. It's relentless focus on 

development. Diversity of landscape and urban planning. 
• Location within 100 mile radius of tremendous metropolitan population including jobs and 

assets 
• Lots of energy and enthusiasm 
• Low cost of living, Metroparks, diverse and multi cultural, art and music scene 
• Low cost of living. Great library system. People are friendly. Great health care. 
• Many things to offer in small community: great natural parks in every corner, great food, 

interesting places to visit.  It is not pretentious. 
• Melting pot in the Heartland with a unique heartbeat 💗 in Akron! 
• most outstanding attribute is its neighborhoods and surrounding areas i.e suburbs 
• Music scene, blimp, rubber industry history, architecture, university of akron, brick roads, 

John Brown and Perkins family history, amazing library system. 
• Music talent - Akron genius from KSU and Akron U - Akron Art Museum, Cuyahoga Valley 
• Neighborhood feel with proximity to any major cultural activity, Plays, Art museums, Music 

venues, Professional Sports and College Sports and programs.  Great diversity 
• Nice people. 
• none 
• north hill ethnic diversity, cuyahoga valley national park with train, akron art museum 
• Not much other than LeBron. 
• not sure, just moved here for work 
• Nothing 
• Nothing really, but I think we have a lot of potential 
• Old spaces, new places, hidden away gens and interesting history....a crossroads of 

transportation...Canal, tires, interstates.. 
• Open participation by a wide variety of its citizens.  No elite control of the arts. 
• Opportunities to get involved 
• Our communities 
• Our diversity of culture and blend of various artistic inspirations from all over the country. 
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• Our diversity, appreciation for arts and culture (fine, performing, heritage, folk, etc). 
• Our grit and our desire to have fun 
• Our history 
• Our history and our little city feel. 
• Our history, local, national and international. 
• Our history, our location and our cultural diversity 
• Our neighborhoods, history and diversity! 
• Our people, our diversity, or national and metro parks, artists and musicians.  The several 

empty buildings that could be easily turned into very inexpensive art studios. 
• Our people, our many talents. Also, we're a mid sized city which means to me that we have 

the population, neighborhoods and city center diverse enough to have the benefits of a large 
cosmopolitan city, but small enough to be able to accommodate growth, ideas and vision 
without it getting beyond us (if we plan ahead).. 

• Our people. We are caring, generous, and civic minded people who want the best for our 
children, families, and community. 

• Our resilient spirit and vibrant artist and musical community. 
• Our size (not small, not large) and our resources (libraries, parks, museums, restaurants, etc.) 
• Outside of construction, the traffic situation isn’t a real issue. History, people are friendly 

(unlike Cleveland, IMO), it’s comfortable, more safe than Cleveland. 
• Park system 
• park system. metro and bus system, community centers, bike trails, cuyahoga river 
• Parks and arts 
• parks and Greenlands  the terrible weather  dance in the parks 
• Parks, culture, arts 
• parks, events 
• people 
• People 
• People 
• people 
• people 
• People 
• People and the parks 
• People come together 
• People here seem to be more optimistic and willing to create something (with or without 

assistance) than in other cities. 
• People trying to make things better for everyone. Lots to do and getting more all the time. 
• people, history, landscape, industry, architecture, innovation, opportunity 
• People. There are amazing kind people doing powerful things. Also the national Park and our 

park systems. 
• Perfect size - not too big, not too small 
• places to go 
• Portage Lakes 
• preserving its history 
• Pride in the city, collaborative spirit, beautiful performances spaces, can-do thinkers 
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• Quirky mix of post-industrial and suburban culture 
• Random gunfire 
• Resilience, location, people. 
• Resilience. Quirkiness. The willingness to be weird. Empathy. 
• resilient people, HISTORY (of all types), small-town friendliness with a big city feel 
• rich and varied population stemming from immigration coming to work in the Rubber 

industry in the 1920's.  Mostly well educated and industrious, this old city has a tradition of 
skilled labor, entrepreneurship and industrial inovation. Immigrants still are welcome, 
Nepalese and Bhutanese are the latest groups to come to Akron bringing new cultures to us. 

• Rich history 
• Rich history in the rubber industry 
• Right now, really nothing.  Too much gun violence.  Kids feel they have no future. 
• Rubber 
• Sanctuary city in a state with a conservative agenda 
• Sense of community and culture 
• small and accessible but lots of visual arts, theater and music. 
• Small and inviting- not too much congestion. 
• small big city 
• Small but cool scene. 
• Small city feel, mix of industrial and arty perhaps best exemplified by Devo 
• Small city with access to world-class arts and culture 
• Small city with big happenings.  Beautiful places to see & experience from Stan Hywet Hall & 

Gardens , Bosom Music Center, National Recreation Area and Summit County Park System to 
smaller free festivals like Porch Rocker & Crafty Mart, where all ages can attend! 

• Small city, but able to support a large number of art and cultural venues -- from theatres and 
live music venues to visual art and digital incubation 

• Small city, easy to navigate, pretty, educated, artsy, foods, nature areas, historic churches and 
buildings, 

• Small city, great parks and nature 
• small eniugh to get around, big enough to have great music, a growing art scene 
• Small enough to go places without traffic jams but big enough to draw great talent. 
• Small enough to see it all and large enough to have so many activities 
• Small feel with big city amenities 
• Small size with great assets 
• Small town atmosphere 
• Small town feel 
• Small town feel but with all the amenities 
• Small town feel with a diverse community, progressive, up-and-coming ideals and people. 
• Small town feel, but big town amenities 
• Small town feel, lots to do, thinking outside of the box 
• Small town with big city amenities 
• small town with many opportunities 
• Small town, community vibe with access to world class culture and events 
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• So accessible, interesting terrain, lots of trees, roads that curve, interesting residential areas 
and architecture. 

• so many cultures in a concentrated area 
• So much to do and the vibrant brew pub community 
• Sorry to say....noth 
• Strong cultural community 
• Strong sense of community 
• Strong sense of community 
• surrounding green space 
• The business and recreational resources.  Good availability of power, water, housing and 

labor. 
• The ability of scrappy citizens to build amazing things. Even when there is a lack of support 

and it seems all of the attention and funding go to a few things, people still make the best 
with what they have and pull off incredible feats. 

• The accessibility of downtown (so close to SO many vital neighborhoods). 
• The activities 
• The amount of culture as well as the diversity of the culture 
• The appreciation for the arts throughout the city is great. 
• The art 
• The art, music writing scene/community. The art as life community. Living creatively. The 

creative community. 
• The Artists, Musicians, Thespians, and Festivals.  Unfortunately the city does not capitalize on 

this. 
• The arts 
• The arts community and how broad it is. 
• The attitude of the people 
• the big city feel that includes National level events and ideas. The architect of the city 

personality and the friendliness of people here. 
• the blimp! cvnp, the distinct neighborhoods 
• The character of the people and the places. 
• The citizens of Akron are very proud to be here and support the city. Even in its' roughest 

areas people are proud to call Akron home. The people of Akron love this area and will do 
anything to support it and keep it thriving. 

• The city is continuing to reinvent itself with the restoration and construction of and near the 
Akron Civic Theatre, the East End, and North Hill. There are the outdoor festivals celebrating 
diversity or the arts, concerts for all genres of music at various venues, and the theatre. For 
sports enthusiasts the Rubber Ducks offer an exciting evening  out as do events at the 
University of Akron. I have not even gotten to the fine dining establishments we have in the 
city....It is good to see Akron turning around and becoming a viable city again. 

• The Civic Theater. 
• The community 
• The community and people. 
• The community determination to make Akron a better place to live and work. 
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• The community feel it has. Everybody wants to help. Something you don't get living in a big 
city. 

• The community we have found here. The pride people take in this city. How easy it has been 
to call Akron home. 

• The culture 
• The difference culture 
• The diverse array of artists, art forms, and artistic styles 
• The diverse community of people and expansive offering of events. 
• The diversity 
• The diversity 
• The diversity, art, the parks, health food/organic options, and the community among other 

things! 
• The down home fill. It is a wonderful place to raise a family. 
• The efforts that are being made by the current administration as well as community leaders 

to make the downtown livable while still addressing the various neighborhoods within the 
limits of financing. 

• The energy, creativity, and sense of community from the Mayor's office to neighborhoods to 
business, philanthropic and nonprofit sectors--the arts serving as the thread that connects 
them all. 

• The environment of Akron was the greatest draw for me when I was a new resident. Parks, 
walkability, bikability, etc. 

• The events and utilization of public space 
• the fact that it has a national park near 
• The fact that it is a big “small town” 
• The friendly people. 
• The great companies we’ve birthed 
• The gritty, industrious people 
• The growing art scene throughout the city in different disciplines. 
• the Heroin and gun battles 
• The history 
• The history and the people 
• The history and the people that made it as well as the history being made around us all 
• The history in this place and the diverse population we have. 
• The history of the city 
• The history, and it's people! 
• The history, the ability to solve problems and create the future living, and how we live in a 

community that will more and more be benefiting each other for our highest good. 
• The history, the different cultures, the people, and the different age groups which want to 

work together. 
• The low cost of living and the many, many arts experiences offered and things to do EVERY 

DAY for either a very low cost or for FREE! Nobody that lives in Akron should ever say they are 
bored! 

• The melting pot of creative people 
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• The metro parks and Cuyahoga Valley National Park, its  industrial history, fantastic public 
library, great children's museum, I grew up there and my family still lives there. 

• The neighborhoods 
• the neighbors 
• The opportunities that are given to experience things. 
• The overall sense of community. 
• The peaple 
• the people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people 
• The people  The history   The quirkiness  The desire to grow 
• The people - a very diverse community with strong sentiment to promote, protect the 

arts.  Many other communities, much larger than Akron have lost their symphonies, their 
ballets.  Ours are thriving. 

• The people and accessibility to  Yvette 
• The people and diversity of communities, the cost of living and the quality and variety of 

businesses and services. 
• The people and the environment. 
• The people and the rich history of its culture as it’s grown and changed through the 

generations. 
• The people and the unique combination of honoring the past while looking toward the 

future. 
• The people of Akron are empowered and take ownership of their city. If they see something 

needs to get done, they find a way to do it. 
• The people who choose to make a difference through positive action, and sincerely believe in 

others with an underlying sense of service. 
• The people who live and work here. 
• The people who live here and have a heart for this place . & the different neighborhood 

identities 
• The people, access to nature, an active community of performing and visual artist 

entrepreneurs. 
• the people, history, and location 
• The people, the diversity of culture and cultural opportunities, it’s unique history 
• The people, the parks and the energy and money devoted to cultural amenities - museums, 

zoo, other art. 
• The people, the parks, the music, the art, the COFFEE, Temos, the theatre. 
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• The people, the places and the parks.  A series of little gems surrounded by a network of 
caring people whose modesty knows no bounds. 

• the people, the spirit of collaboration and innovation, the history of Akron and Summit 
County 

• The people, their work ethic. Desire to make their lives better 
• The people! 
• The people! 
• The people. 
• The people. 
• The people.  Its rare to find a place with such a diverse group of individuals so eager to make 

you feel at home. 
• The people. Akronites (new and long time) I believe have a resilient nature about us and most 

cool stories or buildings or events that happen in the city are because of cool people. 
• The people. The many things to do. 
• The phrase, "big enough to matter in the world, but small enough for you to matter in it," 

comes to mind. There are so many opportunities to learn, to do, to meet different people, and 
so many people who want to help. 

• The positive energy, enthusiasm for Akron from the citizens, support for local, public art, local 
arts scene, music venues, citizens embrace the history and beauty of Akron 

• The pursuit of culture in the DNA of Akron, implanted during the city’s salad days, individual 
experience and the changes in the city’s fortunes and path all filtered through that one 
fortunate “genetic” constant... and it’s overwhelming natural beauty from Spring through 
Fall... which, as an afterthought, gives Winter it’s own compelling palette! 

• The resilience of its people 
• The rich history found through the Canals, Hower House, Quaker Oats, Mustell Store, and the 

Cuyahoga Railway. 
• The rich history of manufacturing. 
• The sense of community and strong desire to collaborate to help others. The support from 

major donors and businesses, The Knight Foundation, GAR, ACF, Akron Civic Commons, and 
Smuckers. The Metro Parks and public library system. 

• The size and the number of cultural amenities. 
• The small but largeness of the creative and nonprofit community 
• The small town feel - everyone knows everyone, and everyone cares about everyone. I also 

love the "quirkiness" aspect too - the street art, wacky events (DEVO 5k, ELF day at Lock 3, etc.) 
• The small town feel of the city, access to the museum, zoo, baseball, civic theatre, the Lakes 

and only 45 minutes from Cleveland and other markets of interest 
• The sprawly way that old, mansion-like buildings are mixed in with lower-middle-class-

suburbia housing. 
• The strong history of classical ballet and an even stronger future in a variety of dance forms. 
• The Summit County Metroparks, the Towpath and Cuyahoga Valley National Park. 
• The swell of pride that has inspired people to create and to embrace their passions in 

entrepreneurship. 
• The tight community feel and how there's still events for everyone even if the city is smaller 

than most. 
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• The towpath thru the city 
• the unique events and people of akron 
• The unique strengths of the University and it's relationship with the city. 
• The University and Downtown 
• The University of Akron 
• The University of Akron Steel Drum Band 
• The University of Akron, devil strip, tires, Luigi's, etc. 
• The variety of cultural experiences, music, art, food, theater, shopping etc. 
• The variety of people and talents 
• The various neighborhoods that each have their own unique residents, businesses, and 

natural environments. 
• The willingness of the diverse population to work together. 
• The wonderful mix of suburb and city 
• There are a lot of buildings that have cool architectural plans. There are many galleries and 

opportunities for artists that you cannot get other places 
• There are different type race,skin,people from different countries. 
• There are many attractions for families and arts 
• There are many things to do within a manageable distance of downtown. 
• There are so many unique events and programs throughout the city for families of all ages. 
• There is always something happening, and for multiple constituency groups at a time. You 

can find a cultural program, fun for children, a family bonding experience, a live show and 
sports. And that can all be in just a weekend. 

• There is an interesting combination of pride and grit that come from Akronites. That leads 
people to deeply love their home and fight to make it better. There is a great diversity to the 
population that bring unique perspectives and voices to events and programming. 

• There is so much to see and do in Akron, unlike most cities our size.  I love how everyone 
comes together to support the city as a whole. 

• There’s a lot of history here and a lot of unique people, architecture, and possibilities. 
• Tire company heritage. Diverse people, not just racial but cultural backgrounds, economic 

background. Minor league baseball park.  Restored theatres for movies and musicals/venues. 
Blossom outdoor venue. National Parks. 

• To me, there’s no place like home. It’s about the people, the connections, and the 
encouragement  we have for one another through  the support of local entrepreneurs. It’s 
about the individuals who choose to stay connected and make a change to see Akron 
blossom. 

• Traditions - neighborhood restaurants, "Rubber Capital," family and friends 
• Tree Lined Streets and Towpath Trail 
• Truth? Relatively cheap place to live. Until recent past, little crime, at least violent crime.  I 

don't feel the city is special. 
• Unique experiences like the Nightlight, rollerskating parties, beautiful public spaces (both 

the parks and free hangout spots like Northside Marketplace and Bounce), the library which 
has so much great children’s programming, and all the fabulous breweries and live music 
spots 
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• Unique history with canal and manufacturing driving a diverse population.   This mix of 
creative people have continued to produce significant ideas that have effected the world. 

• Unique neighborhoods - Industrial/innovation heritage   National Heritage Corridor Towpath 
Trail into urban core direct access to national park 

• Unique things like the Akron Art Museum, Children’s Concert Society,Akron Symphony , 
Tuesday Musical, Akron Zoo, Children’s Museum, Civic Theatre, Summit Metro Parks. 

• Use to be Polsky windows at Christmas, Lock 3 
• We are rich in culture and just the right size. 
• We can get stuff done! 
• We have an amazingly collaborative city where people are continuously working together to 

make it better. 
• We have blimps flying overhead regularly! 
• We have some cool neighborhoods 
• What makes Akron special? Where others see flaws - we see pride. Where others see deficits, 

we see possibility. 
• You can make a difference. 

 
 
  
Question 2: What neighborhood do you live in? 
 

• Bath - 11 
• Copley - 8 
• Cuyahoga Falls - 14 
• Downtown - 2 
• East Akron - 4 
• Ellet - 12 
• Fairlawn - 6 
• Fairlawn Heights - 9 
• Firestone Park  - 12 
• Goodyear Heights - 16 
• Green - 4 
• Hardesty Park - 3 
• Highland Square - 45 
• Kenmore - 5 
• Merriman - 12 
• Middlebury - 3 
• North Hill - 23 
• Northwest - 15 
• Summit Lake - 5 
• Tallmadge - 4 
• Wallhaven - 16 
• West Akron - 46 
• West Hill - 10 
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• Portage Lakes - 5 
• Work in Akron - 17 
• Other - 66 

 

 

Question 3: What makes your neighborhood special? 
 

• *shrug* I enjoy the streets I live on.  Decent people, pretty yards.  But there are people in 
poverty a few streets over.  Much like every other city.  I think the intent of the question 
means well but I don't think it's the best question. 

• 1 of two city owned gold courses. Ethnically diverse 
• A good mix of reputable businesses, housing, and proximity to parks and recreation that host 

summer concerts and events. 
• A variety of cultures and activities 
• A walk in the park cafe! 
• Access to parks 
• Affordable housing, lots of great stores and restaurants.  Good schools, Highland Square, 

Wallhaven, The Vallley 
• Affordable, Families, my community 
• Again the rich history and the people who live here 
• All of the activities in the Lakes to do. 
• Auld Farm is special because our homes sit on the once ample Perkins Family Farm, Mutton 

Hill. Our homes are mostly built 1900's. Many of us are homeowners and we have a diverse 
culture of residents. What we lack are the financial resources to upkeep and restore our lovely 
century homes. 

• beautiful home and trees. history is unique as a planned neighborhood that was annexed 
into the city 

• Beautiful old homes, quiet streets, access to goods and services 
• Beautiful refugee families living very family-and culture-centric lives. Great small businesses. 

Being near the Gorge and close to downtown. 
• Before I moved the people 
• being able to walk around for sure it’s important as a person with no car 
• Bring in around nature but minimal minutes from everyone and everything we want access 

to. 
• Castles at the end of my street, walkability ,nice parks 
• children & friendships. 
• Clean, older neighborhood with an older generation of people who care how their property is 

maintained. 
• Close to everything yet not city living. Springfield Lake 
• Close to the Nature Realm.  Weathervane, Tow Path etc 
• close to the parks. 
• Collaborations with families, professionals, businesses who work together toward a goal 
• community 
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• Community 
• Community 
• Community commitment to events @ Park & Community Center; Council meetings; 

maintaining attractive environment 
• Community of people who care about their neighbors 
• Convenience to highway, shopping and local library. Great neighbors. 
• Convenience to shopping; neighborhood meetings and celebrations 
• Creative people and LGBTQ+ friendly 
• cultural diversity and many restaurants 
• Different smell of food and gardening 
• Diverse communities, Arts, cultures and languages 
• Diverse. affordable, historic. Great old homes and apts. 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• Diversity 
• diversity - closeness of services and stores 
• Diversity and friendliness 
• diversity and the parks 
• Diversity of residents, restaurants and entertainment. Architecture of homes. 
• Diversity of residents. 
• diversity of the people 
• Diversity, friendliness, neighborly support. 
• Diversity, the ability to bounce back. 
• Diversity. 
• Diversity. Kind neighbors. Book store. Art galleries. 
• Diversity. New immigrant neighbors. 
• Downsize housing 
• Downto 
• Downtown Akron.  Of course, we have the Civic, Peanut Shoppe, Museum and LIbrary -- but I 

love the quirk of High Street with Nightlight and the wine bar - Old meets new and becomes 
fresh -- again. 

• Downtown has some great older buildings. Some people try really hard to make downtown 
beautiful. [Copley is half rural with older homes and small farms, and half newer 
developments. Copley moves forward without forgetting its heritage.] 

• Downtown northside district and surrounding community is a melting pot of cultural arts, 
food, community ripening as we speak. Love curated store fronts. Murals... 

• Easy access to Cuyahoga Valley National Park, Cleveland, and downtown Akron 
• Easy access to everything! 
• Ellet is a true neighborhood with the entire spectrum of people from young families to older, 

well-established householders. And, it's poised to be the next hipster enclave. 
• Ellet is home to multiple generations - older people and young couples just starting their 

families. Plus, with businesses like Artisan, it's starting to be hipper. 
• Everybody is respectful towards one another and it’s a chill neighborhood. 
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• Everyone is very nice and it is very silent pretty 
• everything stan hywet 
• Family connections with long ties to the area 
• Family-friendly 
• Feels like you're out in the country but still close to shopping. 
• Firestone Park is very working class traditional American. Many retirees and young families 

alike, but not very artsy or culturally distinguished. 
• Free concerts and art festivals in the park 
• Friendly neighbors that mind their own but will be there if you need a hand. Close to good 

restaurants. Decent roads 
• friendly neighbors, community activities 
• Friendly well cared for and respected. 
• Friendly, social, families, youthful 
• friends, library, kids projects, Lake Ann in Barbeton to walk around 
• Gardens, Homes, Shady Streets, Quiet, Mustard Seed, Angel Falls, Stan Hewitt, Alladins, 

Library, Porch Rocker 
• Good neighbors. For the most part, people keep up with their properties . And the view is 

spectacular ! 
• Good rapport with neighbors.   Easy access to great stores and coffee shops 
• good schools, friendly people safe neighborhood 
• Good schools, safe.  The observatory in the Bath Nature Preserve 
• Goodyear Heights has become the home of 81 
• Grand old homes built in the 20's and 30's. Stan Hywett Hall & Gardens. Neighborhood 

organization is good, with several key events each year. 
• Great houses and proximity to downtown 
• Great neighborhood, close to the woods, good people, the library, etc. 
• Great neighbors, proximity to Sand Run and Cuyahoga Valley National Park, libraries, easy 

access to shopping 
• Great schools and parks 
• Great, Close school system 
• Greek Orthodox Church of annunciation; western fruit basket ; DEVITIS GROCERY... more 
• Green space is one of my neighborhood's most special qualities. Neighbors are friendly and 

caring without being intrusive. 
• Green space, neighbors, Nervous Dog, the schools, and the library. 
• Grocery store, theater, nightlife, and well maintained. 
• Hardest Park, it is a social hub that unites people from all over Akron 
• Hardesty park 
• Having the Goodyear HQ and parks nearby is awesome for us and the dogs 
• Highland Square allows you to walk to just about everything you need.  Access to bus service 

around town.   Neighborhood arts & music, preservation efforts for buildings and 
neighborhood investment. 

• Highland Square attracts young professionals from all demographics with good food, public 
art, local music and a sense of pride in the neighborhood that keeps it clean, safe, and 
interesting. 
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• Highland Square has artists and non artists livung side by side. 
• Highland Square has become a melting pot of different types of people from all walks of life. 
• Highland Square has its problems, but overall people are loving and welcoming. The citizens 

and businesses support neighborhood activities. It's a walkable and beautiful neighborhood. 
• Highland square is culturally and economically diverse. The people there are very invested in 

the arts and supporting Akron as a whole. 
• Highland Square is vibrant, diverse, welcoming, and active with businesses and consumers. 
• highland theater, shops, restaurants, proximity to UA and APS schools 
• Historic homes 
• Historic houses.  Cultural diversity 
• Historical Society 
• History and nature. 
• History and stability 
• history, friendliness, many locally owned businesses, churches and schools 
• History, the winding tree lined streets 
• Home town feel. 
• I can get to Akron via CVSRR 
• i feel safe. i like being so close to kent campus 
• I have been here 25 years. No matter who I talk to in Akron they have a story about Portage 

Lakes, either they came here as a kid, have stories to tell about camping here or are in some 
way connected to the lakes. 

• I like highland square because of art. library awesome place and coffee shop. 
• I like outside the city. Stow really struggles with identity. Nearby Cuyahoga Falls is doing a 

much better job at rebranding itself around the Cuyahoga River. 
• I like that it’s close to a Starbucks 
• I live in Highland Square because it is a walkable neighborhood. I'm able to walk to a grocery 

store, coffee shop, restaurants, drug store, and more very easily. It's also on a major bus line. 
• I live on canpus 
• I live on Castle. There is a fairytale quality to the neighborhood. Not just the unique look of 

the homes, but the people. Kids go to other houses and play in the yards and make up games. 
Hardesty Park brings lots of entertainment and the new development around the Whole 
Foods brings a lot to do. 

• I love that it is close to the highway and I can be downtown in 20 minutes 
• I love the location, the air port has wounderful sunsets andneverythingni need is convent 
• I never have to leave the area- I have everything within 5 minutes 
• I no longer live in Akron, but I grew up on the West Side. Safe(er).  Good grocery stores, 

Swensons, able to bike around the area. Stable environment. 
• I used to.live in Highland Square and loved being able to walk from shop to grocery to cafe 
• I'm in Granger, so its still agricultural, but high income bedroom community with highly 

ranked schools. 
• I’m over the city of Kent. Too small. Moving to Akron. Looking to buy in West Akron or 

Fairlawn Heights. 
• Immediate access to multiple parks, shopping and cultural engagement opportunities. 

Friendly and cooperative neighbors. 
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• In North Hill where I work it is all about inclusion at an international level. 
• incredibly diverse population due to its acceptance of immigrants. 
• Independent retailers, few chains/franchises, diverse ages and cultures 
• It  is integrated with Sand Run Metropark...   that is my backyard 
• it feels like a true community 
• It feels like an actual community. Not just a group of buildings that happen to be in close 

proximity to each other. 
• It has everything-diversity, quirkiness, and a sense of community 
• It is beautiful, friendly, easy to navigate, and close to Highland Square as well as downtown. 
• It is changing with the east end development.  A lot of the people have lived there their whole 

lives. 
• It is diverse.  We live within the search area when prisoners escape from the local jail. 
• It is safer than other Akron neighborhoods, the people are nice and the area is always clean 

and welcoming for dog walkers, taking your children out, etc. 
• It is the immigrant doorway to Akron. 
• It was quiet, yet fun. There were places to play, spend time with friends and family, and 

businesses (Highland Square) close by. 
• it was the nice safe neighborhood 
• it's a big family feeling, everyone knows everyone and it's a safe place to live and raise a 

family 
• It's a nice place to live. People are kind for the most part. 
• It's a walking neighborhood.  You can get to the grocery store, movie theatre, or restaurant on 

foot or bike. 
• It's an old neighborhood, and there is a good variety of socioeconomic diversity. 
• It's eclectic. There is so much life, so much art, and a very liberal mindset. 
• It's historic.  It's walkable. It's close to grocery shopping, parks, schools and has a community 

center. 
• It's history and historical sites 
• It's history and pride 
• It's on the outskirts of North Canton and we are in a really special group of neighbors who 

help each other and talk regularly. We offer each other left overs or let each other's pets 
outside if we are away and keep an eye on things while they are away. It's got a very close and 
homey feel. 

• It's on the rise.  Having a neighborhood that is truly walkable is special.  Downtown is 
particularly activated in the summertime. 

• it's people 
• It's pretty cut and dry; a normal neighborhood if you will. 
• It's public schools 
• It's quiet but close to the action 
• It's quiet, safe, and the park is in our backyard 
• It's trying to move forward. Tenacious. 
• it's vibrant and attracts a diverse collective of people to various events or programs 
• It’s a small and local community that strives to keep a clean and safe neighborhood together. 
• It’s diversity. 
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• It’s integrated with the metro park system 
• It’s more residential 
• It’s residents 
• It’s the only neighborhood anyone in Akron gives a shit about. Oh, and cool 

apartments/houses to live in. 
• Its character; its hip-ness; its beautiful old brick neighborhoods; its pride 
• Its history of hard working outlook. The boulevARTS district of Kenmore Boulevard, which is 

seeing a resurgence lead by music and the arts. 
• Its history with the only local neighborhood designated on the National Register of Historic 

Places. 
• Its quiet and is  a safe place to live. 
• Its redeveloping 
• Lack of pretentiousness. Good, neighborly people. Great library. Artisan coffee. 
• Lakes 
• large city lots (I have 1 acre) 
• legacy of leaders 
• Lived here since 1980 and raised our family.  Rich history in fantastically built homes in the 

early 1900's. Close to the only walking community--Highland Square.  Diversified residents at 
various socio-economic levels. 

• Location to  to Highland Square 
• long standing 
• Longevity of its homeowners 
• Lots of convenient businesses and nice little parks 
• Lots of families, shops, restaurants, close to Highland Square and Wallhaven, Fairlawn, 

Copley 
• Lots of families. Lots of people out in nice weather 
• Lots of large, older homes 
• Lots of musicians and music-upportive retail and recording studios. Deep neighborhood 

identity. 
• Lots of opportunities for the Arts 
• Lots of space, green foliage, nice people 
• Lovely homes and walkable, and close to amenities. 
• Many artists live there. It is near Highland Square where many musical/cultural events take 

place. 
• melting pot 
• Metro Park 
• Metro parks 
• Middle class - zero crime - strong majority of college grads, etc 
• mom and pop shops 
• Most everyone knows each other and looks out for each other. 
• Mostly quiet, homes and yards are kept nice 
• Multicultural, past and present 
• My community, peace, quiet, bustling nightlife with familiar faces. Location is near to so 

many other towns and cities. 
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• My neighborhood is family-oriented. We can safely walk, run, and let the kids play outside. 
• My neighborhood is special because it has a little bit of everything - families, young people, 

restaurants, nonprofits, work-out centers and more. It feels like home. 
• My neighbors and the amenities within walking/biking distance from my house: my 

neighbors are diverse (not just racially, in experience/age/ability/education/language/etc.), I 
can walk to an Italian restaurant, an Irish pub, a fine dining establishment or take a short bike 
ride for some Swenson's,  there's a million grocery stores around and I'm just a 2 minute drive 
from the highway. Also, I love that there's an Ace, Graf (although they're too expensive and I 
normally just go there to get ideas), and Dunklers all so close. People, plants and food. 

• My neighbors! And our unpretentiousness. 
• My North Hill community is special because we are bringing cultures together to create a 

special culture for all of Akron. 
• Nature 
• Near Highland Square and mansion-type homes 
• Neighbors actually know each other 
• Neighbors care about the community 
• neighbors who actually talk to each other 
• Next to National Park 
• nice mix of nationalities in the are. the food is also amazing 
• Nice mix of people culturally and socioeconomically. 
• No streetlights, quiet, green, diverse 
• none 
• North Hill's potential. 
• not much 
• Not much does really 
• Not much in the Ellet area is special 
• Not sure 
• Nothing 
• Nothing 
• Nothing now. It have changed drastically 
• Nothing particular.    Further north, Little Italy (Immigrant ghetto) and, here, currently a large 

number of Nepalese and Bhutanese. 
• nothing special about our neighborhood - everyone comes home from work, puts their 

garage door down, and that's about it. 
• Old homes, historic area 
• Old trees, economic diversity, people walking 
• on main road, bus route, building sits back 
• Opportunities to fish 
• Our area was very depressed but grant money was made available to refurbish the homes 

and the neighborhoods were restored. Highland Square area has been transformed. 
• Our council lady is working well for the people and our programs are bonding the 

neighborhood! The well, links, being close to downtown 
• Our neighborhood is full over diversity and culture. 
• Our people! 
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• Our proximity to beautiful nature and culture-based events. 
• Parks 
• parks 
• Parks, good retail, Nervous Dog, good mixed housing. 
• Peaceful and safe 
• People 
• People 
• People keep trying to make sure their neighborhood is safe and helps one another 
• people know eachother, mustard seed, events 
• People looking out for one another, maintaining their properties. 
• People still have lots of neighborhood pride but it I think its is evaporating 
• Phenomenal neighbors and neighborhood traditions. I feel like I could give a key to my house 

to every resident of my street and I'd never have a concern about it. 
• pizza, fast food restaurants 
• PorchRokr and the people 
• Primarily residential. Diversity of socioeconomic statuses within the community. On the 

brink of growth. 
• Protection 
• proximity to CVNP. Quiet. Lots of trees. 
• Proximity to retail 
• Proximity to the Gorge, ethnic restaurants 
• Proximity to vibrant, walkable neighborhoods -- being so close to Sand Run Metro Park while 

also being close to Highland Square, it's a lovely place to be... I wish we had more public art 
and sidewalks on Portage Path. 

• quiet and rural 
• Quiet residential on the canal, close to Portage Lakes. 
• quiet, but interactive neighborhood. lots of well maintained homes across the street from the 

metro parks and firestone country club golf courses 
• Quiet, diverse 
• Quiet, pretty. 
• Quiet. Safe. 
• Quirkiness 
• Residents who know each other and look after each other 
• residents, proximity to everything, Stan Hywett, CVNP and Metropark 
• Restaurants, Whole Foods, park areas 
• Rural character 
• Rural feel, proximity to Cuyahoga Valley Natl Park, heronry on Bath Rd.,Blossom Music 

Center, Szalays 
• Safety, family friendliness, park 
• Salt of the earth people. 
• Sand Run MetroPark, Nature Realm 
• Schools and Neighborhoods,  Churches, parks. 
• Sense of community 
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• Sense of neighborhood.  I just hosted an annual block party and we had over 20 folks 
come.  Started at 4 PM, some folks stayed until 10 PM 

• sincere neighbors 
• Small businesses, easy to walk around, bright colors, festivals, front porch culture. 
• small lots where neighbors know each other, good parks and city services 
• small shops, know the owners 
• Small subdivision with a lot of lifers, and many recently inbound young families. 
• Small town with a strong cultural identity (read: arts and community) and growing town 

center (Front St. development) 
• Small, quiet, accessible to downtown Akron and CLE. 
• so far my neighbors are nice and welcoming and I'm close to shopping 
• space and semi rural atmosphere, close to akron and cleveland to enjoy the benefits 
• Street where Akron's first leaders of industry lived 
• Suburb, country feeling, good neighbors. 
• Suburban relaxing setting. 
• Summit Metro parks; proximity to CVNP 
• That they are bringing life back to Front Street and it is walkable. 
• The ability to walk everywhere, get groceries, take a yoga class, be in the middle of events like 

Porch Rokr. 
• the amount of effort/work put into making the reservoir and neighborhood. 
• The artists, Mustard Seed, Highland Square Library, Highland Movie Theater and PorchRokr. 
• The arts 
• The beautiful polluted lake that is trashed regularly because the city will not put trash cans 

out and the neighborhood dog owners never pick up after their dogs. 
• the CVNP 
• The diversity of people and welcoming attitudes of the neighborhood. 
• The diversity of the neighborhood.  Wish the government powers that be would pay more 

attention to North Hill. 
• The diversity.  The history of North Hill, with the cultures of the different nationalities, has 

helped to define Akron.  The skills of the Italians helped to build the brick roads, build the 
beautiful buildings and churches which dominate this city.  The international cultures have 
merged here in North Hill, it needs to be celebrated. 

• The drugs, hookers, and street-entrepreneurial spirit.  And it's close proximity to downtown 
and Highland Square 'proper'. 

• The friendliness of most of the neighbors.  Pride that most homeowners take in maintaining 
their homes and yards. 

• The Goodyear Heights Metro Park is a beautiful spot for hiking and the neighborhood is quiet 
and friendly. 

• the growth of housing 
• The high school is focused around performing arts and is very culturally diverse 
• The historic district that is on the National Register for Historic Places, the eclectic mix of 

neighbors that care about their community and neighborhood, and have created a pocket 
park, had a neighborhood flag commissioned by Don Drumm, the proximity to Highland 
Square, the trailhead to the national parks at Mustill House and Store, and to downtown. 
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• The history 
• The history and connection to Goodyear. 
• The history and layout 
• The history and the neighborhood feel. Community. 
• The history now blended with the modern day. Full cultural diversity as it was during the 

industrial revolution. It’s now a new revolution. Thanks to Don Miller and Mike Owen. Sure 
the Testa’s too. 

• the history, the friendliness of neighbors, the walkability, the greenspace 
• The homes and landscaping is beautifully kept. I know most of my neighbors. 
• The incredible resurgence of the music scene that is revitalizing the neighborhood--

emanating from Kenmore Boulevard through the work of KNA, now being reflected also 
through the programming Chestnut Ridge Park's amphitheater. 

• the lack of diversity 
• The landscapes. Downtown Cuyahoga Falls is a wonderful place 
• The little parks tucked in and around the neighborhoods and the sledding hills! 
• The local businesses and variety of events that happen 
• The location. 
• The metropark at the end of my street, the quietness of the neighborhood and the 

relationships my neighbors and family have built up over the years. It doesn't seem very often 
that most people know the names of every household on the street or in the entire 
neighborhood like we do. 

• The natural beauty 
• The natural beauty, the quiet and privacy and proximity to everything. 
• The neighborhoods are special for all the wrong reasons! 
• The new immigrant population, along with the traditional culture 
• The old homes and Pilgrim Square area 
• The parks, the shopping, lovely residences, the resources 
• The parks, walkability, schools, Elms close by 
• The People and the History 
• The people that live there 
• The people, art, music and our history 
• the people, quietness 
• The people. The multi style and history of houses. 
• The people. The walkability and closeness to the city center. 
• The proximity to the metro park and the character of the older homes. 
• The roots that exist. The excitement about expansion and building the boulevard back up. 
• The students near akron u are full of energy 
• The support of local businesses. Growing pride in our community. 
• The support of neighbors in Firestone Park is amazing!  It is like one big family. 
• The togetherness of the residents 
• The trees, the street lights, the brick roads. 
• The Zoo, the Perkins Stone mansion, the John Brown Home, The John Brown Monument. Our 

library is a community center, The Urban League and the Food Bank.  Edgewood Village, The 
new Schools 
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• There are lots of family 
• There are many culture here, particularly from Asia. 
• There is a great deal of potential, people who want to improve our neighborhood 
• There really isn't much going on in Copley, I can't think of anything special. 
• This area has a feeling of growing momentum - things turning in a positive direction. 
• Tree lined brick streets, charming and well kept houses, shops and eateries in walking 

distance, diverse people, and an anchoring public library a block away from the Mustard Seed 
store. 

• Tree lined streets, ease of walking, access to parks and major shops and highways 
• Trees 
• trees 
• Trees 
• Trees 
• Trees and beautiful homes 
• Trees, lighting, park in the neighborhood that always has people walking and riding bikes, 

safe sidewalks 
• Truthfully, not much. 
• usually easy walking but not currently with construction 
• Very eclectic.  Has great bar scene.  Local places to eat and drink.  Walkable neighborhood 
• very friendly, love taking long walks through it and Fairlawn. 
• very little besides being really close to weird animal shelter led by an incredibly rich person 
• Walk in the Park Cafe 
• walkability 
• Walkability, mix of incomes, diversity of ages and races and density of working and playing. 
• Walkability, vibrancy, beauty (old buildings & plantings), cool local businesses, and 

fascinating and diverse neighbors. 
• Walkability. Not having to drive everywhere keeps you more present in your neighborhood... 

Run into neighbors, chat, learn about community events 
• Walkability and access to all the key "necessities" from groceries and coffee to ice cream, bars, 

and movies 
• Walkable 
• walkable bar/restaurant district, Highland Theatre, young/hip vibe, brick roads 
• Walkable shops, beautiful parks, proximity to the city's arts center (in my opinion - Highland 

Square). 
• We are a tight knit group of families who support each other and love our community. 
• We are close to the lake/ Growing Mindz memorial garden/ the trail 
• We are very proud of our neighborhood and its history.  That pride shows in how we take care 

of our property, come together to celebrate and walk the neighborhood saying hello! 
• We have kids park and Halloween on the 31th October 
• We have many different cultures in the area. 
• We're located in between downtown and highland square and market Street cuts right 

through! We're full of drama, art, schools and small businesses. In West Hill we can work and 
live in the same house/building and more of Akron needs this special gift. 

• Well kept homes, good neighbors. 
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• Well not a whole lot. Cuyahoga Falls is really improving with new shopping and restaurants 
• West Hill is a good place to walk through enjoy an impromptu meal or drink with friends, 

peruse though old records and thrift finds. Merman Hills is a quiet family oriented, dog 
walking, bike riding neighborhood due it's deliberate isolation from anything that is 
remotely commercial. 

• WestHill is the first neighborhood in Akron, and has timely history. Also because there's 
nothing there, meaning that it's blank canvass. And also it's where my business the House of 
Kungfu was created and is its central location. 

• Wildlife that visits my yard. 
• You can walk to a park. 

 
 

Question 4: What neighborhood do you give an "A" in arts and culture? 
 
Top 3 (above 5%) 

• Highland Square - 49.30% (140 responses)  
• Downtown - 27.11% (77 responses) 
• North Hill - 5.63% (16 responses) 

 
 

Question 5: What grade do you give your neighborhood? 
 

• A - 16.72% (48 responses) 
• B - 35.19% (101 responses) 
• C - 33.80% (97 responses) 
• D - 10.45% (30 responses) 
• F - 3.83% (11 responses) 

 

Question 6: What will it take to get your neighborhood to an "A" ranking in arts and culture? 
 

• 1.) The R.I.G.H.T. "Committee" not taking credit/planning things FOR the 
neighborhoods  2.)Art that is done by the neighborhood people not totally "redone" by "real" 
artists  3.)  Intergenerational art/music/play activities - with simple fun and expression in 
mind (use cardboard, chalk, bubbles, do non-competitive games). 

• A 'central park' area where concerts, plays, festivals can happen 
• A bulldozer 
• a commitment to encouraging our youth and adults to express themselves freely 
• A continued effort from the local businesses and community 
• A fountain, a place to meet. 
• A lot - this neighborhood is all spread out and lacks a true "hub" (except maybe the 

intersection of W Market and Pershing area); probably need to form an arts committee for 
the neighborhood and see if they could envision how to infuse art here? 
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• A major civic effort to value arts and culture 
• A music venue. A cool restaurant. 
• A performance space south of market street and more community public gathering spaces 
• A public square, a park... something that draws people to a central place. A place where 

people can express their creativity. We need more places like that. 
• A richer quality awareness of the other artists in the neighborhood and some events to tie us 

together bringing awareness to even more events in other areas. But like other groups it can 
become weighted with people that can have exclusive agendas. 

• A sense of compassion and acceptance 
• A small performance venue (and at least one that’s not a bar), an art gallery, and/or better 

exposure/channel for the arts/culture going on in this area 
• Access to more community events 
• Adding additional interests; skating, bowling and art exhibits. 
• Already one 
• Already there 
• Already there. 
• An annual neighborhood party with music. 
• An increase in events that support arts and culture. Publicity and attendance to events such as 

Bath Hollow Art Fest. 
• Art park, artist studios, 
• Arts and culture are not prevalent in the Neighborhood. 
• Arts based events that are open to the public 
• availability of effective public transportation and more shops and small businesses within 

walking distance 
• Bath is technically not in Akron so you may need to bounce this survey 
• Beautification, art, and a vibrant business community that can afford to clean up their 

images/parking lots/shop fronts 
• Because of diverse arts , cultures and languages in multicultural communities 
• Being back the ballet to hardesty park 
• Better community 
• better crime prevention, streets and schools with good art and music instruction 
• Better informing the community of events before they happen. Maybe a neighborhood 

activity flyer delivered to residents. 
• Better roads, better city care of common spaces. 
• better utilization of common spaces (more common spaces, too) 
• Bright art pieces, murals, photography showcased, programming 
• Clean up the following: cigarette ads all over every small store and the landlord-owned 

housing stock on N. Howard.  Slow traffic on N. Howard to 25 mph and create a historic row 
that leads gracefully down to Mustill Store and the canal, the Northside Distruct, and 
downtown. 

• Clean up the streets and some of the wooded areas near the sidewalk to make it look nice as 
people drive by...maybe add an art piece in a few spots. 

• Cleaning up the intersection in the middle of town 
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• Collaborative art.  Art for the people.  Art with a bold political message.  Art that helps break 
the routine. 

• Community center with art workshops 
• Continuation of community events--Porch Rokr, Farmer's Market, Arts Fest, Hardesty Park 

Art Expo, Highland Square Theatre events, marathons, National Park community events. 
• Continue the revitalization. 
• Continuing & new commitment of residents in activities 
• Continuing to highlight that sports are a part of the community's culture is key. Afterhours 

play in the Commons are at Canal Courts definitely contributes to the community culture! 
• Creating true spaces where all people feel welcome to have an experience together 
• Designated galleries and performance space. 
• Develop the Valley - and not by adding more bars!  I believe people will come.  Weathervane 

and None to Fragile do reasonably well (though NtF is moving). 
• Developing more community areas. 
• Diversity 
• Diversity of art forms and participants 
• Diversity, more free and accessible events, more art spaces and art events 
• Don't know. I go to Akron. 
• Downtown is an old-fashioned approach to fostering arts and culture.  I'm more interested in 

how we might replicate it or empower other neighborhoods to increase their ranking. 
• elevating the quality of events 
• Engagement -- neighbors kind of keep to themselves as there aren't events to bring us all 

together. The church on Portage Path has events, but very few of the members there actually 
live in our neighborhood. They are very friendly and we like to visit, but they aren't living next 
door, they drive in to their church... I just wish there were more connections. Sidewalks on 
Portage Path to connect the different chunks of our neighborhoods would encourage more 
walking around the blocks, and maybe help people meet along the way. 

• engaging community artists; arts festival 
• Festivals highlighting the people that live here, murals and other visual representations. I 

want to experience the cultural richness and see it represented. 
• Festivals, celebrations of arts, art shop 
• Few chain stores 
• fewer white, crazy fox-watching-tea-partiers  Other than that, investing in arts other than 

marching bands 
• Figuring out how to get people out of their houses to engage 
• Fine dining.  A good coffee shop.  Schools that strongly encourage the arts, and set the bar 

high.  Public art and music. 
• First get rid of the crime and shootings. 
• First you have to have that as a goal 
• Food options and the opening of the coffee shop. Those elements play into the arts culture as 

having those options will keep people and dollars in the area. 
• Form a gallery or two in the neighborhood and less on another bar. 
• Funding to pay artists for performances. Also a residency opportunity such as an "Exchange," 

house where artists could live and work to promote the resurgence that is already occuring. 
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• Galleries and Art dealers bring Artists and Collectors from across the globe. 
• get more residents involved 
• Have more areas/activities to be outdoors.  The landscaping needs to be something creative 

using wood, stone, metal, plants and lighting; rather than plain looking.  Maybe a sculpture 
at the entrance to Akron on Rt 91.  There are too many old, closed businesses/building sitting 
vacant.  There should be community events to include the public.  The look needs to be 
vibrant and spruced up.  Not necessarily newer facilities but clean and upgraded.  Too many 
phone, tobacco and cash loan places. 

• Highland Square businesses need to keep their properties cleaner.  The city needs to repair 
the terrible sidewalks in Highland Square and do something about the corners where 
panhandlers stand. 

• I believe we are on the right track. 
• I don't care to have that in my neighborhood. 
• I don't necessarily know that Firestone Park should aim to be a highland square-esque area. 

It's not cut from the same cultural cloth. That said, I think projects that would serve this 
community well include farmers markets, family days at the park, and clearer 
communication for the programs that we do have. They're marketed very poorly. 

• I don't want it to be ranked "A" in arts and culture.  I like it's individuality. 
• I feel very at home in the Highland Square neighborhood.  The murals and the walk-ability, 

safe feeling, and the history all intertwined definitely makes me want to show it off any time 
I'm i the area. 

• I have no idea. I'm not sure my neighborhood needs any. 
• I like that there are accessible parks with festivals but there is no public art in my 

neighborhood although there are several artists that live here- John Sokol, Scott and 
Sandinista phillips, etc. 

• I like the peace and quite of the country setting where  live in Portage county. I work in akron 
• I live in the suburbs and our community lacks a downtown. 
• I Pass. We're not that kind of neighborhood. We're a place to raise families, not business of 

"the Arts". 
• I think as a stand alone township it’s fine as it has easy access to Already n and Cleveland if 

we’re looking for more. Don’t require It here proper. 
• I think that Copley road area just needs more investment in general. People are afraid 

because of vandalism. Involve neighbors help them create beauty in their neighborhood. 
• I think that for our Copley Road and Auld Farm neighborhood needs:     1. Financial capital to 

restore and refurbish historic homes with low-interest loans that celebrate homeownership. 
Think City of Lakewood's guaranteed home restoration loans of the 1990s and 2000s where 
residents were guaranteed loans to restore their historic homes at a rate of 1% repayment. If 
the home remained owner-occupied for 10 years, the loan was dissolved.    2. Neighborhood 
safety needs to be reviewed and police presence needs to be increased to provide Copley 
Road residents with a sense of community.   3. Walking with each other. Perhaps someone 
could join the #girltrek movement? This participation is limited to black women committed 
to walking out their front door into a revolution of self-care. @girltrek Communities that walk 
together, talk together. People who talk get creative, get to know each other and participate 
in rebuilding their community.   4. Creating a partnership with Copley Road organizations like 
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the Summit County Historical Society, with artists like Woodrow Nash, and bringing in the 
impact of Crouse CLC, Buchtel, etc. 

• I think we have an A-. We have so many arts and cultures activities in our neighborhood in our 
parks, in our schools through our library branch. To get an A+ we could see more everyday 
activities and grassroots things. 

• I think we have it. More city investment would always be nice. 
• I would like to see Chapel Hill mall replaced with an arts center and a smaller shopping 

district; focusing solely on the area's small business startups and accelerators. 
• I'm not sure it needs an A ranking when there's so much within a few miles. 
• I'm not sure our little neighborhood has an arts and culture presence...not because we don't 

want it but more that I'm not sure how it could happen. 
• If only the people in our town appreciate the arts and culture more and support the cause of 

our younger generation and the ones who are doing it now. 
• Improved housing and logical programs 
• Increase arts and cultural activitites and opportunities in the immediate area 
• Increased interest in and participation if residents. Pretty apathetic and disinterested for the 

most part. And uncultured 
• Investment in local artists and venues to showcase the arts. 
• Investment in public spaces.   An attitude change from people outside of the neighborhood 

about the neighborhood. 
• It's a strictly residential neighborhood so not much chance of that happening. 
• It's doesn't have to be. It's a nice, "regular," neighborhood. You don't need hustle and bustle 

everywhere. Some of us like it close by, but not next door. 
• It’s an A+ 
• Its not truly pedestrian friendly to engage in arts and culture type activities like HS or 

Kenmore Blvd. 
• Just about anything.  Theres really nothing here pertaining to the arts. 
• Just keep doing what they are doing! 
• Just maintain. 
• Leveraging more dollars to work on building the UPD40 area at Crosby into a neighborhood 

with small and eclectic/artsy retail on first floors of houses, and living/apartments above. Also 
converting W. Market St. Vincent's and Highland Square a more pedestrian friendly and 
retail friendly area for residents. The Fountain Park across from the LeBron James "I Promise" 
school is beautiful and a way to make it pedestrian friendly by helping the small businesses 
that are already right there, and adding more, also a few more small places to eat with out 
door cafes? Crime is still a major factor here, so neighborhood efforts need to be 
strengthened somehow also. 

• Linking up with Goodyear 
• live performances 
• making places more accessible and approachable will help. Lobbies of so many buildings are 

given very little attention. Every building downtown should have an inviting entrance and 
some thought given to enhance the experience walking into the building. 

• making use of blighted properties that have sat vacant for years 
• maybe get the association to do theatre in the park for kids, or art shows in the green, etc 
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• Maybe some cool murals, a gallery somewhere, an artists gathering of some sort, anything 
that brings people together. 

• money as support for the artists. 
• Money, local political and grassroots will 
• more "arts energized" places 
• more art and murals 
• More art galleries, music venues 
• More art on display throughout the neighborhood. Murals on buildings. 
• More art related events 
• More art whether sculpture or otherwise 
• More art work on the streets. Highland Square could be so much more vibrant with just a 

little more color! 
• More artistic landmarks and accessibility 
• More artists moving here. 
• More arts activity 
• More arts and culture and community events in the area. 
• More artwork 
• More attention from the powers that be.  The city government needs to help promote the 

Arts here and also to let people know this is a safe area to come into. 
• More black arts 
• more bus routes 
• more city organized public cultural community events. IN MY neighborhood, I know of none. 
• more coffee shops and a gym for god’s sake ... 
• More colors on buildings, unique crosswalks, more stages for plays, stand up, music, more 

outdoor art murals 
• More community activities 
• More community activities around Goodyear Blvd and the Reservoir 
• More community based projects and initiatives. 
• More community gardening and people willing to join in. And we all hope they add a market 

so the people that live in middlebery don't have to go so far just to but food for there familys 
• More community opportunities. 
• More cultural events going on in our neighborhood, especially ones that support and 

celebrate diverse cultures. 
• More culture 
• More diversity 
• More diversity, events with live music, public art 
• More emerging leaders with intent of staying in leadership positions. (There is transient 

energies. The young leaders have been noted to be advantageous for starting something, 
putting lots of energy into it, doing it for one year, or maybe a few years, but then get burned 
out and can't sustain energies to continue, then there is no one trained or suggested to take 
over the flow.)     We need better sustained leadership in groups who plan to continue on. This 
is where energies are needed.     There is also need for institutional knowledge to be passed 
down to the new leadership.     There has been a lot of "excitement", i.e. Hurry up, decide, do, 
and then burn out on many culturally based-community projects.  It is nice to see projects 
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happen, but I have not been satisfied with the after-energies.     My neighborhood in 
Highland Square has a recently created pocket park. (Yay, that's nice they added some 3rd 
space elements to the vacant lot. They added two sculptures, some trees and flora, and a 
bench or two, and a sign to post events/information.)     1-2 years later, yes the grass has been 
mowed. There has been  maybe one or two small gathering events in the area, someone is 
mowing it, the sign board has been vacant almost 100% of the time with no one posting it. 
I've never seen anyone hanging out there. (At least the hookers aren't using it. As far as on can 
tell.)    What they HAVE done right is install vertical wooden posts street signs. The two 
beautifully-made wooden signs look incredibly pleasing and make you feel like you are 
entering/crossing into an area that cars. (The pocket park does not really do that, especially 
with the vacant sign board.)     Suggestion: PorchRokr or the churches could post 
something/anything in there ... it's that close.     Our neighborhood also has a lot of TRASH. It's 
continual, it's consistent, and I know the city council man has been doing a fantastic job in 
trying to combat this issue by conversing with the two stores where a lot of the products have 
been purchased and then absent-mindedly discarded. (Empty alcohol bottles, fast-food 
containers, cigarettes, condoms/wrappers, plastic cigar filters, etc.) 

• more ethnic cultural events that truly welcome outsiders 
• more events, more murals 
• More exposure! 
• More fine art drawing painting craft cooking classes and camps in my neighborhood.  I 

choose to travel to Medina for dance, need to travel to Bath for drama.  More here would be 
awesome, but it is a small community. 

• more gallery space, continue to revitalize downtown 
• more inclusivity 
• More investment from the city to draw others into our community. We're on the rebound but 

need a boost like the festivals and concerts nearby Hardesty has 
• More involvement and support, especially financial from the big companies that are getting a 

tax abatement. Let's see Goodyear, Sterling, InfoCision and the wealthy in the county buy 
more art and have house concerts.  The county and Akron needs to bring in people from the 
outside of the area by creating tourism. 

• More live music of varied types.  The couple of "fests" are nice, but more could be done. 
• More live performance venues, smaller than Goodyear Hall 
• More live work play 
• More local infrastructure, more inclusive art related events, more lively streets, more public 

transportation 
• More local offerings and involvement 
• more marketing for opportunities of what is available. 
• More music venues and galleries. 
• More neighborhood events, more small local shops and more diverse food choices that aren't 

chains. 
• More neighborhood events. Our neighborhood is very quiet and residential. When I think of 

arts and culture in NW Akron, I think of Sand Run Park. 
• More networking, connecting. One of our goals at Rubber City Prints is to get connected with 

local schools such as I promise and St V! I think the biggest thing that will help all of Akron is a 
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way to connect more, partner more and be able to access a free exchange of ideas. I want to 
see our neighborhood find peace from violence. I want it to be considered a safe place to live 
for the artists that reside at our location. I especially want more "local" history transportation 
such as a regular trolley and "group" walks around the area! Akron2akron just started this and 
I think it's great. We need bigger groups of people out walking around and enjoying the nice 
weather while it lasts. We need more FREE community events for non-profits! We need 
consistency in our marketing plan for the arts!! I'm sure I could say even more on the topic 

• More of the same...concerts, art, etc... 
• More outdoor art and people talking about the things to do in West Akron (besides the art 

festival in Hardesty that happens once a year) 
• More outdoor arts venues - bicycling 
• more outside art 
• More outside art, maybe near Wallhaven if it makes sense. Decorative banners along the 

roads to bring in color and design 
• more people taking the lead 
• More people who have professions in the arts or are actively passionate about the arts. 
• more presence of arts and culture 
• More programming and funding to people who want to make things happen in Goodyear 

Heights. 
• More public art 
• More public art displays in the area 
• More public art, more art 'doing' available to the public. 
• More public arts projects! There is no public art in my specific neighborhood. It'd be nice to 

see more color and liveliness added to the atmosphere. 
• More public entertainments and festivals. 
• More public programs and cultural activities. 
• More public spaces that showcase art in the less gentrified areas. Inclusive arts and culture. 
• More restaurants 
• More sculptural gardens, landscapes as you drive through the westside.  Also more modern, 

contemporary 3d sculptures and murals. 
• More small businesses, more opportunities, and more public art spaces. 
• More spaces to create.   More safety (less robberies, less damages) 
• More support for the Manchester School arts programs.  Sharing of student and resident art 

visually in the community. 
• More support from cultural organizations. Everything we do, we do ourselves. We'd like to 

know we are valued by other organizations. We have a great CDC infrastructure to get things 
done but they need help bringing arts in and mobilizing what is here, tying into the broader 
arts ecosystem. 

• More than just fast food places to eat or higher end taverns.  Clean up of certain areas as they 
look run down 

• More theater, more live music, more street and sidewalk and outdoor art! 
• more things, more frequently 
• more unique experiences: stores, festivals, walking tours 
• more variety 
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• More younger residents, more diversity 
• Mostly there. Sustaining some continuous/weekly/monthly events or galleries in addition to 

one off events 
• Motivation and good intentions 
• Music venues. Maybe a publicly funded area for local artists to sell their work? Weekly flea 

markets with some stalls sponsored by the city, showcasing local talent. 
• My neighborhood of Ellet needs an infusion of history markers and artists to create the 

special place that it is. 
• NA - it’s a family friendly neighborhood 
• Need to have more publicity and push of open opportunities for discussion, sharing, plays, 

dinners, overall, community moments. We could be more open and inclusive and less 
exclusive. It's pretty good here, but could always be more open. 

• Need to have some venues in arts or culture.  This area is great to raise a family with families 
but lacks, other than "Artisan", unique venues to listen, watch, eat or gather 

• Not sure. We are the “nature” neighborhood!! 
• Not sure. We're doing ok. But more after school education would be welcome. 
• Once the theatre reopens on Front St 
• One or more families that is not white living here. 
• open events to other residents 
• Our neighborhood could be even better if funding were available to bolster the 

neighborhood non-profit group. Right now, it is primarily volunteer-run, which won't allow 
for it to grow any further. 

• Our neighborhood does a great job. 
• people need to clean up the yard 
• Physically picking it up and moving it. Very last corner of Akron, butting up to Fairlawn & 

Bath 
• Places and events involving arts and culture. As well as community engagement 
• Poorly developed survey questions. Should have had branch for those not living or working in 

city. 
• protection 
• Public art, more community festivals, more interaction with University of Akron 
• Quality entertainment and traditional cultural experiences - i.e., Shakespeare 

performances.  Develop Aster Avenue - make it aesthetically pleasing.  Right now, it is an 
embarrassing mess. 

• Questions four, five and six are not congruent 
• Relocating!! 
• Repair replace less automation more small business 
• Resident involvement. 
• See answer to #9. (Same) 
• Sell some of the empty buildings and bring Copley Rd. back to life. 
• SIDE WALKS!, a dog park, more artistic sculptures - we lost the native american wood carving 

on Market this past year so more art like that and then there is a new "jazz" sculpture/sign 
that just makes no sense and is kind of an eye sore on Market so less of that. 
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• Since I live outside of Akron, I'm not sure my area is a focus. I do spend most of my time both 
working and going to law school in Akron. I think I would give Akron an "A" if we cleaned up 
the old buildings and abandon houses in Akron. I think there could be more green spaces 
around the community - that would help too. 

• Since there is mostly Americans that live in my neighborhood it would be better if we had 
more Asian/ foreign people 

• Some coordination. It's great that we have all the ingredients (food, bars, public space, 
library, schools - heck, I think we can claim Firestone HS in Wallhaven) but there's nothing 
syncing them together. Wallhaven is divided by Market and confused by a million tiny signs 
trying to promote THIS BUSINESS or THIS ORGANIZATION that you lose the whole (want to 
know what I'm talking about? drive by the CVS near Frank and West Market - it's signage 
overload). To this point I think the neighborhood actually could be served best if we did an 
assessment of the physical presentation and how welcoming/how easy it is to transverse to 
all these cool spots with cool people. 

• Some sort of outdoor band or arts performance since Hardesty Park stopped presenting 
Akron Symphony this year.  What else is there really? 

• Someone needs to open a gallery/performance space on Market. Also, not booking the same 
5 bands all the time would be super cool. 

• Something that as never been done and it must be fun for all ages. 
• Street festivals, public art 
• Stronger Neighborhood Association. Not a party planning committee 
• Support for local artists and creative people 
• Support from Local city governing bodies to provide places and spaces for arts to serve that 

particular community. 
• The annual Artsfest at Hardesty Park was great but we could use more smaller events 

throughout the year.  We need to support smaller, local businesses like the Akrona gallery 
and promote neighborhood events  Perhaps the schools like Resnick and the Community 
Centers are to think about events that engage more kids and families 

• The Mayor and Police worry about the  taxpayers instead of the 2% raise in November! 
• the people in the neighborhood have the money to support the arts and culture but nothing 

is bringing these things to their attention 
• The zoo does a good job, but the work that is done is all inside the fence, the murals on the 

library are great, and inspiring, but it does not go out in to the neighborhood.  If our 
neighborhood had the same flow of "happiness" that flows out of Don Drumms studio and 
follows you along the street that would move us to an A.  Not sure how to do that, but there 
must be a way. 

• There are a lot of events happening that need better publicity. An events booklet was sent 
with the water and sewer bills, but I live in senior housing and we do not pay for utilities so we 
did not vet the booklet. 

• There is currently only school related arts and culture in my neighborhood. 
• There is no arts in North Hill, so anything will help 
• There really isn't a venue but so easy to come to Akron for opportunities 
• There’s a lot of parks in my neighborhood. Maybe doing some kind of arts in the parks 

program? 
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• To earn an A rating, I believe a neighborhood should have a wide variety of freely or 
inexpensive available art, shops, classes & programs available to people of all ages. 

• Too small to do that.  I live in W Akron--Hardesty Park and Highland Square are good 
• top 10 Nationally ranked art museum, Five star restaurant,  Lowest  crime rate in USA, 

preserved historical architecture. Internationally recognized gardens. High end Galleries. 
Better public art. 

• Transportation to take older people downtown at night. 
• Visible art, more culturally defined restaurants, and access to resources for diverse 

populations 
• Walkable. Across the busy streets to the amenities. Creative and vibrant streetscapes. 
• Wallhaven is great, but the arts are a little low. Akrona Gallery is wonderful, but it would be 

great to see more. I wish Hardesty could have some permanent exhibits. Even traveling 
exhibits like what the Akron Art Museum does would go a long way in bringing some art and 
education to the community. 

• We are already an A 
• We are culturally adjacent. Near downtown, near the square. The only actual venue is the 

theatre at Balch Street which is under-utilized 
• We don't have  my arts venue over in our neck of the woods. I think it would be cool to see 

more murals and more event spaces in the neighborhood. There's not many local walking 
joints. 

• We don’t have much at all except the theater at Balch 
• We have a ton of things at Hardesty Park but I think we could have more color around the 

neighborhood 
• We have access in North Canton, Green, or Akron but there is absolutely nothing here in 

Greentown. There is one supposed art shop on State St. And Cleveland Ave. But it's really not 
all that impressive or artistic. 

• We have little theater but that's all 
• We need a working venue - performance space, gallery, studio - really anything. We don't 

even have churches or stores that host concerts. 
• We would need a more specific focus on arts and culture as well as a community building of 

some kind to gather and share in events. 
• We would need more offerings in our neighborhood - advertised probably through the 

schools and the stores in the area.  Like the arts displays in Hardesty Park and the Orchestra 
playing in Firestone Park.  It would be nice if Ellet would be included in those events and hold 
them in the area.  I think they could get a could turn-out. 

• With the exception of the library and some concert venues, the examples of culture in my 
neighborhood are day or weekend-long festivals. I prefer actual brick-and-mortar spaces to 
pop-up cultural experiences. Quite frankly, I try to leave town during the festivals because the 
noise and crowds make my neighborhood and uncomfortable place to be. (Although I 
suspect I'm in the minority when it comes to that opinion.) 

• Year-round events not just summer 
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Question 7: What city do you give an "A" in arts and culture? Why?  
 
Top 5 Responses 

• Cleveland - 17.72% (48 responses) 
• Akron - 17.34% (47 responses) 
• Chicago - 9.23% (25 responses) 
• New York - 8.12% (22 responses) 
• Columbus - 4.80% (13 responses) 

 
 

Question 8: What grade do you give Akron? 
 

• A - 12.46% (36 responses) 
• B - 43.25% (125 responses) 
• C - 34.95% (101 responses) 
• D - 7.61% (22 responses) 
• F - 1.73% (5 responses) 

 
 

Question 9: What will it take to get Akron to an "A" ranking in arts and culture?? 
 

• $$$. Overcoming cultural apathy. 
• 1. Educate the public to be clean citizens. (Pick up your trash and when finished with 

something hang on to the packaging and then throw it away when you find a proper 
receptacle.)    2. Quality and Maintenance: Is there a plan in place by the city of Akron from it's 
Lock 3 Summer Arts Experience program that was recently closed? (There is maintenance 
needed toward some of the pieces created, who is responsible for this, when does it take 
place, who does the work? Was there budget reserved for the maintenance of the artwork 
created through this program?)     3. Follow-Through: There is a lot of talk in town, great ideas, 
and assets shared (via knowledge and energies). Many times, the knowledge that was shared, 
was not taken to the next level. (Because it would cost $$$ more for the next level.) However, 
the original knowledge was NOT accessible to the public, nor made accessible to those who 
requested it with intent to take the knowledge further, and the organizations who paid for 
the consulting ... disbanded. Where did this information go? Where did the finalized 
information go? Who did it help? (It was regarding Arts and Culture ... and was funded 
through the Knight Foundation.) No progress was made. Therefore, FOLLOW THROUGH. 
Please have a final product or 'something to show' for the effort your are asking your 
citizens/patrons/public/arts experts to contribute to. Please! 

• 1. Greater and more diverse artistic opportunities (i.e. dance, movement, performance, visual 
arts, literary arts, etc). This includes opportunities to view art/exhibitions/performances, and 
to engage with art by, participating in workshops, for example. These need to include 
opportunities for everyday individuals of all ages, including adults, and not solely geared 
toward youth or professional (adult) artists. Other arts-related events, like artists talks, panel 
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discussions, and lectures, would be included here.  2. Greater opportunities for arts-related 
professionals, like arts writers, scholars, art educators and independent curators. These 
individuals are also needed for a lively arts community in Akron.  3. Greater diversity of art-
centered spaces.  4. Greater funding for arts, including funding for individuals and not only 
non-profits or institutions.   5. Greater awareness of the arts and its social value.  6. Greater 
access to the arts for all (Access here not only refers to the types of events or the amount of 
events but also to their affordability.) Greater access also means access for all of Akron’s 
communities (cultural and artistic) of all ages. 

• 1.) Foster more times for artists and non-artists to learn from each other (all levels of artists 
from beginner to professional).  2.)  Do special artist tour weekends twice a year - NOT once a 
month!  Give the artists who are NOT in the downtown area a chance to show their 
studios/spaces/wares ....map it out!  Let people create their OWN tours of the artists they 
want to see and experience in their spaces and places.  (Maybe people didn't KNOW they had 
an artist in the neighborhood!)  3.)  Have a map of potential studios for rent in the Akron area 
for artists.  Encourage people to RENT to artists - or think of making space to rentable (and 
affordable) to artists.  (There's a GREAT need for this in Akron!) 

• A commitment to making the arts inclusive for both audiences and performers. 
• A competitive gallery/dealer system that supports the Artists. One of the biggest Art dealers 

in the world is from Akron. There are other Gallerists and dealers from Akron in NYC and 
other major cities. Why are there no sister galleries in Akron? 

• A concerted effort to focus and gather information about area performances; convening 
stakeholders about the meaning of arts in our area, and also its intersection with other 
nonprofit/civic concerns. Akron as a whole would probably need another major museum and 
performance space to get anywhere close. 

• A lot 
• A mid-size music venue. 
• A miracle. 
• A more cohesive plan, one that supports local business and creates walkable areas (We're too 

spread out) where you can stroll and experience things without needing an event to bring you 
to that area. 

• A thriving creative economy 
• accessibility to events- Lock 3 ramp is prohibitive, difficult to park blocks away and get to 

anything.  Little opportunity to make these events available to low mobility, elderly or 
disabled. 

• Accessible venues to showcase art and support of local artists. 
• Additional cultural events and art displayed throughout the city. 
• Advertise the events more...find places in more neighborhoods or stores to put up flyers for 

events around town, like Panera or Starbucks. 
• Affordable studio space with 24 hour access. More galleries open to all artists of all skill levels 

and mediums. More adult education/class offerings. Stop throwing money at Summit 
Artspace, they do not engage the community, and people don’t buy art from their shows. 

• Akron actually is a cheap place to live. Why there aren't more artists, writers and musicians 
here taking advantage of the cheap rent and empty buildings, I don't know. Akron definitely 
needs to hold itself up to a higher critical standard, however. It's a small town and sometimes 
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we reward creative people just because they are doing something creative, regardless of the 
level of quality or dedication to their practice. 

• Akron has a lot to offer in arts and culture. But sometimes, it feels a little "cut off" or elitist. I 
would like to see a more inclusive arts and culture scene, where our city's artistry speaks to 
the social challenges and needs of our community - whether that be overcoming barriers to 
opportunity, language and cultural divides, racial disparities, or economic hardship. Art has, 
for centuries, been a way to speak out on the societal issues that need to be challenged and 
addressed. Akron's art scene could do more to authentically engage our marginalized 
communities in these conversations, using art as the vehicle to do that. 

• Akron has SO MUCH POTENTIAL.  And a deep history in arts and culture.  The real challenge 
at this point is how will it evolve.  What is the real, long-term vision around the Heinz Poll 
Summer Dance Festival?  How does spreading itself out across the neighborhoods bring us 
altogether?  Akron's history has been self-sufficient neighborhoods and now that's with what 
we must contend.  I don't think it's about creating a single arts and culture neighborhood, but 
about creating a unifying umbrella across all neighborhoods. 

• Akron in the downtown and near downtown is moving up rapidly.  Creating unique to each 
neighborhood identities  (as has happened in North Hill and Kenmore) would help other 
areas 

• Akron is currently on the right track on how it has been focusing more on arts and culture. It's 
just not completely there yet. 

• Akron is definitely getting there!  With such a small footprint in Northeast Ohio, it definitely 
makes a name for itself keeping its history, jazz, and creative mindset elevates it 
high.   Downtown has so much potential, it just needs more human occupancy to provide 
more vibrancy. 

• Akron needs more events that are accessible and inclusive to all members of the Akron 
community that are also happening year round - not just the summer months. 

• Akron needs more public art and more awareness around the arts. It seems all the arts 
organizations trying to make a breakthrough in bettering the community don't get as much 
attention as the construction does. I want to see more murals from Art Bomb Brigade, more 
storefront from Curated Storefront, and more people attending and filling galleries like 
Akron Soul Train, The Emily Davis Gallery, Summit Art Space, etc. 

• Akron needs the community's support as well as more funding.  Also if Akron U developed its' 
Myers School of Art that would help younger artists stay local instead of going to more better 
known Art Schools and Colleges with superior programs.  I believe that the organizations that 
support the arts need to extend their reach to other communities as well as the youth. 

• Akron needs to be more accessible to people with disabilities. We want to be involved in the 
arts. It's going to take lot from the city to make it more accessible. It also going take lot of 
grassroots collaborative efforts to make the arts more accessible to seniors and people with 
disabilities. Attendance is down in arts events gotta find ways bring kids in they are future of 
the arts. 

• Akron needs to bring life back to downtown, and connect neighborhoods to downtown and 
each other.     A healthy, safe downtown needs to include hip and affordable places to live, 
pedestrian traffic and safe places to hang out, awesome public transportation, and small 
businesses to shop at.     Downtown is presently not safe to visit, lacking places to go or live, 
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and is quite frankly overrun with underserved “homeless” people in need of mental health 
and addiction services. 

• All of our stakeholders coming together and sharing this unified arts and culture plan would 
be an amazing step forward, helping to focus our city and give us the best chance for a 
sustainable and vibrant arts community city-wide. 

• Already answered 
• Already has an A 
• already there 
• Already there in my view 
• Already there. 
• An arts festival. Downtown needs a facelift. 
• An arts tax to help support the arts. 
• Art Education 
• art equality for the neighborhoods, only 5 or 6 on board. need initiats in all 24 neighborhoods 
• Art festivals and being open to dialogue 
• Art, art, everywhere! 
• Believe and invest in the local artists you have within your on communities.  Be intentional in 

diversifying culturally.  there's all types of styles of art.  And each artist in their own way can 
create great look for our city 

• Better food 
• better public transportation, more walkable routes into downtown. 
• Better recycling in public places and accessibility. More Gender Sexuality Acknowledgement. 

Public water bottle fill stations. 
• Better restaurants downtown 
• better signage about events, more exposure with advertising, aligned promotions of artists, 

agencies, and locations 
• Boost the economy first, then the arts and culture energy will follow. 
• both of these cities represent different facets of the jewel that is northeast ohio. The have 

grown individually yet harmonize with each other aesthetically. Perhaps because they are 
encouraging each other to be all that a postmodern-former-industrial city can be 

• Bridge the gap 
• Bring bigger acts to town (why can't any rap/pop acts play at the UA stadium? ) 
• Centralized resources and coalition building for the arts and cultural -- which Arts Now is 

working towards 
• Coming together with the ideas to make it happen 
• community collaboration, generating neighborhood pride, local artists 
• Completion of downtown infrastructure project and business support of the new and 

refurbished buildings there. 
• Connectedness. And letting the weirdness come out in full force. A surprise around every 

corner. On foot. A welcoming and encouragement of public artistic and ethnic expression in 
public spaces. Dancing. Drumming. Music. My favorite thing in New York is the group roller 
skating to their own music in Central Park. It seems so organic, easy, fun and authentic. How 
do we welcome this? 

• Continual partnerships such as with the IIA and wick poetry 
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• continue to attract and keep young talent by attracting new business and revitalization of 
downtown 

• continued advertising and participation in the culture such as with porch rockr 
• Continued engagement. Street improvement and lighting so people will be willing to visit the 

multiple neighborhoods and parks hosting events. 
• Continued support of events (the ballet in the parks, porch rocker, etc) and adding additional 

events that include more cultures,  such as the Nepali and bhutanese refugees. 
• Diversity in art and music.  More public art.  No folk music radio or performance 

venues.  Original music at Lock 3 (not just tribute acts).  Less focus on alcohol. 
• Diversity is a strength in Akron but people don't seem to attend cultural events outside of 

their safe zone 
• DIVERSITY. IF YOU HAVE ALL WHITE PEOPLE AND 2 AFRICAN AMERICANS YOU ARE DOING 

IT WRONG. 
• Don't know 
• downtown is full of construction... it’s kinda dead. Businesses seem to be dead but luckily 

there are spots like blujazz and a couple bars hat are nice — make more of these 
• Even more opportunities for people in every neighborhood, of every age, to experience art - 

the making of art/music, the history of art/music, experiencing art and music 
• Events need to be free and/or cheaper and accessible. Include more diverse groups and 

advocate for these groups. Include diverse disability accessibility. Fund diverse groups. Pay 
(young) artists and fund (young) artists. 

• Everything mentioned before 
• Expand the Arts District, Lock 4's revitalization may already be working toward that 
• Finish the road construction.  I take a regional view of our area so some of the above question 

are too City oriented. 
• First step must be to meet basic human needs of food, shelter and jobs. "Culture" is an 

abstract  frill and should not be publicly funded. Art ?  Why not start by better funding more 
summer activities for children across the city?  Fancy grants that pay those in charge and have 
little left for the young artists is a sad, bad joke. 

• First thing is to get the street repairs done downtown. It is awful how long it is taking to get it 
done. 

• First you have to have that as a goal ... but it will take fundraising, more renovations, and 
SOMEHOW to reduce the perception of downtown crime so people feel safer downtown 

• Focusing more on the art and investing the time, energy, and money into something bigger 
than that one person. 

• Focusing on sport as a part of the community's culture. Forgetting this means you're missing 
potentially half of the population. 

• For me it’s already there. 
• Funding. Support. Engaging with the artists. Inviting the arts to help meaningfully facilitate 

the chance and growth of Akron. Space to create, share, show and perform art. Community 
engagement so that people are sold on the "why art should matter to them" question. 

• Gave it an A 
• Generating interest in all areas of the city, North Hill is being encouraged to maintain the 

cultural pride. I dont see that in other areas. Highland Square has music and arts festivals, 
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Hardesty Park arts Expo is still N.West Akron. The City does a great job with the concerts in 
the parks, I don't see local involvement. 

• Get rid of the decision makers at the museum, most local foundations and the University. The 
university is the weakest link since that is really the difference between a place like Knoxville 
and Akron 

• Get that theatre area up and running at the old Goodrich campus. 
• Get the Mayflower out of downtown and find somewhere else for the homeless to hang out. 
• Get University of Akron involved 
• Getting more people involved in their communities. 
• Gh 
• Greater advertising.  Security in some areas.  More murals-love the work near Luigis 
• Greater distribution of arts throughout the community, focus on more than downtown 
• Greater publicity to raise awareness. 
• Hard to judge with downtown ripped up Market street has no charm 
• Have a lot more of it and make it diverse 
• Help people, create a better environment for everyone, cops need to stop harassing people 

for traffic violations and get the damn guns out of the hands of are youth 
• I don't want Akron to be ranked "A" in arts and culture.  I'm happy with it being known as a 

technology hub. I think that will make the city prosper more so than the arts. 
• I gave it an ‘A.’ If I hadn’t, I guess the only thing it could use, though I might dispute this for 

my purposes, is more population to attend and participate. But then it might be a different 
city and not, organically, Akron. 

• I have given Akron and average rating, because while we have gems like the Zoo, the art 
museum, the civic, and stan hywet, there is not a lot of coordination between them and there 
are probably a thousand other smaller organizations as well.  A plan that creates a support 
network in this community and perhaps encourages strategic mergers, or actions to increase 
broader support would be good.  I also think that a sin tax, or something similar is going to be 
required if we are serious about supporting this community and leveraging its ability to fuel 
the rebuilding of Akron.  A flourishing arts and culture community begets a flourishing and 
increasing residency in our city. 

• I love the Cleveland Art Museum, and the Toledo Art Museum, but our Art museum is truly 
lacking.  The Music scene, on the other hand is very good! 

• I think Akron is well on it's way. I love what I am seeing! 
• I think Akron should clean up the historical buildings we have, add more green spaces, and 

clean up abandon houses. 
• I think gaining support from all of the various neighborhoods and suburbs and incorporating 

arts and culture into those communities is important. 
• I think more art classes for the public would be beneficial. Cuyahoga Falls has a Quick Center 

which is an easy place to find classes.  We should have classes of all types and for all ages at 
our recreation centers. 

• I think we are doing  a lot of things right, I really do.  And we seem to be improving.  An extra 
push will always help.  Perhaps we could work to expand awareness? 

• I think we are making great strides and if the efforts continue moving forward we will get 
there.  Things like the Children's Museum are wonderful assets to the community. 
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• I think we've made leaps and bounds since the late 90's... Public murals, the concerts in all 
neighborhoods, etc. You guys are doing well, but maybe trying to keep the cultural voices of 
the neighborhoods separate is okay. Not everyone will be as edgy as the Northend Market, 
and not everyone will be as vanilla as Ellet. Try celebrating the areas in THEIR voices. 

• I would like to feel safe while exploring some of the great stuff already there 
• I'd like it if Akron mirrored Columbus a little more. Display of pride of all people including 

immigrants, the homeless, colored people, rooted, etc. We could combine our classically 
trained with our self-taught artists.  Blend. Have more tourism. Attract more musicians and 
bigger performers who will bring more onlookers. More recreational focus especially in the 
city center. More unique experiences to add to our traditional experiences. Try not to rely 
on  a single dimension. Accept all of the character and use it to draw in those looking for 
acceptance. Give people what they desire and need. Free produce drops, affordable 
recreation, art to display and represent who we are, where we come from and where we are 
going. Need a bit of revival and romanticism. 

• I'm a firm believer that there's always room for improvement.  I would give it A minus if that 
option were available. 

• Improve the infrastructure and perception that its safe to engage and participate. Too many 
empty storefronts, less than great roads and parking, reports of robberies and shootings. 

• In general it does not seem that arts and culture permeates in the entire city. You can tell 
which places do or don't value arts and culture by the way they look. Mostly I am talking 
about how it looks when I drive through neighborhoods. Arts and culture are not necessarily 
evident. I've realized as a new Akron resident that if I want to interact with arts and culture 
here I have to intentionally seek it out. 

• Include Ellet. 🙂 
• Inclusion - it must do something to increase awareness and accessibility for low-income and 

people of color 
• Inclusion, open mindedness. Artists need to get to know each other and be more supportive 

of each other. They need to be financially backed up so they can create and not have to 
worry  about paying their Bill's. Their needs to be more places and opportunities for the art to 
be on display. And better spaces to work in. 

• Increased focus on arts and culture prioritization in our city-wide marketing 
• Information. Programs. Events. 
• Institutions going out into neighborhoods and arts programming in schools. 
• Invest heavily in youth music and theatre. Support local artists. Preserve architecture. Attract 

good performers or bands to the area to play our venues. Give local musicians a place to 
perform/practice 

• Investing in arts education and continually championing the value to the arts to those who 
don't already know how impactful they can be. The reason people don't value the arts here is 
that so few of them experienced them outside of their "routine' art and music classes in 
school. We need a community of arts enthusiasts and patrons and that's only going to 
happen if there is a perceived value and that comes through personal experience!!!!! 

• investment 
• Involving local artists and doers in each neighborhood is key, and making sure the residents 

in each neighborhood are involved in the planning process. 
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• It is an a 
• It'll take people exploring and learning about things that are ALREADY HAPPENING IN 

AKRON. It would be a shame to take for granted the amazing arts and culture-y things that 
have happened and continue to happen daily. I also think arts and culture needs to get hyper 
local. If you asked what does my street rank instead of responding my neighborhood's rank (I 
gave Wallhaven a C) you'd get a better response (I'd say we're at a B). Encouraging events and 
gardens and creativity and etc. etc. etc. where people see it the most - where they are - will I 
think help Akron get to an A ranking. 

• It’s good and getting better. We should keep going in the directions we are going. 
• Its there - but can always we greater! 
• Just more. More of everything. 
• Keep doing what we’re doing in more parts of town, murals, sculpture music theatre 
• Keep working on inclusion and safety 
• less detours 
• Less focus needs to be placed in the heart of downtown and more focus needs to be placed in 

the surrounding neighborhoods. The creation of free or accessible arts centers, as well as 
more neighborhood face to face outreach can bring about real change and bridge gaps in 
cultural differences. 

• Less Rust Belt more sophistication 
• Less violence so you can be out and enjoy the arts and culture 
• Love events like porch rokr. 
• Major upgrades in art and music education, crime prevention and physical improvements to 

the neighborhoods. This would be streets, parks, buildings. Safty for citizens is a major 
problem in Akron. No one wants to live with fear. 

• Make it a place that feels safe and comfortable and looks and smells nice so people want to 
explore the scene. 

• Make it safer for activities. 
• Make public art better, have local artists be more inclusive to people outside their bubble, 

work with city government to allow artworks on some of the blighted spaces 
• Making art more accessible and supporting the arts beyond anchor institutions. There are lots 

of local artists doing great things and they should be able to make more art instead of gaining 
matching funds. Arts in Akron are not equitable. More money seems to be spent downtown 
or in Highland Square. We also need to acknowledge that art can be more than visual art and 
music. I don’t know why there isn’t much support for writers as artists 

• Money, such as a tax that Cleveland has; multiple venues and public support 
• more 
• More (and diverse) restaurants, increased public art, better neighborhood business districts, 

more walkable neighborhoods. I think our programming is pretty robust (downtown and 
neighborhood events & music) 

• More access and support for people to create art and culture   More celebration of and 
communications about artists and cultural experiences   More funding for creative 
expressions  More support for art and culture for Akron’s youth   More emphasis on culture 
and art from Akron’s business community 

• more accessibility and safety 
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• more activists 
• More adult themed classes. More meeting of special interest groups. More instructional 

things for adults, especially photography. 
• More advertising for arts and culture 
• More affordable things 
• more and easier access. more benches 
• More and more funding to keep Akron beautiful (environmentally) 
• More arts involvement in other neighborhoods. More food choices. More live music acts. Its 

really pretty cool here actually, just need a bit of expansion. 
• More cohesive efforts - more stay and play options - BLU-tique hotel is fantastic 
• More collaboration between organizations and more efforts to reach underserved audiences. 
• More communication about what the opportunities are. Arts Now is doing a very good job as 

a beginning. 
• More community arts and culture activities and opportunities throughout Akron 
• More diverse events and projects focused on a variety of ages and backgrounds. Not 

everything needs to happen "downtown" 
• More diversity in arts presentation not just in one small area of downtown. 
• More diversity in its events 
• More dollars, with fewer restrictions, going to small arts projects. At other end of spectrum, 

secure funding for anchor institutions. Both need a boost. And the ‘Knight Arts Challenge’ in 
it’s current form, or at least remove matching gift requirement, and stop giving money to out 
of towners trying to pad their resume. 

• more enticing activities to generate people in downtown 
• more ethnic restaurants and affordable housing downtown 
• More events and more advertising of them.  Spread them out in other areas of Akron that do 

not get the special events.  I'm not sure why Ellet isn't included in any events, but it would be 
nice.  Ellet, Springfield, and Mogadore could all benefit from events in our area but we would 
need to be notified about them. 

• More events throughout the city-not just the wealthy areas. Bring people to new 
neighborhoods with the draw of the arts 

• More events, more awareness, more diversity. More out of the box thinking in terms of what 
we are capable of as a city. Crafty Mart is  awesome. Storytelling events we do are awesome. I 
loved Boss Babes in ATX where they did really awesome workshops for female 
empowerment! 

• more experiences on the street that are unexpected 
• More exposure and better marketing of the arts. Bringing the art to the community rather 

than trying to get the community to the art. 
• More exposure! 
• More financial investment in established arts organizations - Akron Symphony, Akron Art 

Museum, Civic Theatre. Increasing arts in schools and giving children and families access. 
• more free events for all to enjoy.  First Friday is good, free concerts are good.  Need free 

parking downtown again, at least at night 
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• More funding and opportunity for arts in more areas of the city. East and South Akron are 
notably underserved, with exception of Goodyear theatre, but there is a niche for smaller 
spaces as well 

• more funding for the arts. All arts. film, paint, sculpting, dance, music. etc 
• More funding for the arts. More opportunities for artists to be seen and heard. 
• More funding opportunities; more artists able to make a living wage. More public art, more 

conversation, more government support and approval of public art. Art therapy programs to 
engage at risk populations. 

• More grants 
• more inclusion and better promotion of events 
• More inclusive (all physical abilities) and cultural diversity of performers and artists featured. 
• More interested citizens. 
• More investment in emerging artists and the infrastructure that supports them (particularly 

with performing arts, and particularly with dance). More investment in arts that those under 
40 would enjoy, and less in arts that only the senior citizens appreciate - i.e the 
symphony,  the 150th production of Arsenic and Old Lace, super old-timey ballet companies 
(yes, Verb, Groundworks, and Neos all count as super old-timey). More investment in 
performing arts that reflect the 21st century at least, and maybe even those that point us to 
the future, rather than the past.  More diverse types of artists.  The arts and artists I see on 
stage do not reflect the diversity of Akron - they are very white. 

• More involvement of excitement of citizens in the arts and culture 
• More life downtown 
• More live...everything 
• More money and support 
• More money into EJ Thomas and the Civic. 
• More murals, more neighborhood signs/welcome gates to show you are in a new 

neighborhood with its own culture, better use of parks, more color on sidewalks and 
crosswalks 

• More murals. More color. Akron is too grey. Revive, and repurpose some of our older parks 
such as Grace Park, Waters Park. More outdoor and indoor spaces for music and performing 
arts events/shows 

• More museums 
• More newsmakers 
• More of the same 
• More of the same! 
• more people involved in arts and culture 
• More programming. Akron is sleep after 9 pm. The access to events and venues ends to early. 

The nightlife is dead. 
• More projects that celebrate Akron's history without the narrative of it being a dying industry 

town. 
• More public art in run down neighborhoods and vacant spaces. 
• More public art that is accessible to all 
• More publicity and offerings of art and culture related events. 
• More stuff in other neighborhoods 
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• More support for artists as entrepreneurs, more support for businesses that are willing to risk 
opening in blighted areas to support the arts. More residencies for artists that offer live/work 
space 

• More support from the government, loosening of restrictions that stand in the way of 
progress. For example, the Farmers Market at Will Christy Park can't put permanent signage 
or allow vendors to drive on the grass because of some zoning and city policies. The lack of 
signage and visibility will probably result in the loss of a farmers market for the residents - 
which is a shame. 

• More support of all arts and culture from the the city itself. More promotion of all events in 
the sector and financial support to put them on. We also need a place where all arts and 
culture can truly “be” together, like Lincoln Center, Playhouse Square, or University Circle. 

• More support of local musicians, artists, and arts organizations.  Feature more of what UA 
School of Music is doing - especially the Steel Drum Band and percussion studio 

• more support to creative arts 
• More support to local artists. For example the Lock 3 concerts are mostly tribute bands. Why 

don't local bands get more feature? Why is jazz seldom feature in a community with so many 
jazz musicians? 

• More support to the small groups trying to get going. Our large institutions are well funded, 
but there are lots of great groups trying to get going. 

• More variety 
• More variety and frequency of activities. 
• More variety in arts and cultural programming. Elevating a more residential downtown and 

offering more incentives for suburbs and other cities to visit Akron. Also don’t forget to keep 
supporting arts and cultural initiatives that have shown sustainability in an effort to chase the 
quick or sexy trend. 

• More variety in restaurant or festival world fare. 
• More visible art in neighborhoods. Involve communities in producing art for their 

neighborhood that reflects its history and people.   I like the friday art nights & trams. If that 
could go on a wider range to include more neighborhoods that would be great. 

• More walkable areas. We have different areas and lots of potential because we have the 
diversity and existing assists, it just needs more awareness and to be more accessible. 

• Multi-use Venues that can be used by national acts and local artists, sustained community 
awareness, attendance and support. Getting kids involved from early age 

• Music 
• National recognition 
• New Mayor 
• No secret. Get the construction out of Downtown and keep a steady flow of activities after 

work. 
• Not sure.  Akron Life is a good way to get the word out about how great Akron is.  You all do a 

great job too! 
• Open the closed buildings, and add more art programs. 
• Pass. We're doing fine. We could use more support for the Arts, theaters, especially live, and 

music. 
• Prayers and Miracles! But even those will not suffice for Akron! 
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• Private and corporate money to create venues, studios, and performance spaces for artists. 
Summit Artspace just isn't cutting it! 

• Providing more opportunities in funding for local artists 
• Reduce the crime so that suburban people feel safe and want to spend their money 

downtown and in the various neighborhoods.  Work with neighborhoods to promote and 
develop specific events targeted to that area. 

• Reduce the homeless issues better markets and finish the bike and hiking trails and bike 
lanes 

• Reinstatement of the chamber ballet, more outdoor events--ballet, concerts 
• RESPECT for those from different cultures. Building a stronger sense of connection, 

community. Celebration of diverse cultures and art. Celebrating differences instead of 
distancing them. 

• respect, responsibility, and compassion for the parks and nature in our city. 
• safer venues at night, safer monitored parking, safety 
• Same as I said before.  Making it more accessible to oppressed or impoverish folk.  It has to be 

more than just cute branding for the city. 
• See # 7 above for some ramblings....other thoughts -- it doesn't seem like there is enough 

effort made to reaching out - and deeply - into the neighborhoods and enclaves to find 
everyday people to contribute their voices and perspectives...maybe neighborhood arts 
committees that could give voice to how art can become a living, breathing part of their own 
neighborhoods...if this is going on, I've missed it (apologies). I think of all neighborhoods that 
have come farthest in this, North Hill and Kenmore come to mind.  The refugee/immigrant 
population has been nicely involved in giving North Hill a strong arts and culture 
identity...and Kenmore is coming along - the Rialto is a totally cool venue and a lot could be 
(and is, I think), being built up around there...LOTS of possibilities for public art in that 
neighborhood! Lastly - I see the same names, the same faces - of the "it" artists and of-the-
moment community leaders spearheading things, and sometimes it just gets a little 
tiresome. It would be cool to do some kind of massive, city-wide community engagement 
project (not surveys or tired focus groups - an actual engagement activity day - I've come 
across some used in other cities for this same focus) to learn what it would mean and how to 
bring art to every neighborhood...and how that could best happen in each one - each has its 
own character, needs, special considerations -- and its own people that could collectively help 
impact the arts. Finally, the City itself needs to invest in it - financially, and with other 
resources (they do a decent job, but more could be done).      Thank you for this opportunity to 
share input and for all you do! 

• sending a message to the youth and people of Akron with positive art that will move hearts 
and motivate people to do good. 

• Sense of the city itself supporting the arts not just nonprofits. 
• Seriously.  More involvement and support, especially financial from the big companies that 

are getting a tax abatement. Let's see Goodyear, Sterling, InfoCision and the wealthy in the 
county buy more art and have house concerts.  The county and Akron needs to bring in people 
from the outside of the area by creating tourism.  I am an artist. If I could make more money 
selling my art I could pay taxes and get off public assistance. 
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• Some neighborhoods are more ripe to embrace arts and culture than others, but Firestone 
Park, Goodyear Heights, Kenmore and North Hill all have areas that can readily serve as a 
focus for that sort of activity. It takes engagement by a group in the neighborhood to make it 
happen. 

• Stay the course. 
• Stop focusing on downtown and improve neighborhoods so people want to live in them. 
• Street access, I know it's coming but not fast enough. Wheel chair accessible is a must. 
• Strengthen the building/landscaping/parking requirements for new construction and 

renovations! Too much ugly and bad design (everything  new looks cheap and 
unsustainable).   Greater support for local artists/designers. Competitions $/or financial 
encouragement for businesses/institutions to incorporate fabulous design, plantings, and art 
at their establishments. 

• Support from national organizations so that there isn't so much pressure on local funders. 
Monetary support for small businesses. 

• Support not only "arts" and "culture," but also the PEOPLE who create art and culture, which is 
all of us. 

• Sustainable and operational support for non-profit arts orgs provided by local foundations 
and the city/county governing bodies. Arts and artists CAN NOT survive on ticket sales or 
trade. Local governments have to step up to offer a means of livelihood to the folks that bring 
SO much aesthetic and positive activities to community 

• The ability is so available for Akron to establish a better Art Walk area and create more visual 
arts events throughout the city and include many artisans different types of artists.        All of 
the above will only happen if there is an investment by everyone involved! Right now the 
betterment of business is the only one with a hand out. To have a good hand shake the arts 
and the businesses of Akron have to establish a balance. I have heard and read that there was 
a great deal of money spent only to realize that the arts have a responsibility to support 
business. So your saying artists must work another job and spend that money to business... 
there is no balance there! How has it been established in Akron that arts are free?  I work 3 
jobs to keep my art life moving. There is no more time to donate. 

• The art is there. The culture is missing. Fashion and independent artists 
• The arts and culture shouldn't be limited to downtown. 
• The downtown area is being revitalized and it is good to see.  The University of Akron, the 

Civic Theatre, Canal Park, Lock 3 are great draws.  Just make it safe for people. 
• The downtown arts and entertainment areas need to be better connected for pedestrians. 

The neighborhoods need to be more clearly defined culturally. Summit Co needs more place-
based public art. We need more places for artists to sell their work and for people to hang out. 
We should be doing more to support unique local businesses. We also need a more 
comprehensive strategy for arts accessibility. 

• The local theatre scene is wonderful with None Too Fragile leading the pack. But for traveling 
national shows, Akron really falls short. EJ Thomas gets the "C" team that performs and those 
performances are really lacking. So instead of wasting our money, we go to Cleveland. We 
need the high standard of shows here. For pop or country music, there are a plethora of 
options, but for classical, there needs to be more. Blu Jazz is a breath of fresh air! The art 
museum could have a diverse number of performances throughout the year like the 
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Cleveland Museum of Art has. Akron has improved, and that is wonderful. Let's keep moving 
up. 

• There is a lot of arts and culture happening in Akron but it seems that is many different 
people and not collective 

• There is no such thing as perfect, but authentic efforts from within those that call it home, 
letting the diversity of cultures connect and thrive, planting the seeds and allowing it to grow 
true to itself 

• There isn't a cohesive district for the arts. I'm hoping the downtown redevelopment will aide 
in this. 

• There needs to be a greater security presence and overall safety endeavor to make us all feel 
safer to come to and to live in and around Akron. There are so many functions that I want to 
come to but I do not feel safe enough to attend many things. 

• Things I have stated above......People must accept all areas of the city, all art, Art walks in 
other areas.  More getting to know the artist....... 

• This plan will go a long way and then the substantial funding mechanism to propel the plan 
forward 

• To get Akron to an A ranking in arts and culture we need to feel safe in our community. Safety 
= creativity. 

• Too much to list here. 
• tough question 
• Transportation  Safety  Collaboration  A highlight of the neighborhoods  Giving back to those 

that need the most help  Teaching and understanding arts and culture    Building Upon the 
small business and community that already exists and giving it a boost. Sometimes 
something new can only create more chaos...we need more space to communicate and come 
together in the arts.. the most we can do is give back to those who want to explore and 
experience art and culture but maybe don't have the means or finances to do so... 

• Tying the past to the present. And using the creative entrepreneurial edge we have to create 
our future. 

• Use our empty lots and make fun, affordable spaces for things to do. 
• using artist and stakeholders from within each community and organizers and leaders not 

organizations 
• Waiting to see what is in store for downtown - the Bowery District should be a HUGE plus! To 

be an "A" its important to support both local and "smaller"arts and culture projects and 
enterprises, as well as sustaining our major arts and culture assets! Both ends of the spectrum 
are crucial to development. We need to support the Art Museum, Symphony and Heinz Poll 
Summer Dance Festival all of which are beloved in our city and attract thousands of people 
from Akron as well as from afar. We also need to support smaller arts and culture enterprises 
and local artists - but - with a keen eye to excellence and high quality. Its important not to 
"clutter" our city with too much so that we look like a flea market of sorts. Parks and green 
space and places where the eye and spirit can "rest" are as important as featuring art in the 
landscape. This is a very tricky business but one that is crucial and must be looked at very 
seriously. 
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• We are so close - we already have the foundation, but maybe more communications and 
awareness. Half the time when (smaller) things happen, I don't know about them til after the 
fact. 

• We are there,. We just need to keep these programs going. 
• we do a great job with our arts, but I think publicizing more the availability would help. we 

have the arts, we have the people, but I would like to see more participation 
• We have to bring the importance of arts and culture to the attention of more people in the 

city and help it have a greater impact on everyone's lives here. 
• We just need to liven up our city more than the couple of events in the summer 
• We need more people downtown to give a more vibrant feeling. Building owners need to care 

about the exteriors, entrance-ways, and lobbies more. Akron has too many hard-to-
find/secretive ways to get into places--everything should be more accessible for all ages, and 
you shouldn't have to be "in the know" to find the way in to good bars or restaurants. 

• We need to ask what gives us a competitive advantage in the arts? We should compete with 
what a Cleveland has. Instead we should embrace and grow what we have. Smaller, scrappy 
artists. Musicians. Avant-garde artisans. Let Cleveland have high art. Akron should wave it’s 
freak-flag with pride 

• When downtown is completed along with, businesses and restaurants and performing arts at 
E.J. I miss the intellectual series from the University of Akron Presidents Office. 

• When people visit Akron for its arts and culture. When akron is lively on weekends. 
 

• Work on better Graphic and performance arts, Attract unique restaurants. Build a stable and 
thriving arts community. It's moving elsewhere (Cleveland). Not sure an A is possible, but 
worth making it a goal. 

• Work on making Akron a melting pot for ALL groups, people and ethnicity 
• Work space and exhibition space. 

 
 

Question 10: Please rate the overall quality of arts and culture offerings in Akron: 
 

• Low quality - 6.30% (24 responses) 
• Average quality - 58.53% (223 responses) 
• High quality - 35.17% (134 responses) 

 
 

Question 11: Please rate the overall quality of arts and culture offerings for youth in Akron: 
 

• Low quality - 23.29% (85 responses) 
• Average quality - 57.53% (210 responses) 
• High quality - 19.18% (70 responses) 
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Question 12: Please rate the overall quality of arts and culture offerings for youth in Akron: 
 

• Community arts events/activities - 81.08% (300 responses) 
• Cultural arts - 54.59% (202 responses) 
• Dance - 27.84% (103 responses) 
• Design fields (Architecture, Landscape Architecture) - 14.05% (52 responses) 
• Film or video - 43.78% (162 responses) 
• Food - 71.35% (264 responses) 
• History - 41.08% (152 responses) 
• Library Programs/events - 50.54% (187 responses) 
• Literary arts - 22.97% (85 responses) 
• Live music - 73.51% (272 responses) 
• Museums - 75.14% (278 responses) 
• Murals or street art - 33.78% (125 responses) 
• Parks/nature - 77.57% (287 responses) 
• Photography - 31.62% (117 responses) 
• Radio or podcasting - 18.38% (68 responses) 
• Science - 8.38% (31 responses) 
• School arts and cultural events- 30.54% (113 responses) 
• Symphony or community choir - 31.62% (117 responses) 
• Theater/performing arts events - 56.22% (208 responses) 
• Visual arts- 48.38% (179 responses) 
• Visit historic sites/programs - 51.08% (189 responses) 
• Events at the Akron Zoo - 40.00% (148 responses) 

 
 

Question 13: What obstacles to participation in arts and culture activities exist throughout Akron? 
 

• Age -17.44% (64 responses) 
• Cost - 41.96% (154 responses) 
• Safety - 27.79% (102 responses) 
• Lack of offerings that of interest to me - 25.89% (95 responses) 
• Feelings of exclusion - 27.79% (102 responses) 
• Location - 31.34% (115 responses) 
• People/Social Networks - 20.98% (77 responses) 
• Time - 43.60% (160 responses) 
• Transportation - 22.34% (82 responses) 

 
 

Question 14: What do you want to see more of in Akron? 
 

• Live music concerts or performances - 45.07% (160 responses) 
• Live theater/performing arts events (dance, shows) - 39.72% (141 responses) 
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• Seasonal Festivals - 45.63% (162 responses) 
• Strong public spaces for people to gather - 59.44% (211 responses) 
• Public Art (murals, sculptures) - 57.18% (203 responses) 
• More events in neighborhoods - 58.87% (209 responses) 
• More events downtown - 29.86% (106 responses) 
• More events throughout the City - 41.97% (149 responses) 
• More events throughout the metropolitan area - 24.79% (88 responses) 
• More national events brought to Akron - 43.10% (153 responses) 
• More events focused on Akron’s history - 32.11% (114 responses) 
• New restaurant options - 52.39% (186 responses) 
• More nature-focused options - 36.34% (129 responses) 
• Film and video - 27.89% (99 responses) 
• Museums - 24.23% (86 responses) 
• Art galleries or exhibits - 35.21% (125 responses) 
• Library events - 17.75% (63 responses) 
• Youth-centered activities - 36.62% (130 responses) 
• Literary Events - 23.38% (83 responses) 
• Other (please specify) - 19.72% (70 responses) 

 
 

Question 15: Which genre(s) of live music would you like to see? 
 
Top Responses (Above 5%) 

• Rock - 36.09% (83 responses) 
• Jazz - 31.30% (72 responses) 
• Folk - 27.83% (64 responses) 
• Classical - 19.57% (45 responses) 
• Pop - 16.96% (39 responses) 
• Indie - 14.78% (34 responses) 
• Blues - 12.61% (29 responses) 
• Alternative - 10.87% (25 responses) 
• R & B - 8.70% (20 responses) 
• Country - 7.83% (18 responses) 
• Hip Hop - 7.39% (17 responses) 
• Local - 5.65% (13 responses) 

 
 

Question 16: Which genres of live theater/performing arts events (dance, shows)," would you like to 
see? 
 
Top Responses (Above 5 responses) 

• Musical - 14.23% (38 responses) 
• Dance - 13.48% (36 responses) 
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• Plays - 12.73% (34 responses) 
• Comedy - 11.24% (30 responses) 
• Broadway - 8.61% (23 responses) 
• Ballet - 8.24% (22 responses) 
• Modern - 6.37% (17 responses) 
• Kid & Youth - 5.24% (14 responses) 
• Contemporary Dance - 4.87% (13 responses) 
• Experiential - 4.12% (11 responses) 
• Theater - 3.75% (10 responses) 
• Any - 3.37% (9 responses) 
• Drama - 3.37% (9 responses) 
• Local - 3.37% (9 responses) 
• Performance Art - 3.37% (9 responses) 
• All - 3.00% (8 responses) 
• National Acts - 3.00% (8 responses) 
• Shakespeare - 3.00% (8 responses) 
• Improv - 2.25% (6 responses) 
• Jazz - 2.25% (6 responses) 
• Avant Garde - 1.87% (5 responses) 

 
 

Question 17: The City of Akron’s role in arts and culture is to: 
 

• Fully support and expand arts and culture programs in my City - 39.33% (140 responses) 
• Play a major part in supporting and expanding arts and culture in my City - 46.63% (166 

responses) 
• Play a small role in supporting and expanding arts and culture in my City - 7.02% (25 

responses) 
• Not at all support or expand arts and culture in my City - 0.84% (3 responses) 
• Not Sure - 6.18% (22 responses) 

 
 

Question 18: To what extent are you engaged with arts and culture? 
 

• I am a creator of culture - 27.68% (98 responses) 
• Very engaged (I am an avid arts supporter and frequently attend arts and cultural events) - 

31.07% (110 responses) 
• Somewhat engaged (I occasionally support arts and cultural events) - 30.51% (108 responses) 
• Mildly engaged (I attend arts and cultural events once in a while) - 9.04% (32 responses) 
• Not really engaged (Arts and culture play a small role in my family’s life) - 1.69% (6 responses) 
• Not at all engaged (Arts and culture are not a part of my life) - 0.00% (0 responses) 
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Question 19: Are you an arts professional? 
 

• Yes - 36.06% (128 responses) 
• No - 63.94% (227 responses) 

 
 

Question 20: Do you volunteer your time for an arts or cultural organization? 
 

• Yes - 52.69% (186 responses) 
• No - 47.31% (167 responses) 

 
 

Question 21: Do you live or work in Akron 
 

• I live in Akron - 31.44% (111 responses) 
• I work in Akron - 17.28% (61 responses) 
• I live and work in Akron - 39.09% (138 responses) 
• Neither - 12.18% (43 responses) 

 
 

Question 22: My zip code is: 
 

• 44313 - 19.58% (66 responses) 
• 44303 - 12.17% (41 responses) 
• 44310 - 6.82% (23 responses) 
• 44302 - 6.82% (23 responses) 
• 44333 - 6.23% (21 responses) 
• 44320 - 5.34% (18 responses) 
• 44305 - 5.04% (17 responses) 
• 44301 - 4.15% (14 responses) 
• 44312 - 3.86% (13 responses) 
• 44221 - 2.37% (8 responses) 
• 44314 - 2.08% (7 responses) 
• 44223 - 2.08% (7 responses) 
• 44224 - 1.78% (6 responses) 
• 44278 - 1.78% (6 responses) 
• 44319 - 1.78% (6 responses) 
• 44321 - 1.78% (6 responses) 
• 44203 - 1.48% (5 responses) 
• 44311 - 1.19% (4 responses) 
• 44307 - 0.89% (3 responses) 
• 44306 - 0.89% (3 responses) 
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• 44308 - 0.89% (3 responses) 
• 44240 - 0.89% (3 responses) 
• 44216 - 0.89% (3 responses) 

 
 

Question 23: I identify as: 
 

• Female - 66.00% (231 responses) 
• Male - 31.43% (110 responses) 
• I prefer to self identify - 2.57% (9 responses) 

 
 

Question 24: Age: 
 

• Under 18 - 0.86% (3 responses) 
• 18-21 - 1.43% (5 responses) 
• 21-34 - 20.06% (70 responses) 
• 35-44 - 19.77% (69 responses) 
• 45-54 - 18.91% (66 responses) 
• 55-64 - 21.20% (74 responses) 
• 65-74 - 16.05% (56 responses) 
• 75+ - 1.72% (6 responses) 

 
 

Question 25: I identify as (select all that apply): 
 

• Asian - 2.60% (9 responses) 
• Indian/East Asian - 0.58% (2 responses) 
• Black/African American - 8.96% (31 responses) 
• White/Caucasian - 82.08% (284 responses) 
• Hispanic/Latino - 2.02% (7 responses) 
• Native American/Pacific Islander - 1.73% (6 responses) 
• Multi-Racial - 1.73% (6 responses) 
• LGBTQ+ - 7.80% (27 responses) 
• I prefer to self identify - 5.78% (20 responses) 

 
 

Question 26: Education: 
 

• Some High School - 0.58% (2 responses) 
• High School Graduate - 4.35% (15 responses) 
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• Some College, No degree - 13.04% (45 responses) 
• Associate’s degree - 5.22% (18 responses) 
• Bachelor’s degree - 34.49% (119 responses) 
• Graduate or Professional degree - 42.32% (146 responses) 

 
 

Question 27: I’d like to stay up to date on the Cultural Planning Process: 
 

• No - 32.73% (108 responses) 
• Yes (please enter a valid email) - 67.27% (222 responses) 

 
 

Question 28: I have general comments I would like to share: 
 

• 330 website ++ 
• a good start to go further 
• Akron has a lot going for it but those agencies and professionals struggle financially. Need a 

better way to fund opportunities. 
• Akron has a rich culture. I’d like to see more opportunities for neighborhood place-based art 
• Akron has been doing a great job creating art and arts programming throughout the 

community. There’s always a need for more. And for more ways for artists to make a living 
doing what they love. 

• Akron has changed a lot ,for the good, since I was a young girl. I am proud to say my 
hometown is Akron. I think we need to be better at coming together as a community as a 
whole. There needs to be more inclusion of neighborhoods working together for the common 
good of the citizens and the city. The city government needs to help artists financially. 

• Akron has the potential to be great in arts and culture for its people but we have to get away 
from favoritism and opportunism and talk about what arts and culture is for our 
neighborhoods. There are cliques or groups of people who control what or who happens 
based off of what their social or political beliefs are. If we are to grow, we must be honest with 
ourselves and speak to what the issues are and work together to change them. There are 
many people doing great things but only those who are "in" get the support for their 
programs and ideas to grow. 

• Akron is doing great and this dialogue can only enhance what we are already doing...thanx 
for all you do 

• Akron is doing so much better now than when I left 5 years ago! Our library is fantastic. I do 
wish we had more opportunities to create events that are centered for minority groups and 
maybe bring in more female empowerment ideas. Kenmore artwork was great  but could 
have more invitations for vendors. I need to mull over more ideas! 

• Akron is positioned to become a cultural hub, but it's going to take some effort to make it 
happen. 
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• Akron, because of its location and music history, has an opportunity to be the SXSW of the 
NorthEast... A place where, citywide, an annual festival of original music takes place for a 
weekend, a week or longer. We have all the natural resources. 

• Akron:  Always on. Always working for business, families, schools. 
• All fabulous 
• Another thought on sharing art/culture would be to do so in the cities garden plots. Perhaps 

neighborhoods or cultural groups would like to add sculpture or plants or placards that 
represent their group. 

• Appreciate this effort and excited by what I see happening and about the future. 
• Art heals and opens up dialogue 
• Art representing things from our unique history would be fun. Like tethered blimps posted 

throughout the city 
• Arts organizations in this city have to work together and collaborate. There is no place for ego 

in the arts. We need to demand more diverse leadership. More women, more people of color, 
more voices and a fair wage for arts workers in this community. 

• As a leader in Akron for arts and culture, I am often unable to attend referendums as they are 
usually scheduled around a 9-5 work schedule of which I do not keep. Those of us who teach 
after school music lessons for instance find it impossible to have a presence when we are 
working these times, usually from 3-9 pm daily during the week. Many of us could attend 
morning meetings however and I wish that could be considered when asking for artist input. 

• band is greatm a botanical garden would be nice, more museum events, more seating at 
events, teas are a great event for seniors 

• Because I am looking to move, I have been seriously considering moving to Cuyahoga County 
rather than Akron. My only reason for wanting to move to Cleveland is funding for artists. I 
feel if a city wants to grow the arts, funding for individual artists needs to be made available. I 
have only located one very minor (1k) grant for writers/artists. I feel it would be worth one of 
the foundations offering individual artist grants or awards. 

• Bring young and old ,  all ethnicities together 
• Children’s programming through Children’s Concert Society, unique to Akron, and the way 

most longtime Akronites first heard a live classical music performance, is not appreciated for 
what it accomplishes. The city should be thrilled that a tiny organization that has operated 
for 71 years is still bringing live arts performances to kids K through 8. 

• Didn’t get to say it but library programs in a Akron are fantastic. 
• Do you consider baseball and sports part of the culture?   Downtown has a baseball stadium. 
• events at Stan Hywet, parks (esp music in metro parks) are great.  Art museum is also very 

good. 
• Excited for the future of arts in Akron 
• Fully support a cultural plan. 
• Get rid of Horrigion and Chef Ball 
• good job on the survey 
• Good luck, I do hope this effort makes a measurable difference and stops the "scatter shot" 

approach and yields a coherent strategy to support the arts and culture community in our 
City. 
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• Having been away for several months, I've been impressed with ways that the arts and 
culture in Akron has continued to thrive. I hope there continues to be support for spaces like 
Northside and downtown and that we can encourage people in the surrounding areas that 
they want to visit. I'm confused when people living outside Akron talk about the crime 
because I have seen no evidence of this since I moved here six years ago. 

• Hopefully, once the construction projects are "completed", people will be more at ease 
traveling around Akron and stop avoiding it.  Also, why do they have to charge a parking rate 
to a downtown event at night and on weekends.  More people would probably attend more 
downtown events, if they didn't have to pay a parking fee anywhere on nights and weekends. 

• I am a thought leader. Come see at www.jonkeppel.com I really feel like we need something 
called an ICA Akron (Institute for Contemporary Art) but here is the key it should be focused 
primarily on art being the craft of life. This would mean creating a brand new structure which 
could be called “Site” and there it would be like an additional brick and mortar to the already 
present museum and libraries. The ICA Akron would be a meeting place to learn and share. 
Instead of having artist talks or exhibition as primary we could have conversations, round 
tables, town hall meetings, dialogues and the like where everyone has a say and is actively 
involved as an additional resource to the museum and library. ICA Akron could have a library 
of its own for study and research. A space designated for mindfulness, meditation. The focus 
would be on awareness and knowledge. Art as the craft of life is all about sharing in our 
innate worth. Mindfulness is contemporary art now. Learning to LIVE with artificial 
intelligence is art now not simply but still including exhibits of such.  We are just as much art 
as what goes on the wall.  I would be happy to consult on this endeavor as I grow my own 
platform for addressing this transformation in contemporary art. ICA Akron could be a place 
to vote. Knowledge sharing generation.  Thinking of ourselves as art places special worth as it 
reveals special worth in ourselves. We are enough as Angie Haze says. It’s time for a new way 
of doing art. Art transformed from art objects and into social practice and relational 
aesthetics into deeds in life into life itself. 

• I am less active now because of health issues. My walking is limited and sometimes parking to 
get to events is an obstacle. 

• I am not sure this is should be a #1 goal for the City of Akron.  However, this might be an 
enabler for some other things - keeping kids in school, out of trouble, dreaming of bigger 
things - that should be #1.  So that aspect of 'why do it' should be brought out in any 
fundraising you do later. 

• I am practicing talent manager and would be interested in offering my services to the 
program 

• I am very disappointed in the direction the City of Akron has taken.  Too much focus on 
downtown without getting any results.  Parking and safety is an issue for attending 
downtown events. 

• I appreciate that this survey is being done.  I would like to urge that the committee that 
moves forward on this be comprised of a diverse group, including race, age, and gender. 

• I appreciate the efforts that are continuing to make strides for the arts and culture sector in 
Akron/Summit County. It's my opinion that they will continue to fall short until the City and 
some of the most significant Foundations in the community provide substantial operational 
support arts organizations without a 'strings attached' project attached to a grant application. 
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• I appreciate what's currently happening as far as arts and culture  here in Akron. I enjoy being 
a musician in this community, and look forward to watching it grow. 

• I believe that a stronger focus placed on creating these spaces and encouraging local people 
to come can bring about change to large issues affecting this city; from gun violence, racial 
motivated incidents and more. People need to have more face to face interaction and come 
from a place of understanding. Bridging cultural gaps through the arts is a safe place to get 
people to understand where others come from and can help shape where we are going. 

• I believe that we need more Grass Roots effort with our community supporting itself. I would 
like to not depend on the government to handle everything. They have enough.   I'm excited 
for the cultural plan to really highlight our neighborhoods and bring our diverse offerings to 
others awareness. I would like to see people who aren't inspired to get out of the house get 
motivated because we're doing something fantastic.   I want to see more provided in way of 
support for those that are farther away from our cultural centers. When I go to a festival or 
the theater I want to see all faces coming together for the melting pot we truly represent!   I'm 
very looking forward to this plan and hope it's done right. Looking forward to learning more 
and hearing what others have to say.. 

• I feel Akron has a lot going for it in the arts, but the awkwardness of the streets, the parking, 
and the walking to places makes it hard to bring it all together. 

• I feel strongly we need to strengthen our LGBT community, especially outside of highland 
square. 

• I feel we are moving forward with the arts in Akron...we are definitely not THERE yet.  The 
Arts can CHANGE a neighborhood, a city, a space...an attitude!  Here's to the Arts and 
CHANGE! 

• I have doubts 
• I have seen how the arts are bringing people, businesses and a thriving economy back to 

Akron and other metropolitan areas. The arts can also play a vital role to keep youth engaged 
in positive experiences, culturally accepting exposure and healthy life choices. 

• I have single handedly created a culture where there is none in through Chinese martial arts 
culture and a Rights of Passage approach without any funding or real support. Now, it seems 
to me, that grants and funding are going towards building arts that are appealing to the eye 
on street corners. Which is fine, but there is a HUGE lack in growing where the real art is 
originated and can be utilized to end generational poverty, WITHIN THE YOUTH. We can use 
art to teach life skills and basic subjects that can stay with them for a lifetime and get them 
out of poverty. There have been countless instances where funding has gone to creating art 
on a sidewalk rather than cultivating and using the art within children to teach them life 
skills. This is my mission and I will use this platform to further this cause. 

• I hope you'll be including disability as a focus of arts diversity. Thank you. 
• I like that you are doing surveys of the community.
• I like to say please include people with disabilities in art planning. The city must help make 

the arts accessible for all that includes the underrepresented populations of people those 
with physical disabilities, mental illness and developmental disabilities, hearing impaired, 
and visually impaired must be present in your representation to expand on the arts. We need 
more braille and use of technology to let people listen to descriptions of art and much more. I 
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could talk all day about accessibility in the arts. I would include inclusion team to your 
planning. 

• I like to see city take a focus on some planning around ways to make current events more 
accessible. Really consider creating equipment loan closet to help different shows groups 
rent it out so people can have access to special lighting, ramps, etc. 

• I lived and worked in Akron for twenty years and watch a fluctuation in the attempt at 
creating an Arts Community. It’s till of great interest to me as an Artist from Akron that 
moved away to sustain my existence as an Artist. I continually hope that Akron will develop a 
gallery system that is not driven by associations, groups or artists societies. Independently 
owned and operated by Gallerists dealing in Fine Art. Not just dealing in friends. 

• I love akron but would like to see less police at public events. Police presence dissuades less 
protected groups from attending or feeling fully welcome. 

• I love the city and how much we are working towards more and more appreciation for arts 
and culture. Thanks for doing this. 

• I really love some of the things that Akron has been doing to revitalize arts and culture in the 
area, but most of the actual events seem tailor-made for extroverts, not for introverted 
creators like me. Why should I go outside to see art when my Twitter feed is full of amazing 
artists? Why should I promote my stuff here when weirdos like me can find other like-minded 
weirdos on the internet who are willing to support me? I'm not trying to be rude by asking 
those questions: I am saying that there's an introverted part of the arts community that exists 
here, and if you want them to be a part of this movement, make the answers to these 
questions a part of your pitch. Thanks for listening, and thanks for your efforts on behalf of 
the arts community! 

• I receive email from AAM and CMA. Much other stuff too. Too much stuff. I've difficulty 
sorting through it.  Perhaps I will be able to follow cultural planning activity through AAM

• I shared comments focused on the need for a large-scale community arts/culture planning 
initiative which this survey seems to be addressing - I'm engaged and will be watching for 
more; good luck w/ planning. 

• I think a designated area for people to sell their artwork would be really neat for the city. Each 
Side of town could have their own gallery in a central location. Give any aspiring artist a 
chance to sell their art 

• I think Akron does a great job!  More of the good would be appreciated!
• I think Akron has rich arts and culture but it’s buried. You have to know where to find it. 

OR...it blossoms secretly, like with the Black Keys, and becomes a huge deal. Public spaces are 
key to pulling out art for the masses. Additionally, we shouldn’t compete with Cleveland or 
Pittsburgh. Instead, we should grow what makes Akron arts unique. 

• I think Akron is engaging in more arts and culture events because of the younger generation 
being more involved in the process/creation of arts.  I appreciate the Devil Strip because of 
their extensive coverage of events. I also think the City of Akron should stay involved in art 
programs, such as when they had the summer art program. 

• I think Akron should spend what money it has on improving the streets and decreasing the 
crime to make the city more habitable and safe before investing in the arts to bring more 
folks into the area with no infrastructure to support it. 
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• I think making it easy to find space to book, like parks, stages, halls, etc. would help. Making 
neighborhoods unique with murals, special gates/borders, annual festivals, cookouts, create 
cultural with easier human interactions by walking, public formums to share upcoming 
events. Make use of parks for trails, public gardens. 

• I think Nicole Mullet is a rock star!  How she pulls off all she does as basically a one woman 
show - until recently, continually amazes me.  I literally get tired watching her. 

• I think the arts are key to growing Akron's population and retaining young people who will 
otherwise continue to pursue opportunities in other cities. 

• I think this is a great idea. There are a lot of great arts experiences already in Akron - but - they 
could benefit from more collaboration. I'd like to see more cultural events celebrating Akron's 
history, and the possibility of Akron's future. Engaging students in the work will be critical. 
Public art would be amazing. 

• I think this is a great start to creating a more inclusive arts and culture landscape in our city! 
• I think we're doing our community a disservice by not including any facet of sports in the 

dialogue. "Culture" is more than paint on a wall or a dancer in a theater. Culture is about the 
community and climate in which we live and work. Sports (think Ducks, Marathon, and 
Derby) are cornerstones in Akron. If any memory of your youth involved a sport, then sport 
should be a part of the cultural dialogue. 

• I think you're moving in the right direction but 1 step forward, 2 steps back. Akron, you try so 
hard! Hiring muralists and the same bands over and over is a great start, but how often do 
you change your repertoire? It feels like the guiding forces for our Arts and culture use the 
same rolodex over and over. I feel like the powers in force should attempt to be just a bit 
more inclusive, diverse and creative. 

• I want to repeat how important I think it is that we promote what's already working but is not 
well attended. People in Akron need to be more aware of what is already available. They also 
need to enjoy exploring and can not if they don't feel safe or inspired by their surroundings. 
For example, I visited I believe it was Lock 4 for the first time and it was so beautiful at night 
with the lights and running water but the smell was unbearable. Problems like this have a 
huge impact. 

• I want to see the artists of Akron and surrounding areas start showing their work.   Akron has 
a very small group of artists that it supports through various ways.   The art has become 
redundant and the artists click  I know and see amazing art that would never get accepted in 
an Akron venue bc of the above.   We need to function like Montreal. We need to explode 
with public art and performance, have contemporary gallery's with work that represents are 
present art scene. 

• I wonder why you didn't ask about Akron's place in the broader arts and culture landscape of 
Northeast Ohio. I am an active supporter of Cleveland Orchestra and Cleveland Art Museum, 
but the questions you asked were almost entirely geared to Akron. Thus, my responses 
understate my interest in and support of the arts. Others may have the same issue in 
responding to this survey. 

• I would be willing to volunteer, if engaged.  I suggest lobbying the state to make summit 
county a qualifier for art funding through the sin tax program.  I think having more pop up 
theatrical events would be exciting for our community.  Ashville, NC is a great example of a 
small city that is culturally vibrant and something to provide inspiration for our community. 
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• I would like to move to Akron and I am working on it :)
• I would like to see more people encouraged to visit Akron from out of town.  Tourism is a 

large key to getting new people and new business into Ohio and into Akron. 
• I would like to see more photographic competitions that aren't just for professionals. Summit 

Artspace does a great job with photography competitions but more on the professional level. 
Something geared a little more towards people who are still developing their craft would be 
nice. 

• I would like to see musicians, artists, dancers etc. have more of a community, share in 
projects, etc. I have made a few attempts to start this but each field seeoms "Segregated" to 
an extent. I would love to see the Art Museum have a concert series. Classical music seems to 
be poorly represented, when their are many fine if underfunded groups in the area. I would 
love to see more of an "arts community". I've lived in many cities and most have been way 
ahead of Akron in this regard. 

• I'd like to find more adult education opportunities to learn new art skills at a reasonable cost 
with times available in the evenings. 

• I'd love to see more fashion events in Akron.
• I'm  happy a survey has been sent and that I get the opportunity to participate. This city has so 

much potential, we just need to keep pushing out of this slump, think outside of the box and 
engage as many individuals as possible. There are so many examples to look to. Even as I have 
lived in some pretty big and wealthy cities such as Austin and Denver, they can never be 
home . Akron is a small City with the opportunity to become a big and bustling cultural center 
once again. We already have the diversity, we just need to cater to, keep asking and advertise 
more places what is already available. 

• I'm a professional blacksmith. Lay off the arts before you bankrupt the city. Main Street 
looked great before, I loved the trees down the middle. Instead of revamping it, you should 
be focused at actually getting people there to use it. 

• I'm excited of becoming involved in this effort!
• I'm thrilled to see this effort happening!
• I’m highly skeptical of ‘planned culture’ and would prefer that the City of Akron support 

artists by getting out of our way. Too many permits, restrictions and barriers. Identify spaces 
where City planning and management are failing to produce vibrant spaces, hand over the 
keys and let us work without interference. 

• If we can get Firestone Park and North Hill and Goodyear Heights and Kenmore to undertake 
the hard work of building a Porch Rokr or a Highland Square-type festival, we could see the 
needle move on people feeling more engaged in their neighbors, making friends and finding 
pleasure where they live. 

• In Pittsburgh they have good recycling receptacles as well as water bottle fill stations with 
filtered water, sparkling water and water fountains around the city. This is something I would 
like to see us moving towards! Thank you! 

• It has been encouraging watching the community develop over the past 25 years.  I look 
forward and eagerly anticipate  seeing more people recognize we live in a great 
community.  We each need to take ownership of our part in that progress. 

• It is important for a community to engage with neighboring communities in order to 
strengthen roots.  Akron has resources to the north (Cuyahoga Falls) and to the south (Green). 
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• It would be cool to have more events during working hours - we are always looking for work 
outing but everything happens on the weekends and in the evening. I understand the 
rationale, but certain events may be better attended if they are marketed toward 
professionals not just gen. pop. 

• It would be nice to see more of a smaller scale Playhouse Square type of area near 
downtown.  More things to showcase Mental Health Awareness 

• Just the choices you have on what sex we are and one choice is “self identify” is part of the 
problem. Shows this is all BS 

• Keep Akron cool! 
• looking forward to the neighborhood conversations 
• Many of the questions in this survey were worded in a strange way where I wasn't sure about 

the perspective I was taking.  I do appreciate the survey.  Lock 3 Summer Arts Experience was 
a great program for our youth that was cut recently.  We need more engaging arts activities 
and we need to support artists and musicians with real funds. 

• Maybe it would be helpful to provide a way for folks to find parters to attend arts 
events.  Many times there are events I would like to attend but prefer not to go by myself.  Not 
sure the solution but a way to welcome folks attending solo would perhaps bring in some 
who might stay home otherwise. 

• More on how to make the arts make change. 
• More support for diversity and inclusiveness 
• my wish is that we include our nepali/other nationalities to share their culture. our 

community fabric will be stronger because of it! 
• Need better system to find out about events.  I don’t get the abj.  And they only tell about 

things after they happen 
• Need energy. 
• No comments just interested in building the community. Opening a yoga studio in the falls 

and want all small businesses to be successful and that takes people being involved in the 
community 

• OI have built a world class observatory in the Bath Nature Preserve.  It is beginning to get a lot 
of attention.  We need to get the youth out to create curiosity: Makes better students! 

• Our rec centers and the often-large green space around then could be MUCH better utilized 
for culture and arts creation, celebration and appreciation. 

• Please focus on action items from this survey. There have been plenty of surveys and results 
indicating the status of arts & culture, but we continue to create new reports rather than 
invest in action and existing cultural uniqueness. 

• Please rethink your categories for identity under question #25 that imply “ethnicity” and 
“race.”  For example, you have conflated South Asian with Indian, excluding other 
communities of South Asians in your category, and have also conflated this with East Asian. 
Both of these are treated separately from the category Asian. In addition, you do not have a 
Middle East (West Asian and North African) option, either, and have completely erased and 
excluded the diverse cultural communities from Arab countries, Iran and Turkey.    Finally, 
thank you for conducting this survey and for helping to support the arts in Akron. 

• Spread positive around and do what you do to make the world a better place 
• Surveys such as this are a bit misleading because people don't really know what the "want". 
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• Take advantage of diversity of our community.
• Talk to the CDCs. Ask them how you can support them. Offer opportunities that support their 

efforts. They are great partners and can bring neighborhood level players together, from local 
musicians for summer concerts to attendees. They also know how arts play into their 
Neighborhood specific growth and economic efforts unlike any other organizations in a 
community. Partnership will go a lot further than simply programming toward achieving a 
long-term neighborhood vision. Thanks! 

• Thank you for creating this survey.  The fact that Akron is searching to refine its direction to 
me suggests that we are already doing a lot right, and I am excited that we may continue to 
improve going forward! 

• Thank you for doing this, it's very important to me as a resident and homeowner in Akron that 
we take vested interest in our future culture while looking back at how we have historically 
created a vibrant city. I'm proud to be an Akronite and look forward to continuing to be! 

• Thank you for doing this. I hope that something comes from this survey, because I’d really 
love to see a more unified, communicative, interactive, accessible art scene in Akron. We’re 
discussing leaving, because we’re both artists and have had more luck in cities other than 
here. 

• Thank you for embarking on this work!
• Thank you for making this adventure a priority. I know we can do this! 
• Thank you for providing a space were we can express our desires/ideals without judgement. 
• Thank you for recognizing the importance of the arts in Akron. It is vitally important to 

expose all ages to the creative process. 
• Thank you for taking the time to engage with arts and culture in our city. 
• Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts and opinions.  I love what Nicole and her 

crew are doing for the city. 
• Thank You for this
• Thank you for your dedication to arts in Akron!
• Thank you. 
• Thanks for caring about this!
• thanks for caring enough to send this out
• Thanks for doing this?
• The arts are what brings a community together. Just look at the StageFest and PorchRokr. It 

would be nice to see the Mayor and members of the administration at art events. Such as First 
Friday on Kenmore, Saturday Art Walk, Electric Pressure Cooker. Opening for art shows at 
Summit ArtSpace. Open Mic night at Uncorked or a movie at the Nighlight Cinema. I'll bet 
you do not even know what you have in the city. 

• The city is becoming too dangerous.  I don't feel comfortable going to events because I don't 
want to get hurt or I'm afraid I'm going to be attacked. 

• The City of Akron needs to develop better branding for the identity of the City. There are so 
many amazing things happening but the City's promotional information doesn't do Akron 
justice. This is a diverse and affordable place to live with so many assets. We need to change 
the narrative and help people from outside of Akron understand who we really are. The 
branding could help with that process. 
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• The city should work with local artists on a plan to do something with the intersectional street 
corners where panhandlers frequently stand.  They are an eyesore, but DON'T INSTALL A 
BENCH OR SEAT OF ANY KIND. 

• The east side middlebery need so much support we need markets to buy food and to help 
with the growing homeless issues 

• The old oatmeal factory, aka Quaker Square, is empty. UofA owns it and wants to tear it down 
to build a signature structure on the site. This is an exceptional historic structure that could 
easily house a massive center for arts, history and culture - studio space, galleries, 
restaurants, etc, a spectacular special events site. If Akron loses this structure - Akronites 
Sucks 

• There has been a great increase in violence and drug use esp around the high school There 
needs to be school options to aid students in the world outside of violence Art and culture 
needs to be more a part of schools 

• There is SO MUCH that Akron can do to promote, develop and maintain arts and culture 
throughout the city.  Metro bus shuttles between the areas of downtown (northside, canal 
park and main/market), lock 3 as the summer home of the akron orchestra, programs aimed 
at YOUNG elementary school kids (art, music and performing arts) 

• There needs to be more engagement and buy in from young people, specifically elementary 
age kids, to experience more than violence 

• This survey is a great start 
• This survey is fairly broad. Questions often had chooses that didn’t fit for my responses. For 

example I’m between attending lots of events & occasional  attendance 
• This survey isn't even inclusive.  The only genders are not just male, female, and prefer not to 

say.  If you really want to be inclusive, either why have gender at all or you could be more 
inclusive in the listings. 

• This will not be a moment... this will take at least 8-10 years to establish, hold, root, and grow! 
Meetings cannot be only during business hours. Most artists in Akron have to work 2-3 jobs... 
so I could never come to meeting that seemed to be only for business owners. 

• Very much looking forward to listening to the plan and participating more in the community 
to help the plan succeed. 

• We have a tendency to focus on healthy and mobile people in the community and this is ok, 
but we also have many citizens of this community who are excluded from activities and 
events because they live in nursing homes or do not have appropriate transportation - and 
just finding a bathroom or place for personal care- well???  Would like to see group address 
real issues of elders and disabled - just don't hold the meeting at the A&S building a U of A or 
similar downtown buildings that are a bear to get into. 

• We have come a long way but there’s more to do. 
• We really need solutions that support individual artists and small arts organizations. The 

knight foundation, while noble in it's effort to fund individuals, has been dramatically 
harming the arts community by how it chooses projects and doles out funding. I have never 
seen the community as a whole in such a state of frustration and dejection. I think we are 
about to lose a large number of our creative community in the next year or two if things don't 
change. 

• We really need to help the drug and crime issues we have going on! 
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• Weekends downtown many businesses are closed- Saturday morning and Sunday afternoons 
are huge missed opportunities in my opinion. 

• When the tire companies bailed, so did most of the type of people who value and support 
what is generally called arts and culture.  There is a real need to try to reach younger people. 
Also, too  many of the old guard have not welcomed new  blood and react to questioning as 
almost traitorous.  The city  is very much a closed society and seems to like it that way. 

• Why did the city stop presenting the Akron Symphony at Hardesty Park in the 
summertime.  What about bringing in the Cleveland Pops? 

• why do events need to be segregated by age? youth vs adult 
• Would love to see the arts work to help continue to build community and encourage civic 

engagement! Thanks for doing this important work. 
 
 



CASE STUDIES

Gordon Square Arts District | Cleveland, Ohio
The Gordon Square Arts District was formed in 
2007 by Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT), Near West 
Theatre (NWT) and the Detroit Shoreway Community 
Development Organization (DSDCO), owner of the 
Capitol Theatre. The partners raised $30 million to build a 
new community theatre, renovate a long-empty historic 
theatre into an independent movie theatre, renovate 
multiple spaces at an anchor theatre organization, build 
parking capacity and enhance Detroit Avenue with a 
streetscape.

Once the work was complete, and the Arts District 
a regional destination, the organization focuses 
on growing the area economy and contributing to 
Cleveland’s renaissance. Gordon Square is also a vibrant 
lakefront neighborhood anchored by arts and culture 
activities. The neighborhood boasts a range of housing 
opportunities including historic homes, rehabbed 
apartment buildings, luxury apartments and subsidized 
apartments for artists. 

Wynwood Walls | Miami, Florida
Wynwood Walls was conceived by Tony Goldman, 
a real estate developer, in 2009. Recognizing the 
distinct architectural features of buildings, Goldman 
capitalized on the large blank walls with no windows, 
and commissioned artists to paint murals throughout 
the Warehouse District. Goldman desired to “bring the 
greatest street art ever seen in one place” and to create a 
center where people could gravitate to and explore on a 
pedestrian scale. 

The Wynwood Walls has brought the world’s greatest 
artists working in the graffiti and street art genre to 
Miami. From around the United States, Brazil, Belgium, 
Mexico, Portugal, Ukraine, Portugal, Greece, Spain, 
Germany, France, England, Japan and Singapore, 

The following provides details of case studies of similar cities and key lessons learned

the celebrated artists who have contributed to the 
Wynwood Walls include: Os Gemeos, Invader, Kenny 
Scharf, FUTURA 2000, Dearraindrop, FAILE, BÄST, 
Shepard Fairey, Aiko, Sego, Saner, Liqen, Nunca, Ben 
Jones, HOW & NOSM, Ryan McGinness, Jim Drain, Ara 
Peterson, Retna, Stelios Faitakis, Clare Rojas, The Date 
Farmers, avaf, ROA, Ron English, Jeff Soto, Logan Hicks, 
b., PHASE 2, Joe Grillo, COCO 144, Gaia, Vhils, Interesni 
Kazki, Neuzz, Swoon, Ben Wolf, David Ellis, Barry McGee, 
Brandon Opalka, Friends With You, DALeast, Faith 47, 
Santiago Rubino, Daze, Krink, Momo, Miss Van, Lady 
Pink, Fafi, Sheryo, Kashink, Maya Hayuk and Lakwena.

Since its inception, the Wynwood Walls program has 
seen over 50 artists representing 16 countries and have 
covered over 80,000 square feet of walls. The murals 
have become a must see international destination, with 
significant media coverage. 

The Goat Farm | Atlanta, Georgia
Operating out of a building built in the 1880’s, the Goat 
Farm is one of Atlanta’s premier arts destinations. In 
1970, the large building was purchased and opened to 
artists of all genres to set up studios. Since that time, 
the complex has become a destination for patrons who 
are interested in exploring experimental and innovative 
works. The Arts Center is a for-profit business and does 
not operate on public funding, donations, or grants. It 
rents out non-traditional rustic auditoriums and outdoor 
venues to artists within the complex or to outside parties. 

Its education and career development platform, 
Stimulus Diffusion, connects creatives to a wide variety 
of educational initiatives in Atlanta. The Goat Farm Arts 
Center provides its performance and exhibition halls 
to artists through a curatorial process in which those 
who wish to use the space submit a proposal. Once an 
idea is selected, the Goat Farm invests in and works 
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City Artist | Saint Paul, Minnesota
Launched in 2005, the Saint Paul’s City Artist program 
is one of the longest running municipal artist residency 
programs. Integrated far upstream in the daily and 
long-term workings of the city, artists are creating a new 
artistic, social and civic practice through an innovative 
public-private partnership between Public Art Saint 
Paul and the City of Saint Paul. Saint Paul is unique in 
that City Artists work within the walls of City Hall and 
ensure that art is considered as an integral part of nearly 
every civic discipline: parks, planning, public works and 
libraries; from early conceptualization of the City’s urban 
future through planning studies, capital project design, 
on-going street and sidewalk maintenance, and the 
programming of public places.

Since 2005, the City Artist program has redefined the role 
of the artist working within city government. The central 
pursuit is to create art out of the life-sustaining systems 
of the city. Artists advise on major city initiatives and 
lead their own artistic and curatorial projects and have 
dedicated workspace within the Department of Public 
Works so they can freely collaborate across city agencies.

Between 2008 and 2010, Marcus Young was the sole 
city artist. Marcus developed everyday poems for city 
sidewalks - using something that the city does every 
year (replacing the sidewalks) to embed his creative 
practice. Everyday Poems for City Sidewalk is an ongoing, 
systems-based work of art and the vanguard expression 
of the pioneering idea of “City Art.” The work re-imagines 
Saint Paul’s annual sidewalk maintenance program as 
an ongoing publishing entity for a city-sized book of 
poetry. Piggybacking onto this unassuming yet essential 
city service—a $1 million program repairing 10 miles 
of sidewalk each year—the sidewalk poetry program 
reaches all corners of the city.  To select the poems Public 
Art Saint Paul hosts an annual citywide poetry contest 
As of 2014, the project has seen more than 900 poems 
installed. Currently 17 percent of city land is within a two-
minute walk of a poem created by this ongoing work of 
art.

with the artists and/or performance groups to actualize 
the concept. All of the selected artists receive The Goat 
Farm’s Arts Investment Package, which includes financial 
assistance, direct funding, production assistance, 
marketing assistance and rehearsal, performance, 
exhibition or classroom space.

Emeryville 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative | 
Emeryville, California
Founded in 1973, the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative 
(Emeryville Artists’ Cooperative) is the City of 
Emeryville’s first established arts organization. Visual 
artists, musicians, choreographers, writers, designers 
and fine craftsmen, many of national and international 
stature, constitute their membership. Over the past 
three decades, the Cooperative has grown from a dozen 
studios in one converted warehouse building to nearly 60 
studios in three buildings. Today, as a non-profit, limited-
equity housing cooperative, it is a national model for 
affordable artist-owned housing.

Working at this level of professional commitment 
demands a unique living and working environment. 
Renovating obsolete industrial warehouses has provided 
affordable, versatile studios, enriching the city of 
Emeryville culturally.

In addition to providing live/work space for artists, 
the Cooperative offers the art instruction at the local 
high school. Instructors offer tutorials, field trips, 
and arts methods demonstrations to promising high 
school students. The Cooperative’s Emeryville Youth 
Art Program (EYAP) has flourished, expanded and, for 
over three decades, has been integrated into the Emery 
Unified arts curriculum bringing professional artists into 
the classroom.
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Arts and Business Council of Chicago | Chicago, 
Illinois
The Arts and Business Council of Chicago was established 
in 1985 as Business Volunteers for the Arts. Since its 
founding, Arts and Business Council of Chicago has 
trained and places thousands of business volunteers 
on management consulting projects for non profit 
arts groups, providing over 100,000 hours of pro bono 
consulting valued at over 14 million dollars. In 2017, the 
organization shifted focus to the convergence of Arts, 
Business and Community, and celebrated arts as an 
integral part of building strong, active neighborhoods 
throughout Chicago. In 2018, the organization stated its 
commitment to racial equity by conducting a thorough 
organizational audit in partnership with Justice 
Informed. This partnership ensures all members are 
trained in anti-racism and cultural sensitivity, and help 
members devise a framework for programmatic shifts 
to ensure external engagement practices are inclusive 
and expansive to include a range of partners. Arts and 
Business Chicago also helps members devise Racial 
Equity Statements for their organizations.

Youth Participation on City Commission | Los 
Altos, California  
The Public Art Commission in Los Altos, California holds 
a youth -specific seat on it’s nine  public art 
commission. This seat ensures

--member  
youth representation in 

city government, and also allows for the Commission to 
target programming and activities to youth citizens of 
Los Altos. termThis youth specific seat is a two-year  and 

are beginning their sophomore appoints students who 
year in high school. 
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LIST OF REFERENCES
The following appendix lists plans, documents, and expert insight referenced 

APPENDIX G

Adopted Plans Used as Reference Throughout 
the Process

• Arts and Culture Landscape Study
• 62.4 
• Downtown Akron Vision and Redevelopment Plan
• Blue Ribbon Task Force Final Report and 

Recommendations
• Brookings Report 2019
• Brookings Report, 2011
• Brookings Report, 2008
• Imaging Akron 2025
• The Economic Impact of Tourism in Summit County, 

Ohio | 2018
• Racial Equity Audit Report for Arts & business Council 

of Chicago
• Awake to Woke to Work: Building a Race Equity 

Culture
• Summit Lake Vision Plan 
• Akron Vision and REdevelopment Plan
• Greater Ohio Policy Center (January 2016) 62.4 Report: 

Profile on Urban Health and Competitiveness in 
Akron, Ohio

• Greater Ohio Policy Center (February 2017): 
Opportunities for Residential Reinvestment in Akron’s 
Neighborhoods

• Greater Ohio Policy Center (June 2016) From Akron to 
Zanesville: How Are Ohio’s Small and Mid-Sized Cities 
Faring?

• Soul of the Community (November 2010)
• Soul of the Community (November 2010) Full Report
• Attracting and Retaining Talent to Greater Akron: 

Research, Report and Recommended Actions (August 
2005)

Consulted Expertise Utilized During Process

• Mural Arts Philadelphia
• ArtsBiz Chicago
• The Arts Commission | Toledo, Ohio
• Arts Cleveland
• Greater Columbus Arts Council
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